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I.

COMPREHENSIVE SMOKING PREVENTION
EDUCATION ACT OF 1981
MONDAY, MAY 10, 1982
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIEkCE, AND TRANSPORTATION,

Washington, D.C.

The committee mets pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in rioni 235,
Russell genate Office Building:Hon. Bob Packwood (chairman of
the committee) presiding.
Staff members assigned to this hearing: Richard L. Perlmutter,.
Lawrence Fa Berton, staff counsels; Amy L. Bondurant and Loretta
Dunn, minority staff counsels:
OPENING STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN

The CHAniwar. The committee will come to order, please.

We are assembled today to investigate a produbt that is ltnked
with over 300,000 deaths per year and one of the.most heavily advertised and promoted products in the world. Not only is the .tobac,

co business a big business in this country and throughout the

world, but cigarette advertising expenditures alone approach $1 billion a year.
This is the second of two iearings on the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention and Education Act 'of 1981. In March 1982, Senator
Hatch held a hearing on this bill which focused on the health-related issues. Today's hearing, will focus on the advertising practices of
the tobacco companies and the impact of the bill on that industry.

We have assembled three panels of witnesses who will discuss
the effectiveness of European programs in cigarette labeling and

consumer education, the. advertising of cigarettes within the

United States, and compliance with tlie rotational warning scheme
in'the bill.
With the release of the 1964 Surgeon deneral's -report linking
smoking and cancer, the United States assumed a leadership role
in informing the public of the health dangers associated with smoking. In recent years, however, many European countries have far

exceeded the United States in their sophistication in furthering

.public awareness of the fdverse effects of smoking.

-.-

The program of rotational health warning labels which IS presentlY ,under consideration. by this committee is a program that has

proved_ successful in European countries. I would like, to emphasize
that we have proposed a system that has already preyed- to be successful.
(1)

f
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I am very concerned about the extent of advertising of cigarettes
in publications that are directed at children and women. In fact,
there is a relationship between the dramatic increase of cigarette
advertising in women-oriented magazines and the numioer of

women afflicted with smoking-related diseases.
In addition, I am concerned about the targeting of young persons
through advertisements that create role models of smokers as
being healthy, well-respected, and successful.

Most important, we are examining this issue today because the
American public is suffering from a lack of knowledge concerning
the health effects of smoking. Even if this program succeeds in informing just a handfill of teenagers of the link between smoking

and numerous diseases, thgn our efforts would have been well
worth it.

I am looking forward to hearing from the witnesses who are

scheduled to testify today.
Senator Ford?

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FORD

Senator Fon,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today the committee is considering S. 1929. I want to reiterate
what the chairman has said, that we are here today to discuss ad'vertising because the Labor and Human Services Committee has
already discussed the health issue. This hearing follows one held by
the Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
The Senate recently voted overwhelmingly to pass an omnibus
regulatory reform bill, S. 1080. The main thrust of S. 1080 was to
require agencies to do an analysis of the costs and benefits of proposed regulations.
I believe an examination of the costs and benefits of this legislation should be undertaken. What benefits would S. 1929 produce
with its requirements of rotational warning labels? This question
realty has two parts: No. 1, is the, public aware of the research concerning the possible harmful effecth of smoking; No. 2, if the public

is not aware, will the schenie mandated by S. 1929 create that

awareness?
To explore the first question, how knowledgeable is the general

public about the possible effects, the Federal Trade Commission
staff report on cigarette advertising 'released in May of 1981 stated
that studies have found that 90 percent of the joublic were aware
that smoking may be harmful to your health. That staff report ac-,
Inowledges that it is popsible that a small pOrtion of c6nsumers are

unreachable on the issue of haiurds of &hotting.
I would cite many other example's of the exceptionally high level
of awareness that the public has concerning the specific effects to
which the rotational warning labels are addressed. I think the statistics found in the FrC staff report show something we all suspect,
that the public is quite knowledgeable about the possible 'hazard&
associated with.smoking.
.However, even if we were to assume that the' public was unaware
of any possible harmful side effects, would the requirement of rotational warnings in S. 1929 raise`the level of awareness? Testimony
in hearings before the House Committee on Energy and Commerce

7
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from advertisers indicate that the scheme proposed by S. 1929

would not work and in reality would be counterproductive. Let me
repeat that. The advertisers indicated that the scheme proposed by
S. 1929 would not work and in reality would be counterproductive.
Advertisers follow a simple creed which I will paraphrase. "Keep

it simple, keep it clear, do it often, make it consistent, and be

single-minded. Changing labels frequently will not increase awareness. It will merely confuse and alienate the reader.
I believe the reason we have such a phenomenal public awareness, 90 percent'is due_to the fact that the warning label has basi-

cally remained the same since it_ was instigated in 1965. The
American people are bombarded with information on smoking.

Groups such as the Americaq Heart Association and others effectively_disseminate information about smoking through print, radio
and television. The American public is well aware of the research
done in the hazarda.of smoking.
Whether that knowledge flows frbm the warning label or from
other sources or a combination of all this information, the fact remains that only a small percentage of the American public is not
aware of studies that indicate smoking may be hazardous. And that
small percentage may reflect, one, smokers who refuse to believe

there are dangerd; or, two, that small portion of consumers the
Frc staff cites that are unreachable.

I do not agree with some of the Fir conclusions and the implicaiions in S. 1929 that portray the American public as too ignorant of
the risk's that have been associated with cigarette smoking.
The waAing label now used was originally devised as an alert. If
you test y random gir.toeucip of consumers, I am sure they will indito the risk of smoking, whether or not
cate that they are ale
they are a smoker, but they are incapable of providing the precise
knowledge required by the FTC. The level of a,wareness is astonishingly high.
I think at.some point the Ame'rican public can becoMe jaded, apd
it is time for the Government to use health hazard warnings with

caution. You can overwhelm the public and I believe we have

reached that point. Every night the news media reports some Government or independent finding on, the hazards of salt, cholesterol,
rich food products, coffee, sugar substitutes, red meat, wine, beer,
and whisky, and the last three will help eliminate the malaise of
the above.
Why then do we need S. 1929? In this era of deregulation, why do
on an entire inwe need _more burdensome requirements i .e
What I do see is a
dustry? I see little benefit flowing from this

misguided attempt to prevent educated nsumers who wish to
smo e from smoking. This bill_would not accomplish that purpose
and no legislation will.

Its estimated cost, $40 million to the tobacco industry alone. It
places uzinecessary regulatory burdens on an industry which con-

tributes more than $57 billion to the gross national product. In

Kentucky alone, tobacco means income to 164,000 farm fainilies. It
means 84,000 jobs and $48 million. in taxes to that State.
The American tobacco industry is now involved in a highly competitive attempt to provide the consumer with low tar, low nicotine
cigarettes. Consumers receive information on these pew ultralow

8
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tar products through advertising. I think it is an encouraging 'trend
that low tar brands account for nearly 50 percent of all cigarette
sales in 1980 compared to 2 percent in 1974.
The 1980 Surgeon General's report concluded that smoking cigarettes with lower yields of tar and nicotine poses a lower risk than
smoking other cigarettes, providing there is no change in the smoking habits. We should be encouraging the development, production,
and marketing of new ultralow tar cigarettes.
One last point, Mr. Chairman. We have a report based on ques-

tionable data and the bill which is presumably based on that

report, and I have many unanswered questions concerning the Fir
staff report. There are also many unanswered questions concerning
the effects of this bill, the costs of compliance both to the industry
and to the taxpayers.
Mr. Chairman, if this bill, S. 1929, is drafted from the FTC's staff
report, I feel we need an additional day of hearings on this bill to
talk to the FTC and get some of the answers. I w9uld request at
this time, Mr. Chairman, that the committee schedule another day
so that the Senators of this cominittee can hoar from the Commis!
sion.

I hope that we might agree that the American public does not
need or want Congress to initiate costly programs of little or no
benefit to the people. S. 1929 is a perfect example of yet another
Federal solution to the problem that does not exist.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heflin.
Senator HEFLIN. I have no comments.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gorton.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR GORTON

Senator GORTON. Mr. Chairman, there can no longer be a serious
question that cigarette smoking is the single most important pre-

ventable cause of illness and premature death in the United States.

Estimates of the number ofdeaths related to smoking exceed

300,000 per year. Columnist George Will recently reported that
more Americans have been killed by tobacco than have been killed
in all America's wars and traffic accidents.
Smoking is 'a major cause of lung cancer, other cancers, emphyse-

ma, and chronic bronchitis. It is one of the major risk factors fot
heart disease and is also associated with peptic ulcer disease. Maternal cigarette smoking may result in miscarriage, premature
birth, and retarded fetal growth.
Happily, the prevalence of smoldng is declining in America. I believe that this is attributable in large measure to public education
on the hazards of smoking. However, a recent FTC staff study
clearly showed that far too many smokers still do not have sufficient stiecific information about the relationship between smoking
and some of its most serious health consequences to Make an informed judgment about the nature and extent of the risks involved
in smoking.

For instance, the Fit found that nearly 50 percent of women do
not know that smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of still-

births and miscarriage. Also, more than 30 percent of the public

9
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was found to be unaware of the relationship between smoking and
heart disease.
S. 1929 is designed primarily simply to fill this information gap.
This is especially important with our young people. In the previous
hearing on S. 1929 before the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, testimony on behalf of the American Cancer Society revealed that by the ages of 17 and 18 the incidence of sthoking in
young men is over 19 percent and in young women over 26 percent.
Young people are attracted to smoking by advertising, peer pressure, and imitation_of--peers and adults.

At the very leaft, we must inkke certain that they have the best
specific information about the health risks of smoking readily
available, so that they have the opportunity to make an informed
choice. We are speaking here of a program of health promotion and
illness prevention.
.
As Senator Hatch has eloquently stated; this.is the most cost effective type of health program possible, not only in terms of dollar
costs but also in terms of human costs.
.

Mr. Chairman..for these reasons I am pleased to cosponsor S.

1929'and to participate in these hearings.
[The bill follows:]
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97TH CONGRESS

S. 1929

1ST 8388ION

To amend the Public Health Service Act and the Federal Cigarette Labeling and
Advertising Act to increase the availability to the American public of information on the health consequences of smoking at3 thereby.ithprove infOrmed
choice, and tor other purposes.

4

IN THE SENATE OF Tiit, UNI'rED STATES
Duman 9 (legislative day, NOVIEMBER 80), 1981
Mr. Ewen (for himself and Mr. PACKwoon) introduced the following bill; which
was read twice and referred jointlysby umanimous consent to the Committees
on Commerce, Science, and Traniportation and Labor and Hugon Resources

A BILL
Zo amend the Public Health Service Act and the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act to increase the
avitilability to the American public of information on the
health consequences of smoking and thereby improve informed choice, and for other purposes.
1

'Be it enacted by the Senate and House of &presenta-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
VII

8 That this Act may becited as the "Comprehensiye Smolling
4 Prevention Education Act of 1981".

7
2 t
FINDINGS

1

SEC. 2. The Congresiamds that-

2
3

(1) cigarette smoking is the largest preventable

4

cause orillness and premature death in the United
II

5

States,
with the
. and is associatei
,

6

of over three hundred thousan Americans annually;

necessary deaths

-

,. 6

7

(2) smoking is the primary cause of lung cancer

'8

and emphysema in the United States, and is associated
with other cancers;

9

10

(3) heart disease accounts for nearly one-half of

11

the deaths in the United States, and one-third of the

12

deaths attributable to heart disease are associated with

13

smoking;

14

(4) the risks of miscarriage, stillbirths, premature

15

births, and child weight deficiencies for pregnant

16

women Who _smoke are higher than for pregnant

17,

women who do not smpke;

(5) certain occuptOnal hazards, in cOnjunction

18

./
19

with smoking, increase substantially the risk of disease

20

anci death; and

(6) present Federal, State, and private initiatives

*22

have been insufficient in conveying to the Aiherican

,23

public the information contained in clauses (1) through

24

(5)

of this section and other 'information regarding

sriloking.

&

12

.

8
I.

3

41

PURPOSE

1

SEM 3. It is the purpose of this Act to provide a new

2

3 strategy ta educate and pro4ide information to the American
4 public that will allow individuals to make informed decisions
5" concerning smoking.

6

SMOKING RESEARCH, EDUOATION,,AND INFORMATION

.See. 4. (a) Title XVII of the Public Health Service Act

8 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

9 section:
"amome AND IESAIRH

10

"See. 1711. (s) The Secretary shallostablish and carry

11

12 Out a -Program

to.

inforia tl-; public of the dangers to health

18 from cigaretle sMoking. In carrying out 'mph program, life
14 $ecretary shal1715

!!(1) coordinate all activities of the Department

/6

which relate- to smoking and its effects on, health, in-

17

eluding research, and demonstration projects and educa-

18

tional

10

.

",(2) aro* the Interagency Committee on

20,

Smoking and Health established undar subsection (b),

21

coordinate the activities referred te in clause (1) of this

22

subsection with all othar activities of the Federal Gov-

.2a

ernment which relate to smoking andoits effecta On

-.

1

24

.

heilth;

1:1

;

9

4
1

"(3) through the Interagency Committee on

2

Smoking and Health established*under subsection (b),

3

coordinate the activities of the Federal Government re-

4

ferred to in clauses i1) and (2) of this subsection with

5

similar activities in the private sector;

6

"(4) conduct research and develop new methods

7

for informing the public of the effects .of smoking on

8

health, either independently or in conjunctioti with the

9

private sector, for use in a national effort;

10

"(5) collect, analyze, and diaseminate information,

A1

studies, and other data related to smoking and its ef-

12

fects ou health;

13

"(6) make available, througb specific publications'

14

and bibliographic and reference materials, information.

15

on research efforts relating to smoking and its effects

16

on health; and

17

"(7) undertake any -other additional informational

18

and research activities weh the Secretary determines

19.

necessary and appropriate.

20 In carrying out the requirements of this subsection, the See;
21 retary shall seek to, develop methods of communication with

.412 Federal, State, and local entities, asp/ell as with the private

23 sector.,
241

11(b)(1) To carry out the activities described in clauses

25 (2) and (3) of subsection (a), there is established an Inter.

10
5

1 agency Conunittee on Smoking and Health. The Com.nlittee

2 shall be composed of3

"(A) representatives from appropriate institutes

4

and agenoies of the Department, which may include

5

the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, the Na-

6

tional Cancer Institute, the National -Institute on Child

7

Health and Development, the Health Services Admin-

8

istration, the Health Resources Administration, and the

9

Center for Disease Control; 'and

10

"(B) at least one representative from the Federal

11

Trade Commission, 4re Department of Education, the

12

Department...of Labor, and any other. Federal 'agency

13

designated by the Secretary.

14

"(2) The Committee shall meet at least four times eaCh

15 year.
16

"(c) The Secretary shall transmit o-report to Congress

17 not later than January 1 of each 'year which shall containz--

"(1) Trent' 'Waive
'tion on the effects of smoking

18
19

on health

20

"(2) an oiervie; and madmen; Of Federal
activ,

21

ities undertaken to inform the public of the effects of

22

smoking on health;

28

A

"(3) information regarding the Vivifies of the

24

private sector with respect to the effects of.smoking on

'25

!mild* and

fi
6
1

"(4) such .recemrcendations, for legislation as the .

2

Secretarymay consider appropriate.".

3

(h) Section 8 of the Federal Cigarette Litbeling and Ad-

4 vertising Act (15 U.S.C. 1337) is amended by striking out
5 subsection (a) and by striking out "(b)" before "The Federal
6 Trade Commission".
CIGARETTE LABELING

8

1311

S. 5.Section 4. of the.Federal Cigarette Labeling and

9 Advertising Act (15 U.S.C. 1333) is amended to read ..as fol-

10 lows:
,11

"LABELING

"SEc. 4. (a)(1) It shall be tuilawful for any person to
13 manufacture,, import, or ,package for .tutle or distiThution

14 within the United States, or advertise any cigarettes, the
15 package cr'adveitisement for which fails to bear one of the
16 following statemeitta:,
17

`'"(A) 'Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your

18

Health. FOr Informatiottiion tte Specific Health Comp-

19

quences of Smoiiiag, Write: Surgeon General, U.S.

20

Public Health gervice, Wuhington, D.C., 20201.'.

.

21

"(B) 'WARNING: The Surgeon General has De-

22

termined,that Cigarette Smoking Causes-Emphysema,

23

Lung Cancer, and Other Cancers.'.

.

0. 19211is

X16

7

"(0) 'WARNING: The Surgeon General has Dep

termined that Cigarkte Smoking Causes Heart Disease.'.

4

"(D) 'WARNING: The Surgeon Genetal has De-

5

tennined that Cigarette Smoking by Pregnant Women

6

May Result in Mlscrriage, Premature Births, or Child

7

Weight Deficiencies.%

8
9

"(E) 'SMOKERS: No Matter How long you
Have Smoked, COW* Now Greatly Reduces

10

Risks To Your Health.%

.11

"(2) The labeling statements specified in paragraph (1)

12 of this subsection shall be rotated on the Tackages of eacil,
-

13 brand of cigarettes 'and the advertisements for ea& brand of
14 cigaregtes in a manner that assures that each of such labeling

15 statementi.appears an equal' number of times on' each brand

16 of cigarettes and all such advertisements within the fifteen,
17 month ,period beginning on the effective date of this subse&
18 lion and each succeeding fiftemr-month period.
19

"(3) Any labeling statement required under this subsec-,

20 tion shall be located in a conspicuous plate on every cigarette

21 package and in each advertiseMent for cigarettes, and shall'
22 appear in conspicuous and'legible type in contrast by typog.

23 raphy, layeut, or color with all other printed material gn the

-

21 package or advertisement.

k

13

8
"(4) In accordance with the provisions of section 553. of-

1

2 title 5, United States Code, the Federal Trade Commission

3 shall establish by rule a system to ensure that labeling state-

4 ments required under this subiection are rotated in accord5 ance with the provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection,

6 and that at any time each of the five labeling statements
7 appears on at least 15 per centum of all cigarette paekages
8 and advertising.
"(b)(1) It shall be unlawful for any person to manufac-

9

10 ture, import, or package for sale or distribution within

de

11 United States any cigarettes, the package of which fails to

12 disclose the level of
-

13

"(A) ta.r;

14

"(B) nicotine; and

15

"(0) carbon monoxide,

16 contained in such cigirettes.
"(2 Such tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide levels

18 shall be based on the results of the most recent tests of ciga-

19 rettes by the Federal Trade Commission. the Federal Trade
20 Commission shall perform such tests at least on an amlual
21 basis.

"(e)(1) It shall ,be unlawful for any person to manufae-

22

23 ture, import, or package for .sale or distribution within the
Fnited§tates any cigarettes unless such personbas provided

..25 'to die Federal Trade Commission and the Department of

r

*poi,

& Itarls

18

'

14

9

.

1 Health and Hu rtn Services a complete list of each chemical

2 additive used in the manufacture of such cigarettes and the
3 quantity of such additive.

4

"(2) The Federal Trade Commission and the Depart-

5 ment of Health and Human Services and any officer or em-

6 ployee thereof shall not disclose to any person-outside the
7 Cinmnission or the Department any information received pur-

a suant to paragraph (1).
6

.,

"(3) For purposes, of section 552(b)(4) of title 5, United

10 States Code, and section 1905 of title 18; 'United States
11 Code, any information received by the Federal Trade Com-

12 mission and the Department of Health and'Human Services

13 pursuant to paragraph (1) shall ke considered to be a trade

14 secret.".

/

.

15

)
PREEMPTION

16

SEC. 6. Section 500 of the Federal Cigarette Labeling
s.

17 and Advertising Act (15 tf.S.C. 1334(a)) is amended

18

M by stain out ''Statiainent",each place it, 4pears, and intertint in lieu thereof "staaments"; and

20

..

,. (2) 'by inserting before the period the follov;ing:

21,

"or in any cigarette adyertising".
,.

22
237

EFFECTIVE DATE

Sta. 1. (a) Eidept ,as provided in subsection (b), the

24 provisione d this 'Act: shit isle effect Ort the date of enact.

:

20 ment.
LIP
%OP

10
1

(b) The amendments made by sections 5 and 6 of this

2 Act shall take effect upon 4.he expiration of the one-year
8 period beginnint on the date of the enactment of this Act.
4 During suchone-year period, the Federal Trade Commission

5 shall promulgate such regulations as may be necessary to

6 implement the amendments made by sections 5 and 6 on
7

their effective date.

:
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,
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The CHAIRMAN. We will adhere to our normal committee rules
on the testimony this morning. All of the testimony will be put in
the record in toto, and the witnesses will be limited to 5 minutes
apiebe so that we will have time for questions. And 01 can assure

you that we will<have a number of questions.
I have had a ,chance to read all of the testimony that was submit-

ted as of the weekend and I found it most illuminating. We will
start this morning with Dr. Donald Harrison, president of the
American Heart Association. Dr. Harrison.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD C. HARRISON, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

Dr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am Dr. Donald Harrison, William G. Irwin:Professor of Cardiology
and chief ot cardiology at Stanford University, and at the present
time president of the American Heart Association.

I appreciate this opportunity to testiff to your committee on
behalf of the National Interagency Council 'on 'Smoking and

Health, composed of 27 national organizations, and the Coalition on
Smoking or Health, composed of the American Cancer Society, the
American Lung Association and the American Heart Association,
together with the Interagency Council.
We share a Common concern about the health consequences of

cigarette smoking and are attempting to bring issues relating to

the prevention of smoking, especially ainong children, to the attention of the public and legislatures. We strongly support smoking
prevention and research on smoking abatethent.
Today we testify in strong support of S. 1929, the Comprehensive
Smoking Prevention and Education Act of 1981. Our written testimony has been submitted and I wish to enlarge on seveial specific
points.
.
Initially, let us review the health cOnsequences of smoking, as
you have already done this morning. First, cigarette smoking has
been unequivocally linked to lung cancer, emphysema, chronic
bronchitis, coronary heart disease, and other medical conditions.
Second, during his testimony on March 11, 1982, Assistant Health
and Human Services Secretary Brandt reemphasized the specific
justification for cigarette warning labels, and his support for those
similar to the recommendations in Senate bill 1929, and seven
points in his testimony.
Assistant Secretary Brandt stated specifically:
No. 1, cigarette smoking is the largest preventable cause of illness and premature deaths, and is associated with the unnecessary
deaths of over 300,000 Americans yearly;
No. 2, ciprette smoking is the No. 1 cause of emphrsema;
No. 3, cigarette smolcing is the No. 1 cause of lung cancer and
chronic obstructive lung disease;

No. 4, cardiovascular deaths number nearly 1 million, nearly,
and it is estimated that one-third of those are attributed to

-

o. 5, cigarette smoking is one of the major risk factors for coro-

nary heart disease, that, is, heart attacks and sudden cardiac
deathg;
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No. 6, pregnant women who smoke are at a higher risk for spontaneous abortions, still births, premature births, and child weight
deficiencies than women who do not smoke;

No. 7, cigarette smoking is addictive and in a major way it injures health.
Third, in February 19821 the Surgeon General report entitled
"The Health Conse9uences of SmokingCancer," found cigarette

smoking was a inNor cause of cancer of the lung, larynx, oral

cavity, and esophagus. It was suggested as a contributory factor to
bladder, kidney, and pancreatic cancer.
Senator Foam. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to stop Dr. Harrison
from his testimony, but we are here trying to attempt to determine
advertising issues and health issues already on the record. And Dr.
Harrison, I hope you understand why I am saying this. We want to
address advertising, labeling, and the findings in S. 1929. I do not
think that the opposition to your statement will be here today, and
therefore I hope you would limit it to advertising and what we can
do through the labeling process.
The CHAnudAN. Wendell, if you would look at the last four pages
of his statement.
Senator Foam Well, he can get to those, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, he only has 5 minutes, so he'll get to them

soon, I am sure. But the last four pages relate to the bill, to labeling and consumer information.
Dr. HARRISON. I will turn to that shortly.

Fourth, widespread medical and scientific evidence agree on the
health hazards of smoking, and yet the tobacco industry maintains

a controversy exists because a handful of scientists still do not
fccept these conclusions. The 30,000 scientific studies amassed
since 1964, with the 4.e1ease of the first Surgeon General's report on

smoking, demonstrate overwhelming acceptance by the medical

community.

I maintain there is no controversy, only public relation tactics to
confuse and create doubt in the public mind.
Now let us turn to the need for warnings on cigarette advertising

and packaging., Again, I do not believe there is a controversy.

Public opinion overwhelmingly supporta the idea. Professional advertising groups have attempted to discredit the rotation of diseasespecific warnings in prior hearings.
Personally, I would like to see the entire warning for all points
printed in each ad and on all packages, perhaps as a wraparound
at the bottom and the top of each package. To me, the rotational
plan is a compromise of what is really needed.
Second, the present general warning is known by 90 percent of
Americans, as has been stated. It is worn out and has reached the
point of diminishing -returns. We need a new, more specific set of

warnings expressing the facts clearly and openly, such as. "The
only safe cigarette is a nonsmoked onety

The administration continues to support the major concepts in

this bill. In a letter to me dated April 5, 1982, Ms. Virginia Knauer,
Spedial Assistant to the President, wrote:

The administration is deeply concerned by the compelling evidence linking cigarette smoking to a wide range of illnesses. The administration believes the warning
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labels alerting the public to these hazards are entirely appropriate and that the
present warnings could be strengthened.

The administration is still studying the relative efficiency of the

disease-specific labeling scheme. On ,all other pointsthe overwhelming scientific evidence, the appropriateness of warning
labels, and the need for stronger warningsthe administration and
the health community are in complete agreement.
What will these new warning labels do, is the next point that I
want to address. They provide information to the consumer at little

cost to the Government or industry, since warning labels are already required.
Second, they are health information labels to provide the public

with information they need to choose between smoking and not
spoldng. They are Government aids to protecting the American
public.

Third, since tobacco and tobacco products have been exempted
from all health laivs enacted by, Congress, namely the Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act, the Consumer Product Safety Act, the Toxic
Substance Act, the Hazardous Substance Act, and the Fair Packaging and, Labeling Act, this type of informational message is the
only type that is remaining to convey to the American public the
scientifically documented health hazards of smoking. This responsibility must be accepted by the Federal Government, for no other
agency in society can do the job.
Finally, for a few personal observations. As my curriculum vitae
will indicate, I am/41ot an advertising expert and I do not come
here today to addr* the technical aspects of advertising. But I am
exposed, as are all American consumers, to the large and colorful
cigarette advertisements which appear in such profusion in magazines and billboards.
There are some fundamental questions which have occurred to
me as a physician and a concerned citizen as I view this advertisement. First, I have heard the argument that the cigarette advertis-

ing is not aimed at getting peoPe to start smoking, but rather in
getting current smokers to switch brands. From ads I have seen, I

find it difficult" to believe that these clever, highly impressive layouts are not intended to induce nonsmokers to start smoking.
Millions of Americans, including impressionable yoimg pople

and I have three suchsee cigarette smoking associated with the
aative, healthful, exciting lifestyle. They see smokers depicted as

attractive young people of both sexeb, dressed at the height of fashRill, and portrayed4 glamorous arid betratiful settings.
Let me show you a few examples. This advertisement for Virgin- ,
ia Slims stresses their campaign theme, "You have come -a long
way; baby." In all of the ads in this campaign the object seems to

be to show in a flip, humorous way the unacceptable conditions
under which unliberated women are forced to live..

This ad clearly says to me that young, chic, liberated women
prove it by smoking. I believe that this would tend to induce youngwomen to get with it and take up the habit of, smoking and ultimately the health hazards associated with it.
Another ad just says that if you smoke more cigarettes you will
be "More satisfied." We are told that by a slim, beautiful woman
with a clear complexion and a stylish hairdo Who is dressed in the
,
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latest fashion. Is this not the depiction of a desirable role model for
a young woman, including the satisfying habit of smoking?
I am told that in a recent edition of Cosmopolitan magazine, designed expressly for readership by young women, there appeared

no less than.,17 ' cigarette advertisements. How did they depict
smokers? How many of the ads used young women models or
models in se gs especially designed to attract the attention of
young worn

Do such a
girls and wom

hink you Ithow almost all of them did.

these tend to induce young and impressionable
to get with it and smoke, to emulate a lifestyle
that is so sur y associated with all things feminine, chic, and
glamorous? I be ye they do. The terrible health tragedy is that all
of these glamorous role models are smoking cigarettes.

:Finally, let me state ,clearly that nothing in the legislUtion we
are discussing would interfere with or complicate in any way the
ability of the cigarette manufacturers to advertise their products or
sell cigarettes. Neither would it require costly burdensome change
or addition.
Finally, Senate bill 1929 is designed to provide the consumer and

the potential consumer, particularly children, with clear and concise warning statement§ of the health hazards that clearly are associated with smoking. The bill has overwhelming support in the
thedical and scientific communities from many health, educational,

and youth organizations I represent them here today, and I am
convinced the majority of the American public.

We would be happy to nsirer any questions you might have on
these matters. ,
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to pass'on questions the first round. I
may haye some on the health aspects later.
Senator Ford?.

,

We will limit ourselves to 5 minutes on our questions and go
through a round apiece, and then we will go through a second and
third round, if necessary.
Senator FORD. Dr. Harrison, as you point out, S. 1929 purports to
provide consumers and potential consumers, notably children, with
information on the possible health risk.% associated with smoking.
In' light of the fact that the Fir report notes that less than 3 per-.
cent of adults exposed to cigarette ads actually read the warning
labels, what evidence do you have that rotational ivarning labels
are the best way to inform the consumer?
Dr. HARRISON. Senator, I am not an advertising expert, but I believe that the label as it now states, "the Surgeon General hers determined cigarette smoking it\Idangerous to your health," is rather
nonspecific, and I think if all f the warnings, including_ the risk of

heart disease, caliber of the rung, larynx, oral cavity, were on
there, that this would., be much more specific and much more

meaningful in terms of informing the public about the risks of cigarette smoking.
Senator num Well, if we get all of that onto a package of cigarettes, would it become a textbook?
Dr. HARRISON. That is why I said that I believe that we are talking about a compromise with the rotationai warnings we are talk- ,
ing about. I personally would like to see the whole thing wrapped
around thetop of the pack of cigarettes.
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Senator Foam Oh, f'understand that. But if you put all labels in
the bill, it would be a terrific amount. It is almost like labeling a
can of beer. You would have to have a quart in order to get the
wording on it.
-,

.

Dr. HARRISON. I would think that the wording could be pared

down to be small and be much more specific and be very prominentlSt displayed in the ads, and I think that that could be done.
1 Senator FbaD. Can you beat 90 percent?
"1.

Dr. HARRISON. Weltthat leaves 5,400,000 of them not knowing

about the risk, and I think that the risk of heart disease perhaps
still is 50 percent that do not know about it. They may know about
cancer, but I think that nearly a million heart disease each year,
that it is a greater risk in the long term from that standpoint.
,
Senator Fonn. But Doctor, you say that rotating the content of
the warning label is a simple matter. Since we have not had the
benefit Of FIV's testimony on this procedural matter, I was wonf dering if you would advise the committee on how you reached this
conclusion.

.

Dr. HianusoN. As I have pointed out, I am not an expert in advertising, and I will leave that question to your next three panels.
Senator Foul. But you have arrived at a conclusion here today.
You endorse this legislation.
Dr. HARRISON. Yes, I do.

Senator Foan. Then how did you arrive at that conclusion?
Dr. HmuusoN. Even, sir, if it costs several millions of dollars, as I
think you Pointed out in your testimony, it seems to me that the
warning to the American public is desperately needed at this time
with tlre terrible toll that smoking has extracted from our public

healthpoblems of today.
Senator Fortn. Well, you stated that this legislation seeks only to
provide formation to consumers at no cost to Government or industry. U ortunately, there will be costs associated with this bill,
costs to
out provisions that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services conduct research, develop new programs, collect,

analyze, and disseminate information, make publicatipns, material,
and information available. I think it must be made clear right now
that there will be costs to the Government associated.With this bill,

that there will be costs not only in setting up this program but in
. administering and monitoring the rotational warning sytem.

Again,:this committee 'and the previous two comnn tees that

have held hearings on this bill have bed the benefit of tes imony as

- to the cost to the Federal Government of this bill. No one really
knows how many supervisors, how much surveillance, how many
dollars that ii going to cost the industry.
.
Can you please tell us, Dr. Harrison, on what you base your
statement that rotating labels are a simple matter and there will
be no costs associated with this bill?
Dr. HARRISON. Well, in my prepared testimony it said no cost,
,

but even sir, let me point out that cigarette smoking in this country costs $13 billion in medical care costs each year, $25 billion in
lost economic productivity, and $3.8 billion at this time for medicare and medicaid, and in my previous testimony on the NM appropriation legislation, I pointed out that the chronic health care
coots in this country are increasing rapidly and medicare costs are

,

,

.
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being driven up so rapidly by diseases which are largely related to

smoking that it seems to me even if there is cost, that we must

invest this to abate this preventable clisease.that we have going on
at this time.
It seems to me that it is time that our Nation looks at this as our
No. 1 preventable health problem in the country, and even if it
does cost, me should take this quite seriously and begin to work
with it.
.
Senator Foxn. We had an administration that believes in getting
regulation .off your backand the bell rang, so I will come back.
,

\

'The CRAIRJHANtSenator Heflin?

Senator HEFLIN. Doctor, you are an outstanding specialist in the

field of4 the heart. I wonder if you, have gathered any `statistics
y urself and in the event you have not, whether there have been
y statistics that have been gathered by various educational or as.
tions dealing with heart diseaie wriich would indicate in sever-

al tYpes of categories, first, those that you have treated, or those
t iis t have been treated by other doctors but still in the statistical
stu y before they have heart disease where the doctor has warned
the patient that the smoking is injurious to their health.
en I would put it if possible into certain categories like one,
two or three packs a day, and what percentage of those that you
have' told this have stopped smoking.
.
Dr: HAARISON. Senator, I do not have the exact data that you are
dt

,

asking for, but there are numerous studies, and the Framingham
study from Massachusetts is perhaps the most notable study pointing out that with increasing number of cigarettes you smoke, the

increasing risk of heart disease, and that is almost a linear in-

crease, going up to multiple fold increase after a number of years
of smoking. It is also known that if you took the curires that are
plotted here in this booklet showing the total cigarette consumption since 1900 to 1979 in this country, if you plotted the coronary

heart diseaie death rate, you would have a :curve that would

almostimperimpose on top of that curve.
Senater HEFLIN.. I am asking you about warnings that you have
given patients, and how many of them have complied with your
uest hat they stop smoking?
ve ou made any figures yourself; personally? That is before ..
they ha e heart disease.
.
.

Then want to ask you after they.had a heart disease, what per-

centage espond to your Dral warning?
Dr. HmuusoN. I would say, sir, that in my experience, about 80

peroent lof the people that are given all of the information ,and
warnm that have not yet had some major event will stop smoking and Jnot start again.
Senatbr HEFuN. Is this beTore they have heart disease?
Dr, IARiusON. That islight.
Senator HEnm.,Now, what about after they have heart disease?

Dr. IA1UU8ON. The nst, convincing thing in terms of getting
someone to stop smoking is to talk to them after they have had
open heart surgery or coronary bypass surgery. I have a very easy
tune of getting 75 or 80 percent of those people to stop smoking.

Senator HEFLIN. That is after?
Dr. HARRISON. That,is after a major heart operatioir
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Sepator I-Wu:N. Have there beeri any studies that have been
made whith are supported by empirical evidence to the effect of

-

before arid after heart disease as tOphysicians! warnings?
Dr. HARRISO,N. Yes, there have been-studies. I cannot quote them
chapter and verse, but they all indicate the things thatI bave, indi.
cated, that to get people to stop before some event is very difficult.
Many people will stop, as you do after stopping the lighting of each
cigarette, but to stay stopped for a year, which is usually considered an appropriate amount of time, only a small percentage, 20 or

20 percent, in all the studies that I knoiv of that have been done
with all of .the major programs. After a major attack it is a different Story, and a larger percentage, although still many people who
do not really accept the.risk as well as they might, will start back
smoking. But most people after a major event can be convinced to
stop:
Senator HEIM& COtlld you identify those studies? If_you cannot

do it now, if you would by writing indicate the identifications of
studies of oral warning's by physicians arid _the results therefrom,
and I suppose studies wbuld have different fields, like whether they
are smoking half a pack or one 'back or two packs or four packs a
day-or whatever it might be.
Dr. HARRISON. I shall provide. you With that, sir.
Senator HEFLIN; All right, `thank you.

But let me ask you this. You say that 30 percent of those beforehand. I suppose that in that 30 percent, while they did not have
heart disease, they had something that they thought was heart disease or they would not riome -to you.

.

Dr, HARRISON. I would not be seeing them in a routine way
except for that, but even in studies where that is not true, if you
are in o major program and want to stop smoking, that 30 percent
figure for stopping and remaininkstopped over a period of year
when you have had no major even is a widely quoted figure.
Senator HEFLIN. Are ihere an studiet on just routine yearly

physical exams as to where a P

:Aden orally warns the patient

againstamoking, as to what percentage would stop?
Dr. HAititisox. It would be a much lower percentage, than the 30
percerit.
.
'Senator HEFLIN. DO you have any guess as to what the lower
. wouldbe?
Dr: ntaxisorr. It wotild he strictly a guess, but 15 or 20. percent'
would be a high figure, I think. It would be the upper limits of that
'figure, more like -10 percent.
-

Senator Roux. Thank you.

The CriAriticAN. Senator Gorton;

.

Senator GORTON. Dr. Harrison4 take it that while your testimo-

ny bere indicates a strong support for this bill, that that does not
necessarily imply that you think that this is the best single way to
make rinore effective the war against smoking or that you think
that Staridinralone this will solve the problems which you see on a
daY bYday-basis.
Is-that 'correct?

-

-

-

.

.

,

-

Dr. HARRISON. Matt is correct. I think this bill is a compromise'

that is practical as to what ysu can put oii, a label, although I believe that if yik,wdrked at it you Could do better.
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Senator GORTON. Even beyond labeling, I take it that if you were
able to set public policy for the United States, you would take further action in connectioh with the prevention of smoking, is tfiat
correct as well?
Dr. HARRISON. I think we need major health education and
health prevention messages to the public in a broad way, looking at
the change in lifestyle and behavior that can affect our health in a
major way. I think the progress we have made in 10 years with the
30-percent decline in cardiovascular deaths has been a very impressive one, and I believe that we can continue that and that many of
the illnesses that ravage the aged population in this country and
ultimately stand a chance of-bankrupting our medicare and medicaid systems can be prevelittett
'Senator GORTON. Am I also correct in saying that your testimony
in favor of this bill is not conditioned upon a finding that it will be
of no cost- to the tobaco companies or to those who smoke, that
even if there were a significant cost which in fact raised the price
of cigarettes, you would still feel that this was an investment very
much worthwhile?
Dr. HARRISON. Absolutely, and quite strongly.
- Senator GORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stevens?

Senator STEvENs. Doctor, your testimony indicates 90 percent of
the public know or believe the content of the warning now, and yet

you say you think that current warning has reached the point of
diminishing returns.,.
Why is that?
Dr. HARRISON. Sir, I think that the warning as it now reads says

"Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Cigarette
Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health" is not nearly as effective as

saying it causes lung cancer, heart disease, chronic obstructive
lung 'disease, and so forth.
Senafor STEVENS. If 90 percent of the people know of the warning

and still smoke, what good is it going to do no matter what you
say?
_
Dr. HARRISON. I think the warning labels, sir, are allied more at
preventing people from starting to smoke than smoking abatement
or stopping people from smoking. People are addicted to nicotine,
and we need more research on how they are addicted to nicotine to
be able to tackle that problem,
My concern is the young people starting smoking. I think very
specific warnings are much more effective than the general warning that we now have.
S'enator STEVENS. What has your research shown as to what
causes a young person to start to smoke?
Dr. HARRISON. Again, I will demur from that. I am not in adver-

tising, but I think that from a personal standpoint I believe that
ads such as this that depict beautiful lifestyles with smoking cigarettes causes young people, particularly in their very early teens,
to start smoking. That is my personal opinion.
Senator STEVENS. Did you ever smoke, Doctor?
Dr. HARRISON. I never smoked, sir.

Senator STEvErrs. Do you have any children that smoke?
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Dr. 'HARRISON. No, sir, none of my children have smoked. I have

given them the message from very early childhood not to smoke.
Senator Simms. Then are you not the living proof of the answer
that the problem is commumcation from parent to child and not
advertising or public programs or government interference with
the lives_ of people, but having the families teach the children the

lifestyle that they ought to follow?,
Dr. HARRISON. I am a living example, but there are 54 million
people who are potential parents who smoke, and it is very difficult
I think to take that approach.
Senator STEVENS. ly&ybe you have been trying to give them a

message, their children a message through advertising, and you

should ask them to give a piessage to their children themselves.
-Did ou ever think of tlilat?
Dr. HARRISON. I think that is a very good point. I hope that more
people do that, in fact.
Senator &gyms. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Ford?

Senator Foith. Doctor, you say you want to stop people fr'om

smoking or not let them start, which would probably be your main
goal, and you Ire commendably concerned about educating youth
on ghe potential health risks associated with smoking, particularly
those youths who have not yet decided to smoke.

How is a label printed on a cigarette package stating that the
Surgeon Geirral has determined that cigarette smoking by pregnant women results in miscarriage, premature births, or child.

weight deficiency going to deter, a 12-year-old boY from taking up
Smoking, or for that matter convince a 30-year-old man from smqkiflg

. HmuusoN. I do not think that the pregnancy one is going to
be as helpful as the one that warns abont lung cancer and chronic
obstructive lundisease.
SenatOr Foxii. I asked you a question aboqtthis is one of the
proposed labels in the legislation that you have endorsed, and I
asked you how it would prevent or help to stop a 12-year-old from

smotang.

Dr. Hiatiusox. Sire I am afraid I do not know the answer to that.
I think he might be concerned' with his 'future life if he is a very
percePtive 12-year-old.
Senator FORD. He beats 12-year-olds down *on Yellow Creek Key.
I Will tell you,

YOu state in your testimony that there is no agency in our society , other than the Federal Government which can inform .the
publi6 as to the potential health risks ,associated with smoking.
However, in your opening remarks you state that the newly formed
NICSH seeks to provide a cooperative and independent force to
inform the public that 27 national organizations actively, support
that council;
In thede times of fiscal restraint, increasing reliatice on volun-

teerisin and; reduced Federal regulations, it seems to me, that
NICSH has the ready organized resources to be able to step 'forward and volunteer on a public information campaign at truly no,
a* to- the taxpaYera.
Jim 1 wrong in that?

.

.
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Dr. HARRISON. I think that is the firm resolve of all members of
the NICSH and the American Heart Assdciation to continue this. I
think that the wily gimp that has the ability-to _regulate this and
require it is the Fe4eral ezovernment. Those agehcien are mounting
mass campaigns of education against cigarette smoking at the pres.
ent time,
.
Senathr Foam Well, if your express putpose is to-deter children
from smoking by providing them with health information, how will
publishing such information on a cigarette package in the form of
labels help fo inform a nonEmoker, particularly children?
Dr. HARRISON. I think that this kind of advertising is viewed by

everyone. if there are 17 advertisements

-

Senator Foko, I do not think you saw this advertisement. I want
you tb be stile to see this one. I think maybe you missed this one
rindicatirigi.

Dr. 114..xiusozi. However, I thirk if there are 17 sUch ads in one
issue of a magazine direded at teenage and young women, I think
that they are very likely to see the labeling on there.
Senator Fomi. Well, doctor, I have another one just like thin, if I
den find it, frOm an antique show that shows him sending every.
liglY that he knovis a carton fot Christman. If I get that, we will
insert it in the recoid.
Dr. HARRISON. He looks a good deal younger there in Our picture, sir.,
Senator FORD. But you tecognize him tight -off. That is like 90
rceitt of the people-recognize the label on a pack of cigarettes.
They
the picture on that ad. Therefote-90 percent of the
people un erstand it.
Doctor, would you agree that usage of -marihuana by, young
,peoPle in- the 'United States now exceeds the usage of cigarettes?
I do not have the stittintica on that.
Senator FORD. Do you Want me tO give-them tO your

Dr. HaitiasOrf. jtyon have them, yes,

Senatoi Tamen. Vt%at- do you think, though?

Dr. 1-4riaisori. I doubt it, that it exceeds the- cigarette consump-

tiOn.

Senitor,Forin. Some 26 million youths aged between 19.and 19
use marihuana, and 6 millien use mgaretteé.
linitaisoil. But they have used it only maybe once or twice, in
maany-ofthose-caseaandnot smoked-20 cigarettes a day:
Senator Foaii..Yes, hilt that is Anadvertised. There IS no adver-

tiseinerit for Marihuana out there and there. is more smoking

marihuine,-thin there 'are cigarette's between- that age. Therefore,
there is not one single line of advertising, in favor of.marihuannt.
&thy 1ineyoU read' is in opposition to it.
So rust wantedtO bring that to your attendon.

Dr. HARRIso N. I -wanted to make 11110 that I put on the record I.
aril in4pponition to it,:tOO.

Seriatim rola Well, if you -are going to regulate that, the farm-

-ersi want ,their allotinent. quota.

.0rielant question. Iseelhaverny caution, light,
You indicate that this legislation will substantially affect pub
awareneas1 disagree' *at the Ainerican,public is. still too
of the haiirdi that haia been isiodiated irith cigarette smoking,
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and I can think of no health clain3s in the years that I have served
in the C4mgress that has received more intensive media coverage.
Warnipg labels are also reinforced by antismoking advertisements
n,
o, television, and magazines. What other ways can you conhaviOr short of making the product Blegal?
Dr, HARRISON. I am not for making it illegal. I think everyone

has a right to choose his behavior or lifestyle. I just thitik that
giving them the hest health information available is essential at
this point in our society.

The CHAismAN. Senator Heflin?

Senator amoin4 I am curious as to what are the anticipated results of getting Mere reading of w,arnings if rotation occurs than a
single general statement which uigh t have aaded to it a little bit
more of the diseases? Is there something about rotation that cause)3

- .more reading?

Dr. HARRISON. I will leave the specifics of that to the advertising
people who will be talking _later. I personally believe that a strongly, much pore strongly worded warning statement that was prominently displayed might be the better of the answers. This is a com.
promise position in some ways, but you are_ going to hear about

how this has worked in sonie of the European countries in your
later testimony froni the advertising people.
Senator Hziux. You are, of course, familiar with warnings that
occur on medicine, and the warning that I have frequently known
about is the warning to keep out of the reach of children prescription medicine or iiatent medicine and things of that sort.
How well has that worked?
Dr. HARRISON. I think it has worked. There are certahily fewer
poisonings with aspirin now, which is one of the big ones where

this has been used. But they have also made a cap for the bottle
that is more difficult to remove for a child.
So I cannot testify to how effective it is, but I- think that people

will call and ask about some of those things from time to time

-

when there are warnings-on medicatien.
nator Hma,n1. Was the 'idea of going toward this childproof
bottle and that sort of thing, was that as a result of the inadequacy
.of warningsto accomplish their Mission?
Dr. HAREusim.. Yes, sir. I think there i4 no question that ivarn,..,ings, as we arelalking about them, will not accomplish the mission

that I ant herrtalking about today. I just firmly believe that it is
pne way that we ,must aiproach this problem. It is not the only
waY. There are many other ways that this problem needs to be approached. We are not going to solve it with Naming levels.

Senitor HEFuN. Do you anticipate that ar a result of rotation'
warnings Jhat you are going to have a decrease from those that

8.

presentlysmoke in -their snioking?
Dr. HARRISON. I think that as I have said earlier, to get people tostop smoking completely apd stay a year is difficult because I believe that the major problem is niootine addiction, and thaf is one
of the very most powerful iubstances causing addiction, and I be-,

lieie that ni fact the rotation of labeling being very specific will
help, and that more disease specific labels would definitely be a
countertheasUre, a measure tkat would be'accepted 88wel1.
Ri
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Senator HEpin. How Much do you_really think that the rotati
iagbing tO affeet smoking by those that presently smoke?

HsawsOiv. I ani now giving you a personal opinion I think
not -a great deal. Mit I hope that it would be very effective in pre-

Venting. stime People from starting, particularlY those young amokerg.

Senator HEFLIN. In other words, you do not think, on those that
presently smoke, that rotation of labeling Will have much effect,

but it-is those that

Dr. HAP:RISON. Thbie that have not commenced smoking. I think
in this whole plieblem that is where we must commence. It is not
with people who have been smoking for 20 years, but with the
peotile who have not yet started to smoke.
The CHarsuaN. Senator Gorton?
Senator Goirrox. No further questions.
The Cluassiax. Senator Stevens?
Senator Simms. Do you think any smoking is harmful, or just

smoking cigarettes?

D. Hanidoii. I think any Brooking is harmful. Pipes and cigars,
which-have been reported not to cause as high an incidence of lung
cancer, have 'been shown to cause cancer of the oral cavity and the
lip. And again, most People who smoke, at least my experience is
that they do not inhale cigars and do not get the same concentration of tars and other things in their lungs. So I think that for that
reason cigarettee smoking is by far the most hazardous of tho ones
we are talkini about.
Senator
staff tells me that at one time you endorsetta cigarette
ed Free, Is that right?
Dr. HAilaisdri. o. This wit a substance that had no tobacco in
it. I did not endorse it. I worked with it and tried to do some tests.
It is no longer available at this point in time:
Senator
Is it the mcotine cigar*4 that you think
camel thiaProbltrii?
'Dr. Ifixtuskiii. I think it is the nicotine that cause; the addiction
to sinokingr, I think that the idea with Free was to provide almy
out of the nicOtine and' hopefully to discontinue smoking completely. It waii a rernidy te gtt people off nicotine, as I viewed it. And
beicauseoffinancialieaSons, that has noteontinued.

-Senatok -S*s. I Understand that thaTrotational Conce t of

theie warning; voUld requite five separate warnings to be, p

on- packages , and they- would be rotated in. aciVertising and on the
es:as. that the Plan?
Thatis the plan-as,ft is envisioned.
'Senator SiXONs:That is-soit Of like,xxon having five logo!.
Dr. Hi1itu3ON. W011y before they broke_ up Standard Oil into
Eñôn thia allthe others, 'there,..*ere ffiie different parts of Stand-

OiLlgueisit is the Seine thing.

Seniti# STiVitlii. The Vihole theory of w-arriings, is it not, is to
have the saine warning so people understand it, and when they see
Itthey kno* *hat it inane, like the warnings.on any other kind of
labelingrWhy viould We Want to hury something that has worked?
If 90 percent of the people know what' this is and realize that there,
ila probleni,,Why wonld we *ant to change the Warning?
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Dr. HARRISON. Well, I would argue that the warning as it now
exists, "The Surgeon General has determined that oigarette smoking is dangerous to your health," is not as meaningful as "Cigarette smoking has been shown to cause lung cancer, heart disease,
and problems with pregnancy." I think that that is a much more
specific and much easier to understand label, whether it be rof.aor whether it be in a single label that is disease specific.
Senator &awn. Thank you, Mr. Chairmai.
tional

The CIIAIRMAN. Senato-r Ford?

Senator FORD. A couple of items here. The FM report that apparently we are going from now, 75 percent of the public is aware

that smoking may relate to heart risk. That is a pretty high percentage without doing anything else. And you just said yourself,
doctor, that the labeling in your opinion woulelot help, particularly those with smokers.

Now let me read to you a testiraony given by Carlton Turner,

seniof pOlicy adviser for drug policy, office of policy development,

February 24 of this year. I think we can use the testimony outlining a more promising approach to drug and alcohol prevention to
emphasize decisionmaking, peer support, confrontation, and family,

school, and community involvement. "Prograins that seem to be
the most effective draw on the resources of business and labor, the

religious community, the vast array of volunteer organizations, and
are designed and executed by people who are closest to the potential user."

Now, is that not what we need to be getting to? Is that not the
approach or the philosophy of this administration, that we not get
into more regulation? You claim and just stated in your testimony
that labeling would not work, and the group that you formed prob,

ably would have greater -effeat
I just said .Et. moment ago that marihuana is never advertised in
any kind of publication, ads or anything else, and you have almost

five times as many users of marihuana between 13 and 19 in this
country as you have cigarettes. So, are we not maybe going after
the problem, as you see it perapnally, in the wrong direction?
Dr. HARRISON. Senator, I endorse all of the community action
propositions that you made about trying to influence behavior, and
we of the Interagency Council and the American Heart Association
are doing all we can in public education 'to try to warn of the hazards of cigarette smoking:
You mentioned a figure that 75 percent Of the people know about

these health hazards, even the ones as to heart disease. That still
leaves over 50 million Americana who do not know, and I think
that what we do in terms of putting labels, specific labels,on advertising that is so widely shown will help some of those 50 million
Americans to appreciate the 'Problems of smoking.

Senator Foam Well, Mr. Chairman, I will stop there, I guess. I

will- probably think .of something else.
The C-Hattsumr. Senator Gorton?
,,[140

Papsej

xne CHAmMA. benator SteVens?
(No reaponse.]
The CHAnimAN. Doctor, thank you very much.

,
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[The following information was subsequently received for the
recordl
AMERICAN Hzurr ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.C. May 13, 1982.
Hon. Roar= PACEWOOD,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Sc

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.0

-

Drill SENATOR PACKWOOD: As

Committee on Commerce, Science, and

Comprehensive Smoking Pratlon

and n-ansportation,

.

, on May 10th, I testified before the
..rtation in support of S. 1929, "The

tion Act of 1981.

I would like to clarify fo the record thq American Heart Association's formal position on S. 1929 and
particular, on the "rotational" scheme of the bill, as it

seems kliat my teatiany has been miainterpreted to mean that we endorsed a
"single warning label as oppos to "multiple" rotational warnings. The line of
questioning in which I statW that I would like to see a label with all the health

consequences noted on it was not intended to concern itself with the pros and cons
of the rotational system but rather with the need for more detailed specific health
information so that consumers will have at their disposal all of the information on
the health hazards of cigarette smoking.
The American Heart Association, the National Interagency Council on Smoking
and Health, the Coalition on Smoking or Health have always considered the rotational scheme of S. 1929 as a critical and essential aspect of the legislation.
On behalf of the American Heart Association I would like to commend you for
your leadership and trupport of S. 1929. The American Heart Association stands'
ready to assist ).ou and your committee in any way it can in ensuring that this important legislation is enacted into law.
Sincerelki

<

DONALD C. HARRISON, President.

The CHAIRMAN. It would be my intention to run this hearing
right through the lunch hour until we finish all of the witnesses,
rather than coming back this afternoon..
Again, let me emphasize that your entire statements will be in
the record, if you summarize them and limit your case to 5 Minutes
we would appreciate it. We will take a panel of Mr. Michael Waterson and Mr. Michael Daube. Mr. Waterson, do -you want to start?
*

STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL NVATERSON, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, AD-

VERTISING ASSOCIATION OP ENGLAND, REPRESENTING .THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES, THE
AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION, AND THE A$SOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS; AND MiCHAEL DAUBE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
DI I , UNIVERSITY OF EDINBOROUGH, EDINBOROUGH, SC

r Mr. WATEssow. I am research

ector of the Advertising Associ-

ation, based in London, a ihembe of the British Council for National Academic Aivards, a founde editor of. the "Journal of AdverUsing," and the author of more t
,80 articles and monographs
relating to advertising.

Senator Foam I have a hard t. e understanding your English.

Mr. WmAnsox. I have a hard
e with American.
Senator FORD. I will talk slower, though.
Mr. WATRREON. The function of he Advertising Association, the
organization I _work for, is to, see hat the interest of manufactur-

ers, advertising agencies-And th media are represented in the
United Kingdom and European arliaments and to assure that
issues such as the one under
n today are debated fairly
and in the light of all available r
ch evidence. ye have worked
-
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very closely with the EEC Parliament, for example, the British
Government, and with consumer groups on questions concerning

the advertising of alcoholic drink, advertising f'or children, and the
incidence of false advertising claims.
In short, the Advertising Association has gone to considerable

lengths to win a position of respect in Europe and if would not

jeopardize this position by defending a doubtful cause.
I do believe that there are very,, good grounds for rejecting the
measures proposed in S. 1929.
My reasons derive entirely from the research evidence available
which shows that restrictions on cigarette advertising do not have
an overall effect on cigarette consumption. Restrictions dq, howev-

er, slow down the transfer of smokers to low-tar, low-nicotine

brands.
The evidence ranges from econometric studies which isolate the
impact of factors such as price and health campaigns on "consumption through to appraisals of perception of cigarette ads and anticigarette ads, through to comparison studies of different markets. A

lot of information can be got from this data, since the posithon

varies greatly from country to country.
For example, in Switzerland there is a great deal of freedom to
advertise following a recent referendum. In Sweden advertising is
severely restricted and 16 health warnings are rotated on cigarette
packs, but no effect of the advertising restrictions or of the introduction of the warnings can be seen in total tobacco consumption.
-In Norway a massiVe health campaign has accompanied a ban on

advertising; yet, per capita cigarette consumption has hardly

varied over the 5 years before the ban or the 6 Years since.

In Finland the main effect of an advettising ban had been to

slow down the transfer of cigarette smokers to low-tar brands. lb
Poland, cigarette consumption has risen by 25 percent since a full
advertising ban. In Italy consumption has risen by more than 3
percent a year over a 20-year period since the ban on advertising.
Yet in the United Kingdom where cigarette advertising is allowed, cigarette consumption has fallen, ,since 1973. I must at this

point reiterate that I am talking &out' facts. Other claims have
en put forward which contradict sortie of the points I have just

Made, particularly in relation to Norway and Sweden. Such claims
are, however, seriously flawed since they depend on the results of
asking people what they do rather than what they do, which is the
basis of mY testimony.

For example, one recent report by Paul Nordaren, an informa-

tion officer of Sweden's Anti-Smoking Association, claimed success
for hiS association's policies on the basis of a fall in smoking among

men from around 50 percent in 1970 to 31 percent in 1980. Were
this claim true, it would of necessity also follow that the consfunption of those who smoked throughout this period rose by more than
50 percent,.a ludicrous figure.

Mr. Nordren conveniently forgot to note in his report the fact
that people often do not tell the truth when answering interviewers' statement about their smoking, drinking and other habits. And
antismoking campaigns, whatever else they appear to 'have done,
have Edpificantly increased this tendency. Surveys of smoking behavior are therefore a highly unreliable guide to actual behavior.

r
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Actual behavior as reflected in the national smoking statistics I
have supplied to this committee.

The tesearch evidence based on actual behavior shows clearly
that the governments that have tried to reduce smoking by re-

stricting tobacco ads have not been successful. The reason is very
simple: Cigarette ads do not sell the idea of smoking; cigarette ads
sell brands, and most importantly low-tar and low-nicotine brands.
Further evidence of this is seen in data available from Eastern
Europe. A complete advertising ban has existed in the Communist
bloc countries for several decades. Poland is the exception, with the
ban enforced only for the last decade. One would expect that if ad-.
vertising were a contributing factor toPexisting smokers to continue
to smoke or to nOnsmokers starting to smoke, and through these to
the growth of total cigarette consumption, one would have seen
either no growth or more specifically a decline in consumption in
these countries where advertising has not existed for such a long

period.

This is not the case. Consumption has outstripped population

growth in every one of the Communist bloc countries.
The evidence from econometric analysis backs up this common-

sense view that advertising does not influence total cigarette con-

sumption. This explains why health messages on packs do not
work. It is relatively easy to introduce a new brand. It is virtually,
impossible to make people smoke more cigarettes or use more gaso-

line through advertising. Similarly, modifying the behavior of
smokers not to smoke is extremely unlikely to result from the
health warnings on packs or in ads.

The fact is that other parameters, such as income and price

levels, are far more important. For example, in Britain cigarette
consumption fell massively last year due entirely to a price rise, a

large price rise.
For these reasons, it ig *my view that S. 1929 will not contribute

to a decline in cigarette consumption. If it is enacted into law it
could, however, contribute directly to a fall in the sate of conversion of smokers from high- to low-tar brands. The research evidence shows that countries such as the United States and West
Germany, wbere cigarette advertising is permitted, have experi-

enced a more rapid conversion rate to low-tar cigarettes.
The CHAIRMAN. I will have to ask you, Mr. Waterston, to ^conclude,, please.

Mr. WATERSON. I am sorry, I have been reading slightly slow ly
because of the accent problem.

Just to fmish off with a quotation from one of the most recent
studies produced by a major research organization in Germany:
"Every country in the world that has tried to reduce smoking by
restricting tobacco advertisements has been unsuccessful. The experiment has been tried and has failed."
In all probability, however, if enacted the bill woUld have unfor.
tunate and unlooked for consequences of a serious nature.
Thank you, gentlemen,
[The statement followsq
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. WATERSON FOR THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Or ADVERTISING AGENC/E13, THE AMERICAN ADVERTISING FILM:RATION, AND THE ASSOCIATION OF
NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

I would like, first of all, to thank the Chairman for giving me time to testify today
on behalf of the American Aasociationof Advertising Agencies, the American Advertising Federation, and the Associatidt of National Advertisers, on the proposed
legislation aimed at reducing cigarette consumption.
As you are aware, the advertising industry is affected by the recommendations in
your legislation We welcome this opportunity to appear before your committee to
illustrate the practical effects of such action which may be counter-productive to the
very nature of your intent.
I would like to introduce myself, and the organization I work for. I am
Research Director of the Advertising Association based in the United Kingdom. I
have an honors degree in Econometrics, and a masters degree in Marketing.
The Advertising Association has existed for more than 50 years. Its function is to
ensure that the joint interests of manufacturers, advertising agencies and the media
are fairly represented in the United Kingdom and European parliaments.
Our purpose is to work with governments, to ensure that issues such as the one
under discussion here today are debated fairly, and in the light of all available research evidence:
For example, we worked closely with the British government to research exhaustively the incidence of false and misleading advertising claims. In conjunction with
leading consumer organizations, and we have worked closely with the European
Economic Community Parliament, and Convoission, and with leading European con-sumer groups to research the questions arising about advertising to children.
We have also worked in harmony with leading organizations in Europe concerned
'with alcoholism, with the Council of Europe, and with many other official and privite bodies on questions concerning the advertising of alcoholic drink.
I feel it is also relevant for me to point out that the Advertising Association did
not undertake the task of defending the place of cigarette advertising in Europe
without first researching the issues involvei. We spent two years debating the various points with our members and researching areas where we felt uncertain of our
position. If our research had indicated areas of concern I would not be here today.
In short, the Advertising Association would not be prepared to jeopardise its hardwon position of respect in parliamentary circles in Europe, by defending a lost or
doubtful cause. I do believe that there are good grounds for rejecting measures such
as those proposed in S. 1929.

My reasons derive from the research evidence I have collected in recent years,
which shows that restrictions on cigarette advertising do not have any effect on
overall cigarette consumption. Advertising restrictions do howeverolow down the

transfer of smokers to low-tar, low-nicotine brands. In my opinion S. 1929 may well
result in a decline in cigarette advertisin'g, denying valuable product information,
particularly relating to new low-tar brands, to consumers, and therefore having an
effect the very opposite of that intended.
The research evidence I have examined ranges from niajor econometric studies,

which attempt to isolate the impact of various factors such as income, price, and
health campaigns On cigarette consumption; through to appraisals of consumers'
perceptions of cigarette advertisements, anti-cigarette advertisements, and advertisements defending cigarette advertisements; through to comparison studies of the
different European markets where many different types of attempts have been
made to cut smoking.
In iny opinion a great deal of useful information can be derived from this mass of

data, since the position varies so greatly from country to country in Europe. For
example, in Switzerland there is virtually complete freedom for the manufacturers
to advertise where and how they like, following a recent referendum on the issue. In
Italy, Norway, Poland and Finland complete bans on cigarette advertising exist. In
Notway a massive health campaign has accompanied the cigarette advertising ban.
Yet per capita cigarette consumption has harffly varied over the five years before

the ban or over the six years since. In Sweden, no less than 16 health warnings
rotate on cigarette packs, but no effect can be detected. In ruiland the main effect
of the advertising ban has been la slow down the transfer of smokers to low-tar
brands. In Italy cigarette consumption has risen by more than 70 percent since the
banoeind the government is currently thinking of lifting the ban.
Yet in the UK where cigarette advertising is allowed, cigarette consumption has
fallen steadily since 1973.
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The research evidence suggests clearly that of the govermnents that have tried to
reduce smoking by restricting tobacco ads or by increasing the number of health

warnings, none has been successful.
The reason is simple, cigarette ads do not sell the idea of smoking. Cigarette ads
sell brands and most importantly, low-tar and low-nicotine brands.

The evidence from properly conducted econometric analysis backs up this

'

common sense view. A large number of such studies have now been conducted in
Europe on cigarette and similar markets. None show ads exerting any influence
other than at the brand level.
This partly explains why health meesages on packs don't work. It *relatively
easy to introduce a new brand. It is virtually impossible to make people smoke more
cigarettes or use more gasoline through advertising. Similarly, modifying the behaviour of smokers not to smoke is extremely unlikely to result from health warnings
on packs or in ads.
In addition to this aspect, health warnings are sOown by research evidence to be
ignored because they are messages smokers don't want to receive. For example, a
study submitted to the United States Federal Trade Commission in.1980 "A Survey
of Adolescent and Adult Attitudes, Values, Behaviour, Intentimis and Knowledge
Related to Cigarette Smoking" contained the following conclusions. "Factual knowledge about the health consequences of smoking was not found to be siificantly
related to current smoking behaviour. No more differences between knowledge
levels of smokers compared with non-smokers were found to be significant at the
0.05 level than were to be expected by chance." Similarly, in the United Kingdom, it
is almost impossible to find a smoker who doesn't know the health hazard.
A parallel example is provided by the sale of marijuana. Despite the illegality of
this product, widespread publicity as to the dangers of its use, and of course, no advertising, Time magazine reported recently that 25 million Americans are regular
users and spend 25 percent mare on this habit than dor cigarette smokers.
For these reasons, it is my view that S. 1929 will not-in any way contribute to a
decline in cigarette consumption in the USA. If it is enacted into law, it could contribute directly to a fall in the rate of conversion of smokers from high to low-tar
and low-nicotine brands.

The research evidence shows quite clearly that countries such as Finland and

Norway with cigarette advertising bans, or countries where advertising is highly restrictM, have a smaller proportion of the population smoking low-tar and low-nicotine
such as the USA and Weft Germany where cigarette advertising pe
have experienced a much more rapid conversion rate to lowtar cigarettes. y interference with the effectiveness of brand advertising, such as
that proposed by S. 1929, will certainly slow down this cbnversion process.
There is also evidence which suggests that the process of converting smokers to
lower tar and nicotine products is more effectively carried out by commercial advertising than by subjecting smokers to health messages. This evidence -reinforces my
belief both in the meffectiveness of government heillth warnings, and in the lack of
validity of the theory that a decrease in the amount of effectiveness of brand advertising for low-tar cigarettes could be substituted Or offset by an increase in govern-.
ment publicity.
Finally, I would submit that S. 1929, if passed, will set a dangerous precedent. In
every country in Europe where cigarette advertising is restricted or banned, the imposition of regulations has signaled the start of fresh demands that the advertising
of other product groups should be restricted.
I would suggest that if S. 1929 is successful, it will form the basis for demands for
the restriction and regulation of the advertising for many other products in common
usage today. As such it strikes at the heart of the market system of the USA.
To conclude, I believe that S. 1929 will not succeed in its aims if. passed. To quote
one of the most recent studies on the subject, produced by ZAW
Germariy, concerning data from 14 countries "every country in the worl, that has tried to reduce
smoking by restricting to bacco advertisements has been unsuccessful." There is,

therefore, no reason foil* United States Government to experiment in the area.

This experiment has alreltdy been attemtIted in Western Europe without success. In
all probability however, the bill, if enacted, would have unfortunate and unlooked
for consequences of a serious nature, such as discouraging sales of new low-tar products.

I'll be happy to answer any questions, but before I do I would like to request that
copies .of my report on this subject be inserted for the Record, and made available
for members of the Committee. I will be happy to supply the Committee with copies
of any other research evidence I hhve referred to.
Thank you for your time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Before we have questions, we will hear from the other member of
the pEuiel, Mr. Michael Daube of the Department of Community
Medicine, University of Edinburgh. Mr. Daube, if we had problems

with Mr. Waterson, we may have double problems with you.
Mr. DAUBE. Thank you, sir. I am in fact an Englishman, so my
accent should not, be too disastrous.
My name is Michael Daube. I am senior lecturerassociate pro-

fessorin the Department of Community Medicine at Edinburgh
University. Before moving to Scotland, I was for 6 years director of
action on smoking and health, a charity established by the Royal
College of Physicians and funded by the British Government.
I am a member of the World Health Organization's expert advisory panel on tmoking and health and for several years acted as
consultant and advisor to the world health organization at the Interna 'onal Union Against Cancer, of whose special project on
smoking I am deputy chairman. I a meMber of the International
Liaison Committee on Smoking and Health and I have worked on
smoking in some 29 developing and developed countries.
I wish to argue: First, that smoking can be reduced by measures
which do not infringe the liberty of the individual; second, that
around the world and particularly in Europe, the broad picture is
of governments gradually acting to reduce smoking despite fierce

and well-coordinated opposition; and third, that while progress may
often be slow, results in severe/ countries are encOuraging, particularly with respect to young people.
have submitted a longer paper for the record with considerable
detail to complement my statement.'

A seminal Norwegian report stresses that national action on
smoking should comprise a three-part program: education anti information, legislation, and cessation activities. Norway is only one
of several countries to provide ample evidence that, far from toeing
in any way extreme or exaggerated as a response to the problem, S.
1929 is a relatively modest measure.
It is sometimes argued that this and similar measures curtail
freedom. We dealt with this argument in the 1979 WHO report.
Freedom, we said, should surely be seen not as the freedom of manufacturers to promote a known carcinogen, but as the freedom of a
deinocracy to implement public health measures and the freedom
of children to grow, up in a society where cigarettes are not heavily
promoted as essential to a successful lifestyle.
Were cigarettes a new product, it is inconceivable that they
would be advertised or packs sold without the most forceful of

warnings. As it is, approximately 37 countries require health warnings on cigarette packs, 27 by legislation. Product information is required in 12 countries, 8 by legislation. Countries with a Strong tobacco industry genepally have a weak warning. Within Europe, to
my knowledge, 12 countries have legislation banning cigarette ad, vertising. Health warnings or product information on packs or advertisements obtain in 15 countries, 12 through legislation.
Thel,Swedish system is unique, but two or three other countries
have also introduced a .systemof three rotating warnings.
The attachments ata in the committee files.
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How effective are the warnings? Little can be gaged from the
impact or lack thereof of-peak warnings accepted by the tobacco
lobby only on the well-researched assumption that they will have
little effect Strong warnings haye normally -been introduced both
to demonstrate governmental concern and as part of a comprehensive long-term program of which individual componente cannot
easily be evaluated in isolation, particularly as these programs are
aimed primarily at yortng people and intended to be effective in the
longterm.
Norway, Fmland, and Sweden are of special relevance, and, my
longer paper gives much mare information on each. The Norwegian Tobacco Act included a ban on tobacco advertising, a strong
and informative health warning, and was complemented by public
education programs.

The Norwegians stress that they seek long-term, not short-term
impact, and it is foolish to seek immediate shert-term impact. Even
so, since the Tobacco Act was publicized 'and passed, surveys show
that the male smoking 'rate in Norway has dropped significantly,
the increase among females has been halted, the public
uch
More aware of the dangers, of smoking, there has been no pular
opposition to the act and there has, been a marked decline in smok-,
ing among school children. ,
A. nationwide survey of smoking hal:Ate of scilool children pub-lished in 1981 showed that, while in all age groups smoking rates

increased between 1957 and 1975, the year of the act, by .1980
smoking by both boys and girls had fallen to well below 1975 levels.
And that fall is reflected in all age grOups.
A survey of adult smoking habits in 1976 included a question to

test public awareness of the health warnings. Despite the fairly

complex warning, daily smokers, who are more frequently exposed
to the warnings, scored "significahtly higher, with .many smokers
.also giyipg a partially correct answer.

Even in the short terth, this warning has clearly had some

impact. And this committee will, I am sure, be interested to know
that the Norwegian Clovernment has recently declared its intention
of adopting a system of rotating warnings based on the Swedish ex-

perience.
The Swedish act requires a rotating system of 16 different warn- .

ings, together with information on brand tar, nicotine, aiid carbon
monoxide. The act is complemented by a public education ograrn.
The warning& have already been changed once and will s ortly be
changed again.
,I have submitted data on trerOs in S den to show that the decline in smoking whith started in 1970 Ms been accelerated. There
has also been a sharp decline in smoking among teenage boys and

girls, an4_heibre and after surveys specifically to evaluate the
warnings found that they had increased knoWledge and hid been

in part responsible f9r people givini up, and had entauragee smok°
ers to switch to lower tar brands.
The Finnish Tobacco Act was pessed in 1976 and implemented in
1917. It includes an ad ban, education progkams, and health warnings. There was a rapid decline in juvenile smoking. For example:
"Two Years after the
. enforcement of the Tobacco Act, the preva-
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lence of daily smoking. among 14 year olda.as only 8 percent,

when-6 years earlier it was 19 percent."
My own view is that the next step could well bp to provide smokers, through the warning, with advice On methods of giving up.

. Pervading the testimony, I think, of the tobapar-lobby is the

brand share argument, the claim developed by tobacco manufacturers since evidence of the danger of smoking surfaced, that their ad-

vertising has no impact on the overall size of the market, affects
onlI smokers, has no impact on smokers other than to persnade
them to switch brsands, and has no impact whatever on children

and other nonsmokers.
This argument -has been frequently rebutted. My favorite rebuttal of it oi comment on it is from one of Britain's leading advertising men who says "It is so preposterous -it is insulting," while the
present Prime Minister of Ireland, Chettles Haughey, has described
it as "useless, idle, silly and nonsensical."

In conclusion, sir, I can reassure this committee that European
and other international experience in smoking control supports
wholly the premises upon which this bill is based. Comprehensive
smoking control programs have achieved encouraging results in
the short term, are particularly influential in reducing smoking
: anying children, do not infringe individual liberty, do not cause
smokers to smoke high-tar brands, and are acceptable to the public
at large.
It.is to be commended because it is based on solid research, reflects the experience of other countries, and looks not to a single
measure in isolation, but legislation complemented by an education
program..

A 19th century British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli said

that the first concern of any government is the health of the

people. This act will give a lead not only to your countxy, but also
to the governments of many other countries.
'I congratulate` the proposers of this act for their initiative, which
can only be beneficial to the public health and to young people in
particular.
I simply want to make the point that it is soinetimes,argued that
the public is fully informed about the real health consequences of
smoking. Smokers may be broadly aware that the health authorities consider smoking to sbe harmful, but they have little concept of

the extent Orthe risk, the ,nature and range of the diseases involved, the economic and social cost, the certainty of the evidence,

pr that a smoking-related disease may strj.ke them rather than
some6ne else.

oking is massively our largest avoidable cause of death and
Else, Ina that is why exceptional action, is required on thia,

topics

,

Thank you, sir.
[The stateMent folloWsO
STATOJRNT OF MICHABL6AUBly SENIOR LECTURSR, DEPARTMENT' OF COMMUNITY
MEDICINAI/SHER INSTITUTE, EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND

1. It is a privilege to have the opportunity of testifying before this committee in
support of the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act (S. 1929). Those of
use who are active in campaigning to reduce smoking welcome the impoitant initia-
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tive under discussion today both for ith potential impact in this country and as
signal that leeislators in the United States share the concern of their counterparta
elsewhere to reduce the appalling and preventable toll of death and disease caused
bjsxnoling.
2. My name is Mihael Daube. I am Senior Lecturer in Health Education in the
Department/ of Community Medicine at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland,
where I am also actively involved with the work on smoking (and other isues) I was
for six years Director of Action on Smoking and Health (ASH), a charity established
in 1971 by the Royal College of Pbyticians of London and funded by the Department
of Health and Social Security, a UK Goiernment Department. I 'am now a member
of the Council of ASH.
3. I am a member of the World Health Organisation's Expert Advisory Panel on
Smoking and Health, and I have for several years acted as a consultant and expert
adviser on smoking to WHO. I was an adviser to the 1978 Expert COmmittee on
Smoking Control, and in particular drafted the chapter on Legislation and Restrictive Measures in the 1979 WHO Report, "Controlling the Smoking Epidemic". I am
a member of the 1982 WHO Expert Committee on Smoking. Control Strategies in
Developing Countries, and I have worked in a variety of capacities with both WHO
headquarters in Geneva and the WHO Regienal Office for Europe.

I am a consultant on smoking and health for the International Union against
Cancer (UICC), and Deputy:Chairman of the UICC's Spmal Project on Smoking
Congrol, which has been extremely active internationally. I am joint editor of the
UICC reporty."Guidelines for Smoking Control".
I am-ia7member of the Jnternational ;Liaison Commitee on Smoking and Health,
and have worked on snioldng and health in some twenty-nine developing and devel-

oped countries. I have researched Rd published widely on smoking and health
issues.

4. I am concerned to achieve a reluction in cigarette smoking simply and solely
because it is the largest avoidable cause of death and disease in the western world.,
and increasingly a major factor in preventable disease in developing countries. r am
moved by no animus against smokers: indeed, the reverse is true. Surveys in the
UK and the US consistently show that around two-thirds of smokers want to give
up: like many others in my field, I have spent much of my time helping would-be
non-smokers. A recent and meretricious publication from the US Tobacco Institute
it entitled, "Answers To The Most Asked Questions About Cigarettes", butscarce-

ly surprisinglymakes no mention of the question that is in my experience the

most asked question of all:ThoW do I stop smoking?"
5. I do not propose to set out here the case on health grounds for serious action on
smoking thia has been covered in the Surgeon Generals' Reports, as well--as innu-

merable other papers and reports. I shall also not expound in detail the case for
health warnings on cigarette packs and advertisements: this has been admirably set

out in the FTC Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation.
-6. I wish to present two themes: first, that smoking can be reduced by comprehensive programmee which do not infringe the liberty of the individualprohibition is

no part of my case; and second, that around the worldand particularly in

Etiropethe broad picture is of Governments gradually acting to, reduce smoking,
albeit in the face of fierce carefully co-ordinated pressure and opposition from the
international tobacco industry. Progress is often slow, but results in several countries are encouraging, particularly With regard to smoking habits an,d attitudes
among young people. I would, With the greatest of respect, s4.gest to you that in

terms of governmental action to reduce smoking the UnitW Statesa country

which has,taken, the lead on so many health-related issues-7is lagging behind much
of the developed world.
.

7. As a result of my experience with WHO and UIbC and in many developing

cotintries I would add a further reason for welcoming the measure under discussion.
Companies based in the U.S. and, the UK are, with extraordinary cynicism, sparing
no effort to ensure that the smoking epidemic spreads to developing countries which
'have still not controlled their problems of infectious and nutritional disease. Those
of us Who are called in to advise on smoking control programmes in these countries
are often met by the question, "but what is happening in your country?". the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act would give an 'invaluable lead to the
government/3 of many developing countries.
8. It would ke naive to suggest that any single measure or combination of meas.
ures could overnight bring about an end to smoking. The major international health

agenciessuch as WHO and UICChaye recommended a comprehensive programme (appendix 1). It is inevitable that in many countries parts of the pro-
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gramrne will be gradually phased in: it would be absurd to oppose introduction of a
single component on the grounds that it alone will not achieve instant miracles.
9. The blorwegian Tobacco Act was introduced on the basis of a seminal report
("Influenoing Smoking Behaviour") which stressed that national action on smoking
must to be effective consist of a three-Part programme: education and information,
legislation, and cessation (help for would-be quitters). The Norwegian Tobacco Act
was imaged in 1973 and iMplemented in 1975 as a result of action taken following
publication of the 1964 U.S. Surgeon General's Report. Norway is only one of several countries to provide ample evidence that far from being in any way an extreme
or exaggerated response to the smoking problem, the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act is a relatively modest measure likely to be opposed seriously
only by the tobacco lobby Even in Norway, where the tobacco industry is not powerful, there was some industry oppbeition to the Tobacco Act. Dr. Kjell Bjartveit, a
former Minister for Health and currently Chairman of the Nationl Council on
Smolag and Health, points out, "I would be much more worried if this bad gone
through without any resistence". "But", he continues, "I think the opposition had
an effectfor us! It helped to draw public attention to the Act and to the dangers of
smoking."
10 Vlith unparallelled irresponsibility the tobacco industry still seeks not merely
to deny the evidence on smoking and disease, but even to persuade the public that
smoking is not indeed a potentially lethal habit. The tobacco industry and its agents
also inevitably oppose any actoin to reduce smoking: it would be surprising if this
were not so, and the strength of the oppostion to S. 1929 is convincing testimony to
its likely effectiveness. The tobacco,scompanies' arguments are so persuasively misleading as were their ativertisemeitti in the past, all the more so because they use
half-truths and untruths which can appear convincing in the abiense of a point-bypoint -rebuttal.

s

<

To take one example, a boolkeeby Mr. M. J. Waterson (see also para. 31) entitled
"Advertising and Cigarette Consumption", published by the (UK) Advertising Association in 1981 makes much of an increase in cigarette sales in Italy since the 1962
cigarete advertising ban there. The report fails to mention that:
(i) The Italian aolvertising ban was introduced not for health reasons, but to protect the State Tobacco Monopoly against international companies with large adverUsing budgets;
(ii) There has been no complementary public education Prograinme on the dangers of smoking: indeed; health education in Italy is on many issues almost nonexistent;
(iii) Italian sales figures are noteriously .unreliable: much tobacco sold in Italy is
smuggled in;
(iv) The acbiertising ban is not icmplemented. Fineswhen imposedare small: tobacco companies have in tlict treated the law with disregard, and advertise regularly in Italy!

Similarly, the same publication cites the Polish experiencewithout referrins to
the vast cultural differences between countries where, as in the UK and the US.,
advertising is almost all-pervasive, and those such 'as Poland where there is in any
case very little advertising, where health education is decidedly limited, and where
the absence, of consumer goods results in the public having little else on which to
spend its money.
Mr. Witerson cites France as having a long-term advertising ban: this is simply
untrue. He writes of Norway that, "the constant effect of the advertising ban since
1975 has had no discernible effect on consumption '. The Norwegian authorities
stress both that the decline in smoking dates not from 1975 but from the period
during which the Tobacco Act was debated and publicised a114 that they seek primarily a long-term effect. Nonetheless, smoking is of course on the decline in

Norway both among adults and--;more importantlyamong children. I attach

(paras. 28-30; Appendix 2) further data confiming this.
11. Like many of my colleagues, I have given very careful thought to the tobacco
industry's suggestion that we seek to curtail freedom. My conclusion is that set out
in the 1979 WHO ieport:'"Freedom should be seen not as the freedom of the menufactuer to promote a known health hazard but rather as the freedom and ability of
sociefllo implement public health measures.
It will be many years before final "proof" of the value of smoking control measures is available, and the means and extent of implementation, as well as the combination of measures used, are likely to vary so much from country to country that it
may even then only be possible to assert, as one can now, that the case for the introduction' of such measures is overwhelming, that they make no infringement on individual liberty beyond what is acceptable in an organised society, tbat there is good
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evidence from around the world to indicate likely effectiveness, that they can at
worst do no harm, and that any government that waits for "proor of effectiveness,
bears the responsibility of knowing that its inactivity has helped to promote premature death and disease."
I weuld add that I am particularly concerned also for the freedom of young people
to grow up in a society where cigarettes are not heavily and misleadingly promoted
as an essential adjunct to successftil lifestyles. The onus of proof should not be with
the health lobby: if the tobaccolndustry wishes the freedom to continue promotion
of a known carcinogen the onus of proof gthuld be on the cigarette companies and
their agents to prove beyond doubt that cigarette advertisements have no impact
whatever on chilciren and non-smokers, and have no effect on smokers other than to
reduce the damage to their health and persuade them to give up.
12. It has been argued that any procluct freely sold should be freely advertised.
Even if this ethically dubiotis argument were accepted, it should be noted that cigarettes are in fact not freely sold, many legislatures have already rightly determined
cigarettes to be so dangerous that they mey not be sold to minors.
13. Opposition on the basis of "freedom to S. 1929 is reminiscent of opposition to
the great public health legislation of the nineteenth century. in defence of a similarly eccentric notion of "freedom"_the London Times thundered in 1851, "We prefer to
take our chances of cholera and the rest than to be bullied into health . . every
man is entitled to his own dungheap".
,
14. It has been argued that the antismoking campaign is merely the first part of
a domino theory approach. today tobacco, tommorrow alcohol, and milk chocolate
the day after. I should make my own pcsition clear. Cigarettes are pre-erninent as
our largest avoidable cause of death and disease: their use (as opposed to abuse) is
potentially harmful and addictive, and they are initially consumed (and consumed
regularly) by children too young to take account of all the health consequences. I
suspect that there may be a similar, albeit somewhat different, case for, action on
alcohol advertising, but there I would stop. I am not anti-advertising iiideed, I believe that health campaigns should be enabled to advertise much more.
15, Few now seriously suggest that there should be no education about the dangers of smoking. Even the US Tobacco Institute in its booklet "Answers To The
Most Asked Questions About Cigarettes" asserts that, "Young persons should be
Urged not to =eke until and unless they have enough years, knowledge, and experience in life to make mature and informed decisions". A genuine belief in this laudable objective would of course lead the Tobacco Institute to support S. 1929. Regrettably, however, far from, being "urged not to smoke" young people are subjected to a
bombardment of mmages promoting cigartette smoking as a desirable and apparently healthy activity. When my 14-year-old nephew in Massachusetts picks up his
sports magazines he can be sure' that they will be riddled with cigarette advertisements. The association with sporting success is indeed one of the most insidious and
successful methods adopted by.the tobacco industry to counter advertising curbs and
negative publicity. On the basis of our emperience in the UK (where advertisements
for and at cigaretie-sponsored events will now carry health warnings in recognition
that they are indeed cigarette advertisements) I would recommend that any measures curbing cigarette advertising should also be applied to advertising at and for
cigarette-sponsored sporting and artistic events.
16. I believe that if smoking and health campaigns have been unsuccessful in one

area above all others it is in the failure to convey adequately the extent of the

smoking problem. To set the smoking problem in context, two comparisons from the
UK may be helpful:
(i) Each year in Britain cigarettes kill approximately four times as many.. people
is the thtal killed by drink, 4ugs, murder, suicide, road accidents, rail accidents, air
accidents, poisoning, drowni , fires, falls, snakes, lightning, and every other known
accidental cause of death all-put together.
(ii) During the entire Second World War (3rd September 1939-14th August 1945)
total UK casualties amounted to 355,910 (military and merchant navy: 295,315, Ci-

vilians: 60,595). At the most conservative estimates,,in a mere seven years more
Britons die prematurely as a result of smoking than were killed during the Second
World War.
That is the rail magnitude of the smoking problem.

17. The Fir Staff Report and other data demonstrate clearly that the public is

both disturbingly under-informed about. the health consequences of smoking and unlikely to perceive the risk in personal terms. There is good evidence to show that in
the US as in the UK smokers may be broadly aware that the health authoritie con-

sider smoking to be harmful, but they have little conception -of the extent of the
risk, of the nature or range of diseases involved, of the social and economic conse-

,
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quences to society at large, ana that a smoking-related disease may strike them
rather than somebody ebie. It would take a singularly cynical approach to assert

that the public is adequately informed about the dangers of smoking.
18. The perspective I can Provide from other countries, and from Burope in
*cular, is one of gradual progreas in smoking control and smoking control Iegislatâon.
There is universal opposition to such progress from the tobacco industry, but this
opposition is clearly at its strongest in countries such as the US and the UK where
the ihdushy parftcularly powerful. (All of the world's seven premier tobacco companies are based in the US and the UK).
is alErdrvrays step-brstep. Each step is challenged on the grounds that:
, is not harmful to health;
industry is responsthle and will act voluntarily to obviate the need
f
tio
The ...
dustry is beneficial to the economy;
(iv Th, e
measure will infringe essential freedoms;
(v)
e p posed measure will be effective in isolation.
In
ost every country where serious governmental action is threatened the tobacco in
offers a voluntary agreement, or engages in protracted negotiations
with gov
ent, or adopts both courses. Voluntary agreements are invariably,
weak, I.. y phrased, minhnnlly policed, arid ineffective. Even where such agree.;-ents or
legislation -(e.g. on selected forms of advertising) obtain the ciga.
ufactiirers hive proved adept at circumvention, as with the move into
sports sponsorship to replace TV advertising. The industry has proved equally adept
at drawing out its negotiations with governments, often for many years, and will
understandably not agree voluntarily any measure that might reduce sales,
19. Cigarette smoking his been gradually declining in several countries, but the
decline his generally been very slow, and confined primarily to middle-class middleaged man. Around the world children are starting to smoke at ever earlier ages, and
the public is understandably Confused by the apparent conflict between governmental posture and policy: on the one hand ardent rhetoric 'about the dangers of smoking, on the other hand lack of serious action and a continuation almost unimpeded
of tobaeco promotion. The gradual decline in smoking ip countries such as the
more than welcome, but it should not be used to obsofire the fact that with greater
governmental commitment to education and legislation the decline might have been
much more impressive.
.
20. Approximately 37 countries require health warning on cigarette packets, 27 by
legislation. Product 'information (tar, nicotine, carbon monoxide) is required in 12
countries, Shy legislation.
21. Within Europe 12 countries have legislatiOn banning cigarette advertising:
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, East Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Norway,
Poland; Rumania, the USSR, and Yugoidavia.

Health warnings and/or product information on pada or advertisements obtain
in 15 European countries. In 3 (Denmark, West Germany, and the UK) the informstion appears through a voluntary agreement in the rest (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland) there is legislation (the Austrian warning is to be introduced from Itily,..1982).

The Swedish system of sixteen rotating warnings is unique. The UK, England,
and Ireland have recently introduced systems entailing three warnings: implementation has taken tinie, none of theta three sidems has been fully evaluated.
22. If cigarettes were , freshly introduced onto the market it is inconceivable that
any advertising would be permitted, or that any packaging would be sold other than
under the strictest of controls and with prominently placed and forceful warning
notices. Instead, the health warnings in most countries -where the tobacco industry
is strong have in common that they are:
(i) Weak, oinitting any mention of death or factual information about diseases
caused by smoking;
(ii) Small, badly placed, and scarcely noticeable, often in direct contrast with governments' original intentions;
Uhl Unchanging, so that the amoker becomes accustomed to overlooking giem;

(iv) Impegeneralising about smokers, and not directed to the individual

smoker;

,

(v) Complicated by unnecessary verbiage such as "HM Government Health Departments' Warning . . ." or "The Surgeon General has determined . .
(vi) Omitted from many advertisements that are in fact clearly intended to promote cigarettes (e.g. advertisements at and for sponsored events).
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23. From 1971 to 1981 all UK cigarette packs and advertisements carried the
notice, `Warning by HM TTovernment. Smoking Can Damage Your Health" or
"Packets Carry a Government Health Warning", this was complemented from the
late 1970s by,a salstement as to whether the brand was "Low Tar", Low-to-Middle
Tar", etc. Since 1981 a system of three (rotating) warnings has been introduced. The

new warnings were agreed only after lengthy negotiations with the industry, and
are less than compelling: the tobam industry has consistently refused to accept the
Government's own warning which appears on official tar and nicotine tables statin
1;11=clEc,it.113' "DANGER. CIG

CAUSE CANCER, BRONCHITIS,

24. The 1979 WHO Report pointed out, ".

.

. Although voluntary agreement

would in normal circumstances be preferable to legislation, experience has shown
as with tobacco promotionthat tobacco manufacturers will not in general voluntarily agree to warnings that reflect adequately the views of health authorities and
that they will make every effort to minimise the impact of such warnings".
25. Health warnings should not, as has been stressed above, be seen as pare than
a .single component in a comprehensive programme, but they serve the following
PurPoses:

(i) To draw public attention to the dangers of-smoking;
(ii) To demonstrate a government's commitment to the smoking and health camPaign;
WO To complement health education programmee;
(iv) To provide product information, reflecting where appropriate changes in product content or scientific knowledge.
It is manifest that none of t.he above objectives can be attained if health warnings
are unchanging and use words acceptable to cigarette manufacturers.
26. The impact of legislation on health warnings, as of other smoking control legislation, can be expected to have four phases of effectiveness:

(i) Publicity generated when the intention to legislate is announced by govern-

ment or legislators;
(ii) Publicity generated while the measure is being discussed by legislative assem-

blies

(HD Immediate impact of the legislation (and concomitant publicity) when implemented;
(iv) Long-term effect of_ legislation as part of a comprehensive smoking control
programme.
27. As mdicited above, it is simplest to divide countries into two categories, those
with a strong induatry, and those with a weak industry.
(i) Where there is a strong industry, warnings normally imply doubt, using words

such as "can" and "may", make no mention of death or disease, and convey little
urgency. For example:
Japan: For the sake of your health, do-not smoke too much.

Malaysia: Warning by the Government of Malaysia: smoking can be a health

hazard.
Code has determined, this product may be harmful to health.
Mexico: The
New Zealand: t ernment Warning: smoking can endanger your health.
Canada: Heal and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with

amount smokedavoid inhaling.
UK.: one of: Danger. Government Health Departments' Warning_Cigarettes can
seriously dainage your health. Smoking may cost you more than money.
The more you smoke, the more you risk your health.

Think firstmost doctors don't smoke.
Thinkabout the health risks before smoking.
industry is weak, stronger warnings have been introduced. For ex(ii) Where

ample:
Smoking is the main cause of cancer, lung, heart, and artery disease.
Kuw
Ire d: Smokers ffle oungerReyal College of Physicians, Cigarettes can cause
ernment warning. Smoking seriously damages your healthGoverncance
ment arning.
Icel d: Warning. garette smoking can cause lung cancer and heart disease.

F

co is .$

d. Smoking fis dangerous to your healthNational Board of Health. Tobac: erous to Cir healthNational Board of Health. You'll brefitthe easier if

you don smoke ational Board of Health.

Norway: Warning from the Directorate of Public Health. Daily cigarette smoking
endangers health. It may lead to serious diseases,..including lung cancer and coronary heart disease. The risk increases with consumiition and &greater when smoking begins at an early age. Giving up smoking reduces the risk of disease.

"-14 6
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Sweden: 16 rotating warnings, changed regularly. For examplv 9 out of 10 patients with cancer of the oesophagus are smokers. National Board of Health and
Welfare. Heart attacks before the age of 50 nearly always occur in smokers. National Board of Health said Welfare, Pregnant women! Smoking during pregnancy may

liarm your child. National Board of Health and Welfare.
28. H: ow effective are health wiirnings?
(i) It is virtually impossible to evaluate the effectiveness of health warnings in isolation. Little can .be gauged from the impact (or lack thereof) of weak health warnings which have been accepted by the tobacco industry on the assumption that they
will be ineffective. Strong warnings have normally been introduced as part of a com-

prehensive long-term program. Individual components of such progrems cannot
easily be evaluated in isolation. Further, comprehensive programs are intended to
be effective primarily in the long-terrn, and are aimed particularly at young people.
(ii) Three countries are of particular relevance.
1: NORWAY

The Norwegian Tobacco Act was implemented in July, 1975, following extensive
Parliamentary discussion and public debate. The act comprises:
(0 A total ban on all advertising of tobacco products
(ii) A requirement that all racks are labelled with a symbol and text pointing out
the dangers of cigarette smoking
(iii) A ban on the sale or handing over of tobacco products to those under sixteen
Permission for the Ministry to issue regulations concerning content (i.e. tar,
nicotine, CO yield, etc.), *eight, Met* etc.
The Act was complemented by a publie education programme. In any attempts to

compare the impact of the Norwegian legislation with proposed legislation elsewhere it should be noted that the level of advertising banned/in Norway was much
lower than that obtaining in the U.S.- or UK Norway has never experienced the
kind olmassive inclirect cigarette advertising (sPorts sponsorship, etc.) that prevails
in many other countries. Even direct advertising before the advertising ban was less
extensive in Norway: in 1974 (the year before the Tobacco Act) direct cigarette advertising expendithre (at 1974 values) per inhabitant was:

Norway-0.69.
UK$1.60.
U.S.$1.14.

Appendix 2 presents information on Norwegian trends and conclusions, including
a paper by Dr. Kjell Bjartveit dealing with some of the tobacco lobby's arguments.
In brief, it may be concluded that since the Tobacco Act was parsed by the Store-

Int The male smoking rate in Norwaylas dropped significantly

(ii) The increase among females has been halted
(iii) There has been a marked decline in smoking among schopichildren
(iv) The public is much more aware of the dangers of smoking
(Following tax inereases implemented after much of the attached data was collected, a further sustantial decline miy be anticipated.)
A survey of smoking habits in 1976 included a,question nitest the public's awareness of the health warning The Norwegian warning, introduced the previous year,
ight fr thought leny and complex. However, 44 percent of the sample gave a
ally correct answer
flying bath lung cancer and coronary heart disease)--but
daily smokers, whowere more frequently exposed to the warning, scored significantly higher at .52 percent, with a further ze percent of smokers giving a .partially correct answer. Even in the short term the warning has clearly had some =Net
A nationwide survey of smoking habits among schoolchildren aged 13-15 was published in 1981, and compared with those ,of previous Years. In all age groups' the
prevalence of daily smoking had risen between the 1957 and 1963 surveys, and
again between 1963 and 1975, the year of the Tobacco Act- The 1980 survey showed
that in all age groups the percentage of daily smokers had fallen well below 1975
levels amongst both boys and girls.
The Norwegian Government has recently declared its intention of changing the
health warning' and adopting a system of rotating warnings, much as in Sweden.
This should be implemented in 1982-3.
2. SWZDEN

The Swedish Tobago:, Labelling Act was passed in December, 1975 and introduced
on January 1st, 1977. As a rmult of the Act, cigarette packs carry sixteen different
health warnings, together with information on brand tar, nicotine, and carbon mon-
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(Ode yield. Introduction of the Act has been complemented by a public education
programme and some curbs (although not a ban) on tobacco advertisin and promotion. The sixteen warnings have already ieen changed once, and will shortly be
changed again.
'Appendix 3 presents data ori smoking treids in Sweden. Annual nationally representative surveys of smoking habits show t1at the decline in smoking (which started
in 1970) hai been accelerated, and that th percentage of adult smokers has fallen
in both males (1976: 43 percent; 1980:. 31 rcent) and females (1976: 34 percent;
1980! 26 percent). Even mm%important, there has also been an apparent decline in
smoking among children.
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The number of cigarettes sold has remaind stable, ; but tobacco sales by weight
have fallen markedly. The explanation for this Would appear to be that during ,the
1970s there was a strong shift by smokers to small, lo*er tar brands, perhaps amokore to maintain tar and nicotine "diets".
e Swedish system was ingeniously evaluated. "In 1976 (before the warnings
were introduced) and again at the end of 1977 (after the system had been in efect
for nearly a year) the National Smoking and Health Association of Sweden inter-

viewed a representative sample of 2000 people witidentical questions on the

system or warnings. Com
g the responses in 1976 d 1977, the Association C012c uded the warning tsbdTh had riot only been noticed and understood, but had had
an impact on people's knowledge. The study also itund that the Swedish labelling

system had been rqsponsible, at least in part, for the increase in the number of

people who had stopped smoking, and had encouraged smokers to shift to braifds
yielding lower amounts of harmful stbstances. . . . A;subeequent study by the National Smoking and Health Association of Sweden in 1978 confirmed these findings.
Thii later study,also found that the system of. rotatioA
influenced the
smoking behaviour of the Swedish population fieneliciaily both contributing to an
increase in the number of people who had stepped smOking an by encouraging remnining sinokers to change to brands yielding lower amounts or less harmful substances. The consistent decline in the percentage of daily smokers in Sweden in further evidince of the effectiveness of the Swedish.anti-smoking campaign, of which

the labelling system is an important element." (from Roemer, R., unpublished
report.

,

3. iPINLAND

The Finnish Tobacco was passed into 'Parliament on August, 1976, and came into
force on March lst, 1977. The Act included a total ban on all forms of tobacco advertising and promotion, complemented by health warnings, education programmes,
and measures to protect the ri lits of the non-smoker. The Act
mandated that
0.5 percent of revenue from to acco duty should be spent on h th education on
smoking (this portion of the Act has yet to be fully implemented Papers from Finland are attached (Appendix 4). itimpela and &kola, who have
n responsible for
coMprehensive and detailed studies of smoking among young
ple m Finalnd,
comment, "When we compare the smoking rates in the 1973 an 1979 studies, the
conclusion iethat the decrease has been very remarkable in all edgroups. For example, two years after the enforcement of the Tobacco Act the revalence of daily
smoking 14 year-olda was only 8 percent when six yeark earlier t was 19 percent' .
Rimpela and Eskola point out that "there la, explanation fOr th rapid decline in

juvenile smoking in Finland. . . ." (health.education and price played important
roles)
but, 'The Ministry of Health and Social Mfairs pubf ed the first, draft
of the Tobacco Act in 1975: Since then massive publicity shrroun th .policy of the
Government and the Tobacco Act. This social process changed
ic opinion of
smoking and supported health education in schools, health care
ins and public
Organisations . . ."

p
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29. Thus, it ia clear that the Scandinavian Tabacco Acts are working: smoking is
declining-among adults, and even in the short term hm declined markedly in thildren. The most encouraging tribute to the impact of such legislation has oome from
two senior executives in the Norwegian tobacco industry. Spealdng in October 1980,
at the launch of a marketing campaign for chewing gum, they said; "Since the introduction of the ban on tobacco advertising, new thinking has become a necessity,
With reference to the forceful anti-smoking canipaign we have to take into account
that there will be considerably fewer new smokers, and that in the long run the

consuniption will probably go down".
30. No single health warning or system of warnings can be ideal for all countries.
It is clear, however, that the best system thus far devised entails a series of clear,
wellpreiented, sizeable, personaliied, rotating health warnings, stressing the harmful health consequences and the benefits of giving up. My own view is that the next
step could well be to use the warning to provide smokers with advice on methods of
giving up. It has also been su:amW that warnings could be printed on individual
cigarettes: this might provide a useful means of ensuring that the warning ia frequently seen.
31 No one seriously involved in smoking sad health activitiesnot even the Norwegians or the Finnswould claim that any country has yet implemented a programme that fully Meets the requirements of the recommendations set out in the
1979 WHO re rt. In most countries the power of the tobacco lobby has resulted in

3

programmes faing far short of these recommendations although they have been
endorsed by thfi countries at the World Health Assembly. The tobacco industry
then argues that because an emasculated programme has been 'unsuccessful it

logically follows that a comprehensive programme woulAle unsuccessful. Given also
that in most countries health education progratnmes are grotesquely under-funded
in comparison with the thousands of billions of dollars spent worldwide on advertising aqd promoting cigarettes, it is less than sensible to claim that limited anti-smoking ialesures are "ineffective: because they fail instantaneously to achieve massive

shifts inhuman behaviour."
32. It would be impossible to summarise briefly the vast range of education programmes that have been directed, using almost every possible medium and approach, towards communities and specific target groups from schoolchildren to pregnant mothers. Health education is in some ways still in the horse-and-cart era, and
careful evaluation is all too rare. Nonetheless, some school education programmes
are no* showing some promise, as are programmes aimed at qftific target groups
and discrete communities (e.g. the North Karelia Project in Finland). While consistent editorial coverage in the media depends on the existence of active compaigners,
most countries have some experience of mass media anti-smoking advertising cam. It should be noted, however, that funds for such campaigns
are invariably
mode st: evert irt the UK, where all anti-smoking advertisements are Governmentfunded, total siich expenditure amotmts to approximately one million pounds per
annumas opposed to expenditure annually of one hundred times that amount on
tobacco advertising and promotion. Pre-testing and evaluation of public education
activities show that many have been effective in the short term, and have the potential to be effective in the long term also but lack, the adequate funding that ifs the
prerequisite of any successful advertising campaign. It is also the common experience of thom repsonsible for conducting anti-smoking. campaigns that their work

'

would be considerably eased by the absence of tobacco promotion and with the backing or firm governmental action. Anti-smoking campaigns have succeeded primarily
among thi better-educated; for further progress additi6nal measures such as health
warnings, and advertising ban, etc., are c/early /squired:.
33. I have recently seen the evidence submitted before the House Subcommittee
on Health and the L'Avironmeht of the Committee on Energy and Commerce by Mr._
Michael Watersoa .cif, the UK Advertising Association, testifying on behalf of the
American Advertising Industry (March 5th, 1982).

I am perturberthat misleading testimony should have been presented in the

United States Legislature from thb UK, albeit by a spokesman for the tobacco lobby
whoee previous pttblications have been misleading (see para. 10), and I regret that it
should be neeessarY to correct this.
Some of the half-truths in Mr. Waterson's testimony have been covered elsewhere
in this paper. A full rebuttal would- be extremely lengthy. I would wish to deal here
with a further six pointe,
(i)- Mr. Waterson clainfa that advertising restrictions slow down the transfer of
smokers to low-tar brands. This conclusion is reached only by highly selective comparisons, by distortions of the evidence, and by making unwarranted assumptions as
, to (a) the effect of advertising on the move to lower-tar brands# and (b) possible de-
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velopments in countries with advertising bans had they not banned cigarette adver-.
tisements.

A ban on advertising can of course be complemented by a low-tar programme

(this is, I understand, presently under consideration in Nonvay).

Further, it is my experience that in developing countrieswhere the Qarette

market is often controlled by companies based in the US or the UKcigarette advertising issued. not to lower tar diets but to promote brands with tar yields that

would be considered unacceptably high in the manufacturers' home countries.
In any eventuality, S. 1929 can only contribute toward the low tar programme, for
it ensures that smokers will be provided_ with full information on tar, nicotine, and
carbon monoxide levels.
(ii) Mr. Waterson's references to Norway, Fin larld, and Sweden are misleading .
see paragraph 28 above.
(iii) "In the UK cigarette advertising is allowed, but consumption dropped by 15
percent last year due to a very large price increase", regrettably, price increases do
not in general keep pace with inflation, and in Britain cigarette prices have fallen
steadily against the cost of living. The health lobby welcomes tobacco tax increases,
but surveys show that C. 50 percent of smokers giving up after a Budget are trig-

gered by the increase to do so for health reasons. Recent Budgets have helped to
reduce smoking: nonetheless, 42 percent of males and 37 percent of females are still
cigarette smokers. The impact of a Budget should not hide the reality that further
components of a comprehensive smoking control programme would have a synergis-

tic effect. This is particularly important in the UK, as children are starting to

smoke at ever earlier ages: one third have tridd a cigarette by the age of nine.
(iv) ". . . health messages on packs don't work". This sweeping, illfourided and
scientifically unsupportable statement is perhaps the most important-statement in
Mr. Waterson's testimony with regard to S. 1929.

It is true that weak health warningsthose accepted voluntarily by the tobacco
industrycannot be expected to "work". Where strong warnings have been introduced, however, the evidence points in only one direction. Further, it is manifest
that smokers are affected by publicity about the dangers of smoking: othenvise
there would not be 9 million ex-smokers in the UK, and upwards of 30 million exsmokers in the US.
(v) ". . . In the United Kingdom, it is almost impossible to find a smoker who
doesn't know the health hazard . . .". this sweeping statement is again contradicted

by the evidence. Many smokers are, as has been stressed in this paper and in the
FTC Staff Report, unaware of the range of health problems caused by smoking. In
the UK, for example, pnly 54 percent of adults are aware of the link between smoking arid heart disease.

(v0'1". . . In every country in Europe where cigarette advertising is restricted or
banned, the imposition of regulation% has signalled the start of fresh demands that
the advertising of other product groups should be restricted . . .". This committee
will no doubt be aware that cigarettes are different from any other producth currently on the market. They are dangerous even in small,closes. They are addictive.

They kill well over half a million Europeans prematurely each year, and some

300,000 Americans. Action to curb an epidemic of this,kind is not the first step on
the road to totalitarianism, but a vital public health measure.
Pervading Mr. Waterson's testimony and publications is the "krand-share" argumentthe claim deyeloped by tobacco manufacturers since evidence on the dangers
of smoking surfaced that their advertising has no impact on the overall size of the
market, affects only smokers, has no ,impact on smokers other than to persuade ,
them to switch brands, and has no impact w1iatev6r on children and other nonsthokers. This argument has been frequeitly rebutted, but is still frequently presented, presumably in, the hope that it will through repetition gain a spurious credic
bility. One of Britain s leading advertising men (who does not handle cigarette accounts), David Abbott, has said of the brand-share argument, "As an argument'it's
so preposterous, it's insulting", while the present Prime Minister of Ireland, Charles
Haughey, has described it as `'useless, idle, silly, and nonsensical". Advertising for
tobacco does not, of course, differ so notably from that for every other product. A
case in point is Kenya where until very recently a single company, British American Tobacco, had a monopoly of salesryet was reporty the country's fourth larg-,
est commercial advertiser.
34. In conclusion, I can reassure this Committee that European and other internetional experience in smoking control supports wholly the premises on which S. 1929
is based. Comprehensive smoking control programmes have achieved encouraging

results in the short term, have bftn particularly influential in reducing smoking

among children, do .not infringe individual libetty, do not force smokers to smoke

5
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high tar brands, and are acceptable to the public at large. Individual measures ixnplernented in isolationsuch as tax increases or promotional curbahave sometimes contributed to i decline in smoking or a declining rate of increase, but are
invariably far lese effective than they would be as part of a comprehensive programme. The tobacco industry has opposed, any such legislation both because it will
affect smoking rates and because the decision to implement such legislation demonstrates yet again governmental recognition of the magnitude of the smoking problem. Countries where only measures acceptable to the tobacco industry have been

implemented have been uniformly unsuccessful in reducing smoking.
S. 1929 is to be commended because it is based on solid.iresearch, reflects.the experience of other countries, and looks not to a Single measure in isolation but to legislation complemented by a public education programme.
A nineteenth-century British Prime Minister, Benjamin Disraeli, said that, "the

first concern of any Government is the health of the people": this Act will give a
lead not only to your country but also to the Governments of many other countries.
I congratulate the proposers of this Act for their initiative which can only be beneficial to the public health..
.

The -CHAIRmAN. I am curious. Mr. Waterson, Mr. Daube's state-

ment says in essence that the law in Italy is flagrantly violated

and that there is- tobacco advertising. Is that true?
Mr. WATERSON. I am not aware of the precise situation in Italy. I
do know that 'they are considering allowing cigarette advertising
again, after'a 20-year ban.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is not a question of allowing cigarette advertising. Mr. Daube's statement says that the advertising ban is
not implemented, fmes, when imposed, are small, and tobacco companies have in fact treated the law with disregard and adxertise
regularly in Italy.
r. WATERSON. I am not aware of the situation. It may be crosscoulitry advertising whieh he is referring to, which is a problem in
Europe.
-,t
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Daube.

Mr. DAUBE. Yes. In Italy the advertising ban was introduced ins
1962 to protect the state tobacco monopoly, not for health reasons.
And it is always a misleading example to cite, because in Italy
The CHAIRMAN. Was "the local tobacco monopoly allowed to advertise?
Mr. DAUBE. No. I hate to say this, sir. It was, the American companies they were particularly yvorried about. They wanted to get
rid of that advertisnig, which was competing With the state tobacco

"

monopoly.

The Italian figures are alio misleading, of -course, and notoriously so, because much of the tobacco, sold in Italy is smuggled in. As I

said, there is no complementary public edication program. Noi
only are cigarettes advertised in Italy with virtual impunity; they

are even advertised in children's comics. So I think to look to Italy
as an exiMple of a country with an advertising ban is somewhat
misleading

The CHAIRMAN. What is the normal experience, to the best of

your knowledge, with advertising in countries that have tobacco
monopolies? Mr. Waterson says, that the purpose of advertising is
to attract solokers to different brandi. Therefore, it would appear
that a company ii a monopoly situation in a country, Wetild not
have any need to advertise for brand purposes.
Mr. DAUB& Yes. I think the best example I can cite there is
Kenya. Kenya is a country where until the midseVenties a single
company
'had a monopoly of the market, but they were still report.
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edly that country's fourth largest commercial advertiser. Now, they

could hardly have had an interest in brand share. They certainly
did not have an interest so far as I know in lowering tar yields
there at that time, because when we were involved with tar testing
for cigarettes they were considerably. in excess of the tar yields of
cigarettes sold in this country and in Britain.
So a company with a monopoly of the market was advertising
cigarettes sizeably. The same thing happens in countries such as
Austria Where there is a state tobacco monopoly.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Waterson, I am curious. If the purpose of advertising is for brand identification, why would you have any advertising in countries that have state monopolies?
Mr. WATERSON. I am obviouslY not aware of the reasons behind
particular state monopoly advertising. All I would say is that if advertising bans even in these countries, where the purpose of adver-

tising is less clear, even if advertising bans are not useful in these
countries, then it must be the case in this country that advertising
is brand oriented.
We have evidence from all over Eastern Europe, from all over
Western Europe, solid factual evidence. This is not my oPinion, as
a great deal of Mr. Daube's testimony is opinion. This is simple research evidence from all over Europe, which shows that advertising
bans do not work and their interference with the market mechanism is deleterious to the process of converting smokers to low-tar

cigarettes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Waterson, I want to go 'through with you
again the Norway statistics, because you and Mr. Daube obviously
come out at odds. You come out at odcls not only on the number of

people who quit smoking, but maybe as to the reason they have

done so. Would you comment on what he said?
Mr. WATERSON. Yes. It is very simple..Mr. Daube's evidence is

based entirely, on survey evidence, which I tried to show in my
paper is comfletely faulty. If you ask people questions about their
smoking behavior, you will get replies which simply do not square
with the truth.
YOU can confirm this fact by asking your national tax people. If
you add up survey evidence of how mariy cigarettes are smoked or

how much drink is drunk in any country m the world,

74;iii will

come out with an overall figure which bears no relationship what-

everit is al*ays much lower than the figures derived from national taxation statistics. The only figures which you can go on

.

which are reliable are the national cigarette consumption figures.
In Sweden, the other example I quoted, which is conapletely regheated in Norway, the population simply is not tellizig the trut .
This has to be the case. (3therwise, you get the situation the crazy
situation where half ihe population has virtually stopped smoking
and half the population has almost doubled ith consumption over
the same period, which clearly does not make sense.

Thd CiimitivrAri. So you are saying that all survey6 on this subject

are irrelevant?

Mr. WATERSON. I am not saying that all of them are irrelevant. I

am simply saying that the vast majority of them do not appear to
make sense.

The CHAIRMAN. Do not appear to make sense?
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Mr. WATERSON. They do- not square off with the things that we
ktiow about sniiiking behavior.
The CHAnudAN. Then the surveys.are irrelevant?
Mr. WATERSON. In certain instances they may be useful to people

who have done them for particular reasons, but the ones that I
have seen are irrelevant.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Daube, do you want to comment on the situationssin Norway?
.

Mr. DAUBE. Yes, if I might. I am disturbed by the dismissal of all

survey data. Of course there are bad surveys, and of course there
are badly conducted surveys. One thing surveys can do is to show
you trends, and that is impottant. Nobody claims, I think, that surrys are stiot on to the nearest decimal point. If I can, finally, just

,

take in Norway, I think the best tistimony, the best evidence
co

es from the Norwegian tobacco industry. In October 19.80 the

No egian tobacco industry very wisely decided to market chewing
gu , and two senior executives in the Norwegian tobacco industry
said ,at the launch of their marketing campaign for chewing gum,.

and I quote:

Since\ the introduction of the ban on tobacco advertising, new thinking has/
become p necessity. With reference to the forceful antismoking campaign, we have
to take ito account that there will be considerably fewer new smokers, and that in
the long un,coflzumption will probably go down.

I am ontent to stay with the Norwegian tobacco industry as my

backup.
The CAIRMAN. Wendell?
Senator FORD. Thank you, Bob.
Mr. W terson, have you read your colleague's

tement?
Mr. W tERsoN. I am afraid I do not haye a coff of the testimony

of Mr. A
Senator FORD. Well, it says:

I have recntIy seen the evidence submitted before the Heuse Subcommittee on
Health and tie Environment of the Committee on Energy and Commerce by Mr.
Michael Wa rson of the -U.K. Advertising ASsociation testifying on behalf of the
Arherican ad eitising industry on Marcli 5, 1982. I em perturbed that misleading
testimony sho ld have,been presented to the U.S. legislature from the U.K., albeit
by a spokesmai for the tobncco lobby ehoee previous publications has been mislead-

ing. See paragaph 10. r regret that it should be necessary to correct this. Some of
the half-truths in Mr. Waterson testimony have been covered elsewhere in this .
paper, and a full rebuttal wduld be extremely lengthy.
,

Do you want to comment?
We may -harelibmething good going here.
Mr. WATERSON. I have been aware of Mr. Daube's statements on
a variety of aspects of health policy for a number of years, and it is

my opinion that the comments he has written apply to hinisejf.
With far greater truth than they apply to me. I have based my r

search, my evidence completely and utterly on evidence which is

close as imsible to factual evidence of actual smokers' behavio

.

Mr. Daube and others base their views on evidence which obviously
and clearly is nonsense. That is all I have to say, I Erin afraid.
Senator FORT?. Well, one is half-truth and the other is nonsense.

Let me ask You a question. You talk about a monopoly, Stateowned, fourth largest industry in Kenya, is that right?
Mr. DAtME. Fourth largek advertiser.

,
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Senator Form. Fourth largest advertiser in Kenya, and what is
its income, based on ther industries in that country?
Mr. DAUM.. That I would not know.

Senator Form. Are you familiar with advertising of those; that

ha've basically a monopoly in.this country?
I
Mr. DAUBE. I am not famihar with' the advertisingI would
not
claim to be falniliar with the advertiSing situation in this country.
Senator Folio. Ariyou familiar with A.T. & T.?
.
Mr. DAUBE..1 have heard of the name, yes.
Senator Form I hope so. v
..

tAll right, what about C. & P. Telephone Co. in this area? You
cannot get ai telephone unless you--get it from them, and boy, you
see them on TV every Wit.
What about the gas and electric companies in thiS country? You
cannot get any gas or ele4rieity except from one organization, and
they advertise almost niall§ly.

,

Is there anything wrong with that? Is anything different or un-

usual?

Mr. DAME. I am not aware, sir, that as an electricity rzi this

country is the largest avoidable cause of
and disease.
Senator Fon,. I understand that, but we are talking about advertising here. We are talking about advertising. Thrit is what we are

supposed to he talking about, arid that is what your testimony is

supposed to be about here today.
. DAUBE. If I may respond on the specifics, sir, there j a dif.4 ference between gas and electricity, that you need them er your

everyday life. Ci arette smoti g is not essential forefyday life.

Senator FORIr But we are talking Shout a monopo y. We are talking about a monopoly. And yet they were the fourth largest adver-

,

,

tiseriand that is part of your testimony. It is in the record. So I
jugt tell you that A.T. & T. where you get your telephone, advertises daily, nightly, anytime, in the newspapers, . whatever. .4,The
Washington area gas and -electric, you do not get ahy electricife,
you do not get any gas unless 3.nr buy it from them, and they adrb
.
vertise almost nightly.
Are you familiar with. State liquor stores?
,
Mr. DAtrst: I haye seen them, Yes.
,
.
Senator FoaD. Well, they do not advertise one whit, do they? And

yet they depend on the industry and their advertising to bring
,
them ingthe dOor.

:.;

.;

'Mr. DAUBE. As I understand it, Senator and Iffin mire yoti can
corrept me on thisthere is a considerable among of alcohol "advertising in thia country: Now, if there is not, their I would defer to
your comment.
.
'Senator FoaD. Well, they do, but you have a . monopoly hy that
State that you cannot purcljase alco ohc beverages unless you .go
-to the State-owned liquor st,4re. Yet they benefit from .the dvertising of the industry itself. f
.
t I am getting to he e is that we are getting 'featly to say to
an industry that is qloing verything it can to educate the pelic,
and spends a lot onnone , d brands absolutely correct, in
order to get them to the low
and nice cigarettes;and where
we had 2 percent in 1974, you . ave over
percent today. Would
you say that is not a pretty goo4 improvement?
-
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Mr-DAUBE. I would deny absoluthly your statement that the industry is doing everything:it Can, sir. I am conscious that when my
14-year-old nephew in Massachusetts last week picked up this copy

of Sports Illustrated there were 14 pages of cigarette ads in it. I
0:al* the industry is quite possibly, and sensibly from its, point of view, doing everyt1 1 ri5g it can to assure that there is a flow of new
reCruits into cigare smoking.
Senator Foam. Ho many magazines were issued and sold of
Sports Illustrated?
Mr. DAUBE. I did not understandlhat. fr
Senator Mtn. How many magazines Were sold? What is the distribution of Sports Illustrated?
Mr. DAUBE. That I do. not Iiow.
'
-Senator Pow, Do you o the moit popular magazine in this
country?
.
Mk. DAUBE. No, I do n

Senator Form: Its distbution is a little over 1 million, and I be-

lieve the magazine is ca11d People. That is 2 million magazines out
of ayopulation of 220 million.
at is the turnoyer of magazine,per individual?
Mr. DAUBE. I think, Sendai., if you are asking:me to demonstrate

_

.

specifics from one single hiagazine, then that is not my position.
My position is that we are Wking about a billion dollars worth of
advertising in this country eaCh year. We are talking about the
massive advertising, not the impact of specific advertisements.
BIM am sure that speakers on later panels will also have specific points to make about that.
Senator Foan. I will get back to him; Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stevens?

Sendor Swims. What kind of system does,the United kingdom

have, Mr. Watersozi, in terms of labeling?
Mr. WATERSON. It has three pack warnings which rotate.

Senator Sixvims. Is this a mandated warning requirement on

'labels?

Mr. WATERSON. Yes.

wor

Senator STEVENS. Has it worked?

Mr. WATERSON. It is my experience and my view, based upon,
again, I must stress, research evidence, not on personal ,o
is the case with other witnesses, that every shred of evid ce shows
in the United Kingdom that the labeling his not w.orked.,. There

has been done in the United Kingdom a full-scale econometric

survey, amongst other things, which showed that the health education program as a whole did not appear to be too effective. It has
been shoWn that in the last year there has been a massive decline
in cigarette consumption based purely on a Price rise which has
outweighed the decline, the entire decline of the previous 7 years.
It is my view for that and other research-based reasons that the
pack Warnings have had no effect whatsoever.
Senator STEvENs. Is there any other factual data on tilt use of a
rotational system anywhere else that you are familiar witir?
Mr. WATEasoN. As I have said, from Sweden and from Norway,

I ath sorry, from Sweden, rather, 16 rotating warningsit would
appear that total .cigarette consumption has actually gone up.
Sorry, it is certthn that total cigarette consumption has gone up.

4

,

...
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The claims that are made about the effectiveness of the health

warnings depend entirely on survey evidence which is grossly unreliable.
The only thing that may have happened in Sweden is that people
have turned to snuff in an amazing way. There has been a 46-per-

cent increase in snuff taking since the warnings came into being,
or since before the warnings came into being, in fact, but I do not
really think that has anything to do with the warnings.

Senator STEVEN§. Do you have any statistics of a comparison of
use of marihuana in the United Kingdom as compared to this country?
Mr. WATEItSON. I have no direct evidence because it is not a legal

product and it is not one with which I have any connection. I do
not believe that there is any evidence at all that is worth speaking

,

of, but I do know that the use of the drug is very widesprea

.

.

Senator Surma. Mr. Daube, what do you say about those rotational systems in the United Kingdom and Norway and Sweden?
Mr. DAUBE. Well, I think we have some common ground in the

United Kingdom It is certainly true that we have recently introduced the system of three rotational health warnings. It is equally
true that a year after its introduction it would be absurd to 'hake
any assertions as to its impact.

It is also true that those warnings were agreed by voluntary

agreement, by voluntary negotiation,and agreement with the tobac-

.

co industry, and it is my experience that the tobacco industry is
unlikely voluntarily ever to agree to any warnings that mention
words like death or cancer or heart disease, and nor would you, sir,
if you were part of the tobacco industry.

.

So the British warnings are weak warnings, and it is certainly
my position that weak warnings will be less effective than strong
warnings. And I wish that Britain had the same system of warnings as they have in, for instance, Sweden, or as is being introduced
,
in this country.

It a true that in Britain there have been substantial tax in-

creases in recent years and that cigarette sales have fallen, and it
is my position and it is the recommendation of the World Health
Organization and other bodies that when you look at a program to
reduce smoking, price is important, if you can get it, and so are a
series of other measures. We are not looking at specific measures
in isolation. We are looking at a series of measures.
It jB also my experience in surveys I have had done after tax increases have been enacted,. about 50 percent of those responding

said that they had given up, to a large extent, because of health

reasons. Now, it was not the sole effect. The budget may have been
a trigger.

It is intriguing, too, that When you have a tax increise that is
deferred, the drop in sales comes immediately when the tax increase is announced rather than when it is implemented.,In other
words, publicity about the dangers of smoking is important.
So I hope that makes my position reasonably clear, that I am for

strong warnings, that the relatively weak warnings we have in
Britain are an improvement but are not what I would like to see.
Senator STEvEris. Do you take the position that advertising of tobacco products should be banned?

,
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Mr. DAt. In Britain I would certainly take the view thatand

it is a recotaniendation of the World Health Organizationthat All
tobacco adVertising and promotion should indeed be banned.

NoW, I understand that in this country there may be first

arnendmeiit difficulties there, and that,makes it all the more important that on such advertisements as appear, proper health

warnings and product information should be provided.
Senator STEVENS. Have you had any experience in terms of facts,
Mr. Waterson, as to what impact advertising really has on the new
smokers?
Mr. WATERSON. Every shred of evidence there is suggests that it
has no impact at all on new smoking. There are a number of factors, which affect "people when they are young. Every piece of evidence I have seen repeats over and over again that it is peer group
behavior and ,parental influence which are the two key factors in
formulating young people's actions, but not advertising.
Senator STEVMS. Just one last thing. Is the new smoker primarily the young smoker in those statistics?
Mr. WATERSON. I believe so, yes.

The ClimardAN. Mr. Daube, Senator Ford was questioning you
about monopolies and making references to American telephone,
gas companies, electric companies and whatnot.

outgettinginto-the argument-as-to whether A.T. & -T. is a
monopoly, they are certainly prevalent in this country.
Is not the purpose of its advertising or any monopoly's advertising simply to increase the use of the product?
Mr. DAUBE. SO I would imagine, and I would add a rider to that,
but I cannot speak for American corporations, but I would add a
rider to that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is why the tobacco monopoly would advertise.
Mr. DAUBE. Yes. It advertises partly to increase sales and partly
also to halt a decline in sales. Given the evidence on smoking, you
would' expec.t a fairly, Sharp decline. In some countries there has
been one. And companies are looking to increase sales. They are
looking to halt a decline in sales. Of course, they are also cpmpetifive.

The CamitmAN. But it certainly rebuts any argument that brand
switching, is the principal purpose to which, advertising of cigarettes is directed. In that case, a monopoly would not advertise, nor

would £T. & T.if they are a monoplyadvertise for brand

4pwitching. They are looking for increased customers.
Mr. DAUBE. If A.T. & T. were advertising solely for brand switch-

ing, then I would imagine that most of the executives would be
fired oVernight.

.

N. Mr. Waterson, do you think that if we .have
The
these incre
rnings on cigarette advertising, that the ciga,fette-advertising wi diminish?
Mr. WATERSON. T1at is a difficult question to answer. I personal-

ly believe that any increase in regulatory activity is likelyI do
not Want to inake the thing too firmbut is likely to decrease the
effectiveness of brand advertising, and therefore to lead to a de-

cline in it.

5
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If you impose giant regulations, giant warnings on packs or in

the advertisement, clearly you should expect to see less advertising.
The ClitAIRMAN. Would you agree roughly with the statement
that as a practical matter, the requirement of warning in advertising could reSult in the elimination of all cigarette advertising?

Mr. WATERSON. I think that depends entirely on the circumstances in which the warnings are imposed, and I would not like to
comment firmlY on that as a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Before this committee 17 years ago, that statement was made exactly, and I am quoting.
a practical matter, the requirement of warning in advertising will result in the
elimination of all cigarette advertising.

And that statement was made by the then chief executive officer
of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. So I think the idea that the

warnings Were going to cause, _diminishment certainly has not
proven to be true.
When you testified before Congressman Waxman's subcommik
tee, Mr. Waterson, you said, and I am quoting,
If the bill is enacted, it will contrilute directly to a fall in the rate of convert=
of smokers from high to low tar brands.

I am curious how you arrive at that conclusion when our bill will
require that all cigarette companies list the tar and nicotine levels
of their cigarettes.

Mr. WATERSON. Any increase in regulatory aCtivity, in my opin-

ion, will diminish the effectiveness of brand advertising since
The CRAna.f.AN. Say that again.
Mr. WATERSON. Will aiminish.the effectiveness of brand advertising in this.Country.
:. The CHAiamAN. Any increase in what?
Mr. WATERSON. In regulatory activity, in other wordS, the change
from one to fiiie warnings.

The CHAnatair. Will dimininh the

Mr. WAiinisoN. Efficiency of brand advertising in this country.
:The CiisuudAig. Why?

.

Mr. W4*sorr. Bedause itincreases clutter, it increases the dis-

parity of the message on the pack, if yon like. If you are selling low
tar cigarettes and pushing the idea of low .tar as against high tar,
any clouding, of that message *ill necessarily lead to an interference with ,the message and therefore with the effectiveness of the
advertising' message itself, and we have clear evidenea that inter-

fering with the number of messaget about low tar cigarettes will
interfere with the nurnber of low tar cigarettes smoked. It *ill lead
,
to a, decline in the rate of conversion, in other words.
The CHAIRM. Yon are simply sa9ing that if You have so much

clutter on the,package, the relevant information about tar ,will be
lest?

Mr. Wm/tomWell, I have no idea what sort of size warnings
yoti intendle impose. If you change the shape and the size or increase the size of the warnings, that could have a severe effect, for
!The CHAIRMAN. Virendell?
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Senator Foab. I am curious just a little bit, Mr. Waterson. How
were the labels deterthined to gion paclpages of cigarettes in other
countries? Who was consulted and how did they work out the determination of the Wording, the aim the:print, et cetera,?
Mr. WATERSON. I am afraid I cannot ahswer that question. I do
not work for the tobacco industry and had no party to negotiations
that trk place over such warning labels.
Senator FORD. Would you know how the dicision was arrived at?
Was it throUgh a commission, agreement, a negotiated agreement
on what kind of language should be on it?
Mr. DAUBE. There are normally two ways, arid .obviously I cannot

give you chapter and verse for each country here, but there are
normally two ways. One is that where there is legislation, a. government is empowered to decide on the words of the warning, and
that has happened in Norway and Sweden,, and that also means
that when new information comes to light, for instance, the Norwegian Government can decide, as it has done, to adopt the Swedish
system of rotating warnings because it is impressed by what is happening in its neighbor country:
The other method of agreement mi words of warning is what jou,
get in a country like Great Britain where there are negotiations between Government and the tobacco industry, and the Governm
asisnds _tale-happening here, stax4roffifiThi---ii -cition and the
tobacco industry starts off in another, and they try to reach a comprothise which is probably acceptable to neither. So in Britain, the
Government requested the tobacco industry to adopt the warning,
which is printed on Government official literature, and that reads,
"Danger. Cigarettes cause cancer, hedrt disease, bronchitis."

The tobacco industry refused to adopt that; and eyentually a
Senator Foam Well, are you saying that the labeling. was im-

much weaker warning was negotiated.

posed bY 'regulatimf and not by law m the United Kingdom?

- Mr. DAUB& No;' the warning has been reached by voluntary
agreement in the United gingdom. The reason'for that is that the
Government, as at present, has preferred to reach agreement on
the label on Ligarette packs and advertisements rather than legis-,.
late. The tobitCco industrY hie fieCepted that because obviously they
fear that -if they do not accept some kind Of warning, legislation.

wilt follow. So it ia a voluntary iagreernent,
Senator, Foan. So it is a voluntary agreement.
Do yonthink that is the probé r. way to go rather than have government interference?
DAutE. Firat of all, sir, if Could take the point about.,gov,

I

ernment interference, because I think that is a rather important
-point. ithink that the govermiient has the right to interfere with

'cigarette advertising Wherrthe liyes of so many peoge are at stalce.
The sort of opposition to what you term 'government:Interference
now is reininiacent of the opposition that there was in Britain in

the 19th century tO the great public health legislatiorr when the

London Tiniee thundered, "Every man is entitled tO his own dung
heap." And, they wrote, "We prefer to take our chances of cholera
and the refit than be bullied into health."'
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But of course, th&Public Health ACts, within a very few years of
their being passed, were widely recognized as being essential features of a civilized society. That is the first point.
The second point is: Is a system of voluntary agreement acceptable or satisfatory? Voluntary agreements have been tried in many
countries and have uniformly been found to be unsatisfactory. GO,ernments rightly start off trying that,, but it fails, and it was the
late Senator Robert Kennedy who said in 1967 in this country, that
"if we were starting afresh, I would say the first step should be industry self-regulation of advertising. But self-regulation has been
proven to be a complete charade." That was in 1967, and I think
we have found since then that self-regulation in tobacco is even
more of a charade.
Senator Foul. Well, do you apply that philosophy to all other
"phases of life?
Mr. DAUBE. No; I certainly do not.

--Senator Fon,. What about the professions? Do you think government ought to interfere with terulprofessions and tell you what you
can and cannot do and what r
ations you must adhere to?
Mr. DAUBE. It is not my position that I want to see a decline in
the number of lawyers or doctors or accountants. And it is also not

my position that the professions cause the kind of mammoth

amount of ill-health and premature death that cigarette iimoking
does. I am dealing with tobacco.

Senator FoRn. Well, I am just saying, though, but your philosophy is that you do not want it to apply to the professions, but you
want it to apply to the profession which you represent. It seems
like to me that you are kind of going both ways on me here, talking with forked tongue. You do not want to be regulated yourself,
but those people you do not like out there you want government to
-interfere, and we have a little different attitude here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DAUBE. May I respond to that?

Senator FoRn. I will let you respond to the other one. Nly time is
up.

The CHAIRMAN. You can respond on his time because the question was asked on his time.
Go ahead.
Do you have any more questions, Wendell?
Senator FORD. I do not know. It depends on what he says.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.

Mr. DAUBE. First of all, sir, I think we would both agree that certain forms of regulation,are necessary, speed limits, for example, in
cars.

Second, I think there is a commonsense distinction that you draw
between products like tobacco, which is the largest avoidable cause
of death, and disease, and something like professions, which are so
totally different that I do not see how any comparison can be sensible.

I am worried, sir, that there does not seem to be an understanding of the extent of the problem. For example, each year in Britain

we findfirst, we find in surveys that people do not understand
the personal risks of smoking. People believe that road deaths
cause more deaths than smoking. But each year we findand I do

6,0

not haVe the figures for the States. I have not had time to work
them outthat cigarettes kill approximately four times as many
people as the total killeil bY drinking, drugs, murder, suicide, road

accidents, rail accidentS, air accidents

Senator RAD. That is in England.
Now, do you have any statisticaon this country? This is what we
are 'trying to work out, what happens here in America, not what
happens in the United.Kingdom.
Mr. DAUBE. Sir, I can assure you that the figures for this country
are analogous, and I can also assure you that I am distressed

at

Senator FORD. How many people entered the Houston Trauma
Center last year, or Chicago or Miami, how many were shot in this
country? You know, how many were disabled? What did that cost
in automobile accidents?
Mr. DAUBE. You will find, sir, that if you add them all together
they do not amount to anything like the number killed by cigarette
smoking.

Senator Fowl I do not know that they are killed, that is where
you and I may disagree a little Iftt. You are getting into a different
field, and you say that is the reason that we limit the speed limit.
Well, the people break it, they get caught, you know, and so they
have to allow them the opportunity to break it. Otherwise we
would not need a police force, we would not have to have tickets.
Mr. DAUBE. I am sure, Senator, you would not be encouraging
people to break the law, but I would certainly want to stress, and I
really want to come back to this because I am worried that we may
have shifted the focus of attention'. Little that there is a substantial
difference between smoking and other products. That is why I feel
that this measure as a public information and education measure
"that does not infringe anybody's liberty is an excellent measure.
Senator FORD. What about alcohol?
Mr. DAUBE. Alcohol is a very substantial public health problem,
also. I have tried in my testimony to make my position absolutely

.

clear because I do not want to have any misunderstanding that I
believe that again, measures that do not infringe the freedom of
the individual, such aircurbing advertising, are desirable for alcohol but I would if you Riess me say that cigarette smoking is over.' wheliningly the largest 'cause of avoidable death, and disease, and I
-:think that the rase for action on_ smoking is the premier casp in
terms of preventive medicine in the.Weitern World.

Senator Foal?. Well, we have drug and alcohol abuse, and we
have arc educational program, and the GovernMent has stayed out
of it,and they-seem to be performing very well.
Would you not like to give us an opportunity to try that rather
thatrimPose Federal regulation upon industry?
DAUBE. I am looking, sir, tor a complementary program, and
I stress that, for education and for other measures. Perhaps I can
draw am analogy. 'A complemefithry program entails not only cap-

turing South Georgia btit also lancling on the Falklands. You
cannot capture the Falklands simply by landing on South Georgia,
-hind-You cannot have a full smoking control program that does not
inclucie what I hive referred to very early on in a seminal "Norwe-
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wan, repoit, education and information *easure. s, -legislation, and
thottPenplt-who with to eve up.
riator Font Well, your hest shjp in the Navy ivas aunk by a
20-yeai-old rinesilerand pou ivant to, not go on with any other additienatreseeiich and development?
-Think yoa, Mr.,Chairium.

hei

The C4AnugAzt yo that you do:not need to xespond.
*
I:have-lid-other queStions.
,
Gentleinen; tfitrik you Very much.
Oh, eibuse me. Ted, I'm' sorry.

Senator &Immo. I just wondered, Mr. Waterson, I asked a ques-

tion-about Children.

Do you have any statistics about the impact of adiertising on

*children commencing smoking? Does that have any relationship?
Mr. WAxxxsor. We haVe a number of pieces of evidence which

suggest that there it absolutely no impact at all, that advertisements are not the factor which leads children to take up smoking.
The factors which. lead children to take up smoking are factors
such as parental and peer groap influence, educational measures,
and, this sort of thing. It is. quite Clear in my mind, and the evi-

dence is overwhelming and .pomting in one direction and one direction, only, which is that it IS not advertising which is the problem

' at all.

Senator STEVENS. So if the case were made foVgard a new smoker;

advertising would be practically immaterial as far as the new
smoker?
Mr. WATERSON. it is my belief, based on the-research evidence I

tibn.,

have seen, that advertising would not be of much use in that situa,

Senator STEVENS. Mani you.
The CHMRMAN. Gentlethen, thank you very much for

er
Next, we will take a panel of Mr. Edward Horrigan, Prof.
Blackwell, Mr. Larry' Light, Prof. Joel Cohen, and Mr. Char es
Sharp. Why don't we start, with Mr. Horrigen? Are you ready?

STATEMENTS OF tjywiRD mmiRiGAN, CHAIRMAN, OF THE EXECUTIVE CommrrrEE, THE TOBACCO INSTITUTE, ROGER D.
BLACKWELL, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING, OHIO

STATE UNIVERSITY; LARRY LIGHT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-

DENT, TED BATES & CO., INC.; JOEL COHEN; DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR CONSUMER ,RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA; AND ciwup §HARP, CHARLES SHARP & ASSOCIATES
:Mr.'HóRit,i6Arc Yes, sir, Mr. Chairinan..

My.,naine is Edward, klorrigan,' and I am appearing here this

/morning in my caPacity as chairman of the executive committee of
the Tobacto Institute. I also serve as chairman and chief executive
officer of R.; J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

,

Joining with me on the panel this' morning are Dr. Larry Light,
executive vi,ge president of Ted Bates, along with Dr. Roger Blackwelkprefessor of mOk6itng at Ohio State UniversitY.
Before Presenting my prePared, brief statement., I would like to
d*ress juit for a mome nt in connection with a development helm
this morning. That is, On behalf of mir industry; I *Quid like to ex-
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preia shock and-disappointment at the selection of Dr. Harrison as
the firat witness before this committee, because we informed
Mr.
Perlmutter pripr tO this meeting here this morning that we would
provide extensjve scientifit testimony if needed, and we were assured that it is not necessaty; because scientific questions were not
to be raised. However, the sesSion opehed this morning with Dr.
Harrison, making sweeping generalities on several complex scientific issues, and presenting hiinseff as an expert in marketing,
market research, and consumer behavior.
My impression this morning, listening to Dr. Harrison, was that
he sounded more like a prohibitionist than a medical man. Of
course, we do not intend to respond to the general statements that
were made by that gentleman this morning. We have submitted
scientific testimony in two previous hearings before Congress and if
scientific testimony is required we stand prepared to do so again

this móriiing:
I would like to return now to the issues that we were prepared to
discuss and asked to discuss this morning. That is that on the basis
of all the facts available, not just those selected.by the individuals
and organizations who are opposed to smoking, we can find no justification for this bill, and. we believe it therefore to be bad, unnecessary legislation. Its provisions -represent a misguided attempt by
those opposed to smoking to further impose their beliekupon millions of Aiiiericans *ho have made the decision or choice to use tobacco products:The passage of this bill Would impose a web of technical, complex regulations upon one of this nation's oldest and larg-

est industries, and there is significant evidence to suggest that its
implementation could actually lessen awareness of cigarette heSth
warnings. Also, this bill raises serious constitutional questions
under the first amendment.
Based- upon the evidende supplied by several highly respected
public opinion teseaich organizations, it is apparent that public
awareness about the alleged association between smoking and disease probably exceeds that of any major contemporary issue, exceeding 90 percent. Such a high level.of awareness by the public
skows that the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act is
working.' Therefore, why is it necessary to consider an unproven
and complek sYstem of rotating health warnings?
hi its report, the FTC staff concluded that such warnings are
needed because the present warning has beconie ineffective and
does not adequately inform the public of claimed new findings and
specific charges about the alleged relationship between smoking
and health. This report' is 'fundamentally flawed, as Burns Roper,
chairman of The Roper Organization, whoie studies are cited extensively in the FrC report, clearly states. Mr. Roper said:
The' Frc staff concludes, based on our and other survey data, that the public is
inadequately informed about the ,dangers of smoking. Using exactly the same data
on which they base their conclusion, I would conclude almost exactly the opposite,
and that the public is highly iware of the reporte dangers of smoking.

I would tequest at this time that a copy of Mr. Roper's letter be
entered into -the record of these proceedings. I would also add that
Mr. per Is here today; should you wish more information.
e letter follOwsl

..,
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_
Tin norm ORGANIZATION; INC.

.....,

March 141982.
,
.
Hon. HzinetWaxiiitor,
.
asthma:4 Health Eubcommittee, Committee on Energy and Commere4 U.S. House
of Representatives,' WashingtonD.0
OUR MR. CHAIRMAN: It is my understanding that you Subcommittee is currently
holding hearings on H.R. 5653. This is the bill that im lements the cigarette labeling requirements recommeded in the -Federal Trade Comnission StafF Report On
The Cigarette Advertising Investigation, dated May 1981. .
At least two surveys conducted by the Roper Organization are cited extensively in
that staff report in support of the report's contention that stronger and more varied
cigarette warnings are required both on cigarette packages and in cigarette advertising. One of the studies so cited is the report of a private survey we conducted for
the Tobacco Institute in 1978 which was subpoenaed by the Fir and subsequently
publicly released by the FTC. The second was a survey we conducted specifically for
the FTC hi 1980.
.

,

In its staff report, the FTC does not dixctly attribute the conclusions reached

(namely, that stronger and varied warnings are required) to our organization.However, the frequent references to our data carry the implication that the Roper studies support the teport's conclusions.
, I have no objections to the way the FTC staff reported the results of our surveys.

To the extent that I have checked those facts, they are correct. I do, however,
strongly disagree with the conclusions the Fit staff reaches based on those facts.

Bemuse the FTC report relies so strongly on Roper data and because I disagree
with their interpretations of that data, I respectfully request that this letter be included in the transaripLotydur.hearings.
The FTC stalf.coneludes, based on our and other survey data, that the public is
inadequately informed about the dangers of smoking. Using exactly the same data

h_theyAaseiheir_gonclusinn. I woulsloonclude almost exactly the
. that the public is highly aware of the reported dangers of smoking.

'te

In out 1978 surveyconducted for the Tobacco Institute, not the Federal Trade
Commissionwe drew up a balance sheet in our snnimary of the survey's fmdings.
The fast two "liabilities" we cited to the industry's position were as follows:
"1. More than nine out of every ten Americans believe that smoking is hazardous
to a smoker's health.
.
"2.'A majority of Americans believe that it is probably hazardous to be around
people who smoke, even if they ire not smoking themselves."
I would submit that this hardly represents unawareness of the problem.
In dealing with our 1980 survey conducted for the FTC,.the staff report notes on

page 5-40:

.

"de, many people are unaware of its pres"Despite the dangers of carbon m
ence in cigarette smoke. In the 1980 Roper udy, 53 percent of the total sample and
tte smoke contains carbon monox56 percent of smokers did not know that
ide."
While I do not quarrel with this finding, I 'do quarrel with its implication. I would

submit that many also don't know that carbon monoxide is dangerous to one's
hftlth.
-- ---- --,

My fundamental quarrel Vnth the FTC's contention is that they are expecting the

public to possess a high level of detailed, rather technical information that it is
who* unrealistic to expect and that can probably never be achieved by any educe-

tionat campaign, no matter how extensive it is, or of what duratioirit is.
An analogy: I would submit that most. Americans know their cars have air.pollution equipment installed in them, that substaatially.fewer know have catalytic converters, and that very, very few know these catalytic converters contain platinum.
Does this mean we need a campaign to acquaint people with the presence of platinum in the catalytic converters that' constitute a major portion of the sir pollution
-.
equipment in their cars?
Op page 5,24 of the FTC staff report, the following statement appears Imaged on
our 1918 survey for the Tobacco Institute: "Sixty-one percent of those polled and 69
percent of the nortamokers polled favored the proposed new warning. Only 34 percent of those polled and, 26 percent of the. non-smokers favored the current warnl'he implication of this citation is that this shows the need for a stronger warning.
To me, it shows the reverse. Sixty-one percent would not favor a stronger warning
Itilleas theY- were alreadY airere of the dangers.

Mantof the FTC staffs conclusions that the public is unaware of specific dangers
resulted from the incidences of "incorrect" answersor guesseson multiple-choice
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Viestionswe &sled on behalf of the FTC in our 1980 survey. These were qmstions
that Mked how miny times mote likely a. smoker was than a non-smoker tp get
disease X and then offered four or five different ratios (e.g., less than twice as likWy,
twice of likely, five timee as likely, ten times as likely, twenty times as likely). In
response to emost all Of-these questions, the great majority of people answered
more likely, eien if they did not pick the precise number of times more likely that

theMmys 'correct.

Where the frame ofreference was reduced life expectancy, the great majority answered that the sinoker experienced reduced life expectancy even if they were not
able to gneiss the exact number of years.
If I were askyou if the sun'm a lot further from the earth than the moon is, or
a little farther from the earth than the moon is, or about the same distance from
the earth as the moon is, you would have little trouble answering that it is a lot
farther, thus indicating a high general awareness of the relationship of the sun and
moon to the earth. But if I were to ask you whether the sun is 42-6 times as far
from the earth as the moon is, or 121.8 times as far, or 266.3 times as far, or 389.1
times as far, it is possible you would not select the correct answer. (I would not
have, either, and in fact I didn't know what the exact ratio was nntil Hooked it up
and computedit) But I don't think this means we need a new educational campaign
to make people aware how much farther the sun ie-from the earth than the moon
is.
I would not argue that more severe and varied warnings would lessen public undemanding of the dangers. But I would argue that they are likely to increase the
aWareness much, for it is already at awery high level.
My'rnain purpose, however, is to disassociate our firm from the conclusions
th
not the datadrawn from our surveys.
I am sending copies of this letter to each of the members of your Subcommittee as
welles to our contacts at both the Federal Trade Commission and the Tobacco Institute. I AM also including a copy of a letter I sent to Mr. Andrew Sacks of the Frc at
the time wedeliveredour 1980 survey, a letter-which ins been made public. In that
letter I indicated that we concluded the survey showed high general awareness of
the risks of smoking.
Respectfully yours,
BURNS W. ROPIIR.

Mr. HomuGAN. I also gall your attention to the fact that even
the. ITIV's current Director of Consume Protection, Mr. Timothy
Muris, has acknowledged that 90 percent of the public is aware of
the health risks jillegedly associated with smoking. Therefore, rotating health warnings cannot be justified on this basis, and there
is significant evidence that in fact they may,be counterproductive.
Dr. Yoram Wind, professor of marketing at the Wharton School of

the 'University of Pennsylvania gave the following evaluation at
similar hearings on H.R. 5653, when he said, "It is quite possible
that the rotational health warnings proposed would have an opposite effect of what is intended by the bills sponsors."
Furthermore, a review of ihe FTC's data by one of today's panel
members, Dr. Roger Blackwell; supports that viewpoint. Not only
are the rotating warnings unnecessary and possibly counterproductive, but they also are technically unworkable, they are cumbersome, and they would create a logistical nightmare for manufacturers. in December 1981, the FTC reported "tar" and nicotine levels
on 200 cigarette brand styles. This bill would require every brand
of cigarettea-to carry.each of the fiiie warnings called for an ecjual
number of times during a 15-month period, and that at any given
time ea.& of the five warnings must appear on at least 15 percent
of all cigarette packages and adliertising. It would be virtually impossible to insure that each warning statement is, presented to the
public an equal' number of times. -Therefore, equalizing warning

statements among all brands will have no relationship to the
number of times that each statement is exposed to the public.
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We also believe that the requirement for disclosure of "tar," nicotine and carbon monoxide levels on packages and in our advertising is unwarranted. Smokers who choose their brand on the basis

of tar

,

The CiummAx. I am going to have to ask you to conclude rea-

sonably soon.

Mr. HORRIGAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I was assured by Mr.
Perlmutter that I would be given 10 minutes for my testimony, not
5 minutes, and this represents a significant change, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All the panelists were told 5 minutes.

Mr. HORRIGAN. The letter I have and the statement I had from
Mr. PerlmutterI am terribly sorry. I was told 10 minutes. I would
not have crafted such a statement if I were told 5. I would have
respected your wishes,
The CHAinmArr. In that event, go aheadA will not quarrel with

you.

Mr. HORRIGAN. Thank you. I appreciate that. And nicotine levels
have been able to readily obtain this information since 1970. There
is also no purpose to be gained by the publication of carbon monoxide yields. Scientific evidence does not establish that exposure to
carbon monoxide from cigarette smoking is hazardous to health. A
provision requiring disclosure of ingredients is also unnecessary for
the industry has just recentlyaLreed to make available the necessary information on lifgredien
the Department orfiliS.
We are aware that there have been some efforts to build support
for this bill with claims that industry advertising and our promotional practices are intended to encourage youthful smoking. The
written submissions of expert witnesses which have been provided
to this committee clearly show that this is not the case. Our industry's position continUes to be that smoking is an adult practice to
be considered only by those mature enough to make an informed
decision.

The available evidence clearly shows that our advertising is not
designed to attract new smokers of any age, and it is not having
that effect, because in fact our own government reports show that

the percentage of smokers in this country is declining.
.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it is our firm belief that. the weight
of all the available evidence demonstrates that this bill represents
bad legislation. It does not have a valid scientific basis, becatfse the
findings used to support it will not stand unbiased scientific scrutiny. It is unnecessary because the present Surgeon General's warn-,
ing has created unprecedented public awareness of the alleged association between smoking and health, and it is counterproduct' e
for two important reasons:
.

First, acceptance of the scientific statements made, in it could

well deter much-needed research into the causes of chrOnic disease,

and second, it could lessen public awareness of the issues with
regard

smoking.

,

think more importantly this bill is bed legislation because
it
'ously erodes the principle of free choice in our society. It implies that those who do not conform are uninformed, and that.they
cannot be allowed to reject opposing views regarding the use Of toB

bacco products.
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This reflects a strong 1.. ohibiti nist mentality .which the citizens
of this Nation have alrea y rej - . We firmly believe, then, that
this bill is an unwarran - inte ention b_y the Federal Governmeht into the lives of pri ate ci , -ns, and we also t k that it
represents a thinly veil effort to rther harass
industry
whichis already heavily b dened
=lation.
:
an.
That cohcludes my rem
Mr.
The CramAii. ProfessOr lac, ell.
Mr. BLicicwEu.. My nam is Rog r. lackwell. I : 4, a professor of
marketing at the Ohio Sta Univ rs . A list of . y publications
III y written statement.
and laualifications is submit
I have been asked to
on 5 of S. 1929, which would
change the present la
requi ments for cigarette packages
and advertisements, and I ve
reviewed some of the materials of the'staff of theied
Tra e Commission on the repOrt on
cigarette advertising.

,In my opinion, the ch
e warning statement is fundaMentally flawed. First, th
ns of section 5 would replace a
highly successful ' progr : II
orming consumers about the
claimed risks of smoking 't
ogram of unknown and pOtendaily counterproductive c nseq en es, All of the studies conducted
about consiuner aWaren
of s o g and health studies lead to
the conclusion that people are
rsally aware of the claims that
smoking is hazardous to ealth. ' y abandon this program for an
: no evidence to indicate that it
uncharted course which n onl
would he successful, bur as co : 1 erable evidence to indicate that
it would be countei.produ
Now, the- other basic fl: w in
5 is that the consumers Will
be confronted with one f two .1,04ion
gs. One, they will erroneously,
believe that they will pe nally s ffer the specific health problems
identified in the ward state -nts. In other words, the stateinents say you may get ealth : ds of specified natures. If everybody believed that, t at wo
of course, he a deceptive advertisement which philoiop 'cally
ple probably would be opposed
to, but the more realist' proble wo fi be that they would read
those and conclude that they were only for a small, limited minority of the population,. : therefore, as human nature is usually, it

leads people to conclu e-they would conclude that this is for
m ebody else, not for themselves, and specifically it would be
youth moSt ltkely to m: ke that conclusion, because we are talking
about claims that are !rimarily cancer, a disease for older people..
Bo, in a gense, we w uld probably be attacking the possibility of
communicating *ith yung people more than with, any other group
counterproductively.'

Now, I haVe prepa ed in my written statement a nuitber of

pages which describe the problems with various surveys and so
forth that indicate t t people are in fact aware of the shealth
claims, and for those, reasons I would say that the current studies
really do imderestim: te consumer awareness about health hazards.
There is, unfortuna y, no way of knowing exactly what it is, but

it is clear that 80 o 90 percent levels, of awareness is very high,
probably higher t
any other thing that we might have baseline.
But more seriousl , it would be wrong to conclude that consum
ers are, not adequa -ly informed about the claimed health conse-
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quences of smoking, simply because many consumers choose to con-

tinue to smoke. The Fir staff reports several times that smokers
are not as well informed as nonsmokers, implying that such informational differences are responsible for the decision of whether or
not to smoke. But that conclusion, and there is some evidence on
'thiswe hear so-many times there is not any evidence, but there is
a conclusion based on evidence that flatly refutes it, and that is
from the 1980 Chilton Study, and the conclusion reached by the
Chiltern Study is as follows, and I quote from page 22:

Factual knowledge about the health consequences of smoking was not found to be

significantly related to current smoking behavior. jklo more differences between
knowledge levels of smokers compared with nonsmokers were found to be significant at the .05 level than were to be expected by chance.

,

This important finding that consumer knowledge has no relationship to smoking behavior refutes the notion that people who smdke
do so because they are not informed.
To conclude, I would say that as an analyst of consumer behavior
an as a person who is a nonsmoker personally, I am quite conce
that, what would happen is that the people who might find
the w ings mre personally relevant would be older people, and
people w o would find them irrelevant-bicause they are about diseases for older People would be the young people, and in 9/ sense,
passage of this, while the intention might be quite laudable, Sena-

' tor Packwood, would be to hurtdthe very people who we might
want to be most'concerned about, the young people of the Natian,
and I would say that this is not desirable 'legislation if the goal is
to help the general population, and especially smokers, become
aware of the health hazards that are alleged to occur from smoking.
[The statement follows:}

STATEMENT OF DR. Rocze D. BLACKWELL

My name isoger D. Blackwell. I am professor of marketing at the Ohio State

University, 5pècializing in the analysis of buyer behavior and development of marketing strategy, My Ph. D. degree was earned at Northwestern University, with a
cOncentratiOn in consumer behavior. I have authored or coauthored 14 books and
over 50 articles published in professional or business journals that report research
that I and others have conducted concerning the communications process, consumet
decisidn processes involved in buying and using goods and services4,and variablei
involved in marketing strategy. One of my most recent books is the fourth edition of
Consumer Behavior, published this year. The book describes psychological principles
involved in buying and cOnsumption and is the most widely adopted textbook in the
field. A complete list of my publications is submitted with this statement.
This is my personal statement and should not be construed to reflect the views of
the Ohio State University or any other institution with which I am or have been
affiliated.
I have been asked te analyze section 5 of S. 1929, which would change the present
labeling requirements for cigarette packages and advertisements. The rotational
system of warning statements proposed by section 5 of the bill is similar to a recommendation made last year by the Staff of the Federal Trade Commission in a report
on cigarette advertising, and I have evaluated the findings and conclusions of that
Report as well.
In my opinion, the change in the warning statement proposed by section 5 is fundamentally flawed. First, the labeling provisions of section 5 would replace a highly
successful program of informing consumers about the claimed health risks of smoking with a program of Unknown and potentially counterproductive consequences. All
of the studies conducted about consumer awareness of smoking and health issues
lead to the conclusion that people are universally aware of the claims that smoking
is hazardous to health. Why abandon this program in favor of a courst that is not
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only uncharted but,..es I hope to demonstrate, liVoly to lead to reiults quite the op.
pante of those apparently intended by the bill's sponsors.
-The othfr basic flawin section 5 is that:the system of rotated warnings attributing specific health problems to smoking will probably lead to one of two unhappy
effects: either consumers will erroneously believe that they will personally suffer
the specific health problems identified in the 'warning statements, even though such
problems affect only a minority of the smoking and nonsmoking population, in
which case the warnings would be deceptive; or consumers will correctly perceive
that only a small proportion of the liopulation is at risk from the stated hwIth problems, and will thus conclude tht the S'urgeon General and other health authorities
have now decided that smoking is not hazardous to all people. Since it appears that
the Specific diseases identifiedi n the proposed warning systems apply primarily to
older people and pregnant women, the probable effect of the law would be to reduce
drastically the impact of the warning etatement on young people.

The rotational warning system p poeed in the present bill and the FTC Staff

,

Report apparently is based on the
o ption that present public awareness of the
claimed health consequences of smo . : is "insufficient." Finding 6 in section 2 of
S.1929 states that "preseneFederal, S -. te, and private initiatives liave been insufficient" in conveying information about the claimed health consequences of smoking
to the American public. Similarly, the FTC staff report asserts that "additional
action designed to pzvvide consumers with moreiinformation about the health consequences of smoking is necessary." (Report at p. 21) For several reasons, this assump-

tion is dubious.
In the runt place, determination of what consititutes a "sufficient" level of aware-

ness in such a complex area is both difficult and subjective, although it appears to
me that, by .any stancfard," the level of awareness About the claimed health hazards
of smoking is astonishingly high. A basic question is the amount of information a
consumer
reasonably be expftted to be aware of in connection with a decision
to use anyproduct riy of the questions posed in the surveys cited by
the FTC staff recturecl a detailed scientific knowledge about questions of smoking "
and health, including a con? lete awareness of every health problem that has been
attrluted to smoking,
ic size of the increase Claimed in the risk of incurring
each problem if one smo
the percentage of each particular health condition that
is attauted to smoking, and the proportion or number of people who die from a
given health condition. From the consumer viewpoint, what valtie is there in possessing such a complex array of infermation? When one considers the tremendous
amount of information to which the consumer is exposed every day, and the fact
that consumers do not possess unlimited processing capacities, it clearly would seem
'more functional for the consumer to retain in memory the overall implication of
these numerous bits of information about the claimed consequences of smoking, i.e.,
that smoking is dologerous. That is precisely the information conveyed by the present, Surgeon General's warning statement.
'Proper evaluation of the adequacy of consumer awareness also is hampered by the
fact -that there is no baseline for comparison. For example how does consumer
awareness about smoking and health compare. to the information consumers
about the health hazer& attrthuted to other products such as automobiles, &ciZeoers,
and hang-gliders? Without such comparison, judgments about the sufficiency of the
level of consumer awareness are highly subjective ,and cannot serve validly as a
basis for the far-reaching changes embodied in Section 4 of the bill.
Moreover, an examination of the studies on which the FTC relies for the proposition that consumers are not sufficiently aware of the dangers associated with smoking reveals that those studies aredefective in several important respects.
Perhaps most significant is that many of the survey measures assessed beliefs
rather than awareness. The distinction between belief and awareness is a critical
one given the exisiting centroversy oyer the health threatkpresumed to be posed by,
imoki 2'Consider the likely situatiOn of a sutvey4articipant who recognizektliat
has been founa fix' be- apocisted with, particular health problems but finds
ence insufficient for demonstrating:Ott amoking causes these health prpb, the,Verson it aware of -tinOlaWed link between smoking and some
lems but does notbelieve that smoling causes the problems. As stated in
Burke Marketing Reiearch Focus Group Study commissioned by the FTC:
er doubt about
,
relationship of smoking and cancer seems to be
related to the fact that these jersons had known smokers who had lived long Jives
without contracting cancer a4d non-smokers who had suffered from that disease."
(Burke Study Analysis at p. 4
Many of the measures emplbId in the studies asked the respondents to indicate
their agreement with or the cosrectnees of statements such as "smoking causes X"
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Respondents who disagreed with these "supposedly true" statements are categorized
as unaware Alternatively, these respondents may be aware of the medical evidence
but have concluded that while smoking is "related" to X, it does not "cause" X. Evidence supporting this alternative explanation is provided by the 1980 Clulton study
conducted for the Fre Staff At one point survey participants were asked whtither
heart &ease "had been found to be associated with cigarette smoking," (Question
42e) Only 98 percent of the teenagers and 9.3 percent of the adults interviewed answered incorrectly (i.e., "No" and "Don't know responses). Later in the interview,

these same persons were asked whether the statement "cigarette smoking is a
mejor cause of heart disease" (Question 52) was true or false. 26.8 percent of the
teenagers and 39.6 percent of the adults were presumed to be "unaware" of the
claim embodied in tilt-statement. Such response variations between questions in-

volving the same disedseAut which differ in positing smoking as either the cause of
or simply associated with that disease, strongly suggest that many persons classified
as "unaware" in fact are aware of sihoking's asserted relationship to venous henith
risks These persons simply do not believe that smoking causes the health problems.
Question wording has long been recognized as a critical area in survey research.
The FTC Staff Report acknowledges that ". . . conservative sounding statements
have been found to be more likely to generate agreement. . . ." (Report at page p.

3-3) By ale same token, statements employing extreme wording or phrases are
likely to inhibit agreement. Thus, the amount of agreement with the statement
'smoking is by far the greatest cause of lung cancer'. used in the 1980 Roper Study
was prob
lower than had the statement been phrased "smoking is the greatest
cause of
cancer" Wording ambiguity can also influence the response patterns
to a q
on. Phrases repeatedly appearing in the Roper Study such as "by far,"

"greatly increases," and "significantly increases," are very subjective. For example,
some people may perceive a 30 percent risk increase as a significant increase, while
other may not.
'
It is interesting-to note that the FTC Report cites evidence that people tend to
ignorn or discount statistical information in making judgments. (Report at pp. 4-14
and 4-15) Given this evidence, it seems inconsistent to employ measures of statistical kndwledge" for assessing the level of awareness concerning the claimed effects
of smoking Measures of this type, however, were frequently employed as indicators
of consumers' awareness about the asserted dangers of smoking (e.g., "What j3ercent
of lung cancer cases are caused by cigarette smoking?"Chilton 19801 "Smokers are
at least ten times as likely to develop lung cancer than non-smokers Roper 1980).
For these reasons, it would appear that current studies have underestimated consumers' awarenes about the health hazards associated with smoking. There is, unfortunately, no way of predicting how much underestimation error exists in these
data But in view of the fact that these same studies consistently report awareness
levels in the 80 to 90 percent range, it is fair to conclude that public awareness of
the various claims about srnoking and health is as a practical matter universal.
It would be wrong to conclude that consumers are not adequately informed about
the claimed health consequences of smoking simply becau5e many consumers continue to smoke The Fre Staff Report states several tim that smokers are not as
well informed as_nonsmokers, implying that information4 differences are responsible for the decision whether or not to smoke.That concluthon is flatly refuted 13y the
1980 Chilton Study, the very study cited by the FTC Staff to demonstrate the supposed diffefence in the levels of awareness
een smokers and nonsmokers. The
conclusion reached by the Chilton stud
s:
"Factual knowledge about the heal conser 4. of smoking was not found to
be significantly related to current s .1 . g be avi. . No more differences between
knowledge levels of smokers comps . with non-smokers were found to be significant at t e 0.,05 level than were to be expected by change." (p. 22)
This important finding that consumer knowledge has no relationship to smoking
behavior refutes tlie notion that people who smoke do so because they are "uninPinned" about the claimed dangers of smoking. The lack of a relationship between
awareness aM staoking also demonstrates that increasing consumers' awareness
about the health hazards attributed to smoking is unlikely to influence their smoking behavior. Consequently, to the extent that the present bill is based on a desire
to reduce smokingand putting aside the question whether behavior modification is
aroisicimropriate goal for government in this countrythe warning statements proby Swtion 4 are simply irrelevant.
Given these facts,is change of the sort contemplated by Section 5 should not be
undertaken unless there is significant evidence that the proposed system of rotated
warnings would better achieve the goal of informing the public. The little evidence
that exists not only fails to suppoit that propostion, but in fact contradicte it.

i
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An initial study for the Frc Staff was undertaken in 1980 by Walker Reaearch to
assist in the selection of specific warning statements, while another study cOnducted
ay Burke Marketing Research examined consumers' recall of various warnings,
portantly, neither study exanined the impact of such warnings on Consumer awareness. There are accordingly no data to indicate that a rotational system such as that

proposed by the bill would meet thobjective of providing consumers with "sufficient" awareness ahout the clahned -onsequences of smoking, particularly if sufficiency is gaged by the very detailed measure used in the surveys cited by the FTC
Staff.

What the studies do demonstrate is that consumers are likely to discount warn:

ings that link smoking to specific
In its SurnmAry of Key Findings,
for example, the BUrke Focus Group Stu states:
"The messages relatred to birth contro pills and heart -attacks tended to confuse
the participants, who did not thoroughly understand the synergistic effects which
form the basis of the message. These two statements relating to oral contraceptafives also had the least personal relevance and were rather easily dismissed as being
intended 'for someone else'." (Emphasis added.)
The Study thps concludes:
"It seems that the birth control message could have relevance to a highly select
group of people who could be best reached through very specific media. The message
might be lost te the population as a whole. " (Burke Focus Group Study Analysis at
p.b.)
That same conclusion appears to apply with equal validity to each of the specific
disease Warnings contemplated by S. 1929.
Thus, even the preliminary research that has been done tends to support the con-

clusion that the proposed rotational warnings would be considered irrelevant by
some consumers, as compared to the present warning statement that announces to
every consumer the Surgeon General's conclusion that "smoking is dangerous to
your health." .

Thaie fmdings are particidarly .siificant in view of one of the major premises of
the -FTC staff report, and presumably of the present bill. that consumers should percei,ve inforpnation concerning smoking and health to be personally relevant Since it
is basic to human nature to conclude that risks apply to "the other person," specific
.warnings that
be more personally relevant to some consumers would by definition be person y irrelevant to most other consumers. Fatthe individual who sees
these diseases
unlikely to occur personally, ihen the eropoded new warnings
would be less relevant. Such individuals are particularly likely to be young consumers who may be making the decision of whether to smoke or not. While the decision

to smoke is not related to advertising, at least in the present situation parents or
peers can say to people who are deciding to smoke that "the Surgeon General has
determined that.smoking is dangerous to your health." Under the proposed new
warnings, the logical conclusion would be that the Surgeon General has no longer
determined that smoking is generally unhealthy, but only unhealthy for certain

,

older segments of the population or for pregnant women.
As air analyst of consumer behavior and decisionmaking, I am of the opinion that
S. 1929 may well have the opposite effect of that which appears to be intended by its
sponsors. I am concerned that S. 1929, no matter how laudable the intentions o the
sponsors, is not desirable legislation if the goal is to have the general populattcn,
and especially smokers, aware of the halth hazards that are alleged to occur fro
smoking.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Dr. Light.
Dr. 1JIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As a member of the adver-

tising community, I see no justification for the provisions in S.
1929, which call for rotating warning notices in cigarette advertising and on packages. There iso eVidenee that there would be an
lmenefit froni this technically complex and cumbersome pro

The labeling giid advertising proposals' included in this scheme ar"..

parently Stein from the conclusion that public awareness, of the
claimed health consequences of smoking is inadequate, but this
conclusion is wrong. All evidence indicates that the level of public
awareness of both smoking and health.is high. Surveys show that
awareness of these alleged dangers is over 90 percent, This is an

,
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ektraordinarilyctigh number by any standard. This extremely high
level of awareness of the warning message is not surprising. I do
..net believe that there his been a sihgle message fhat has had the
level" of advertising supriort that the Surgeon General's warning
has had.
$ince 1971 the warning has appeared in hundreds of millions of
dollars of advertising. I should point out that when I speak of
awareness I do not mean, that' people actually memorize specific
words, but people do remember overall impressions, and consumers
have registered the intended net impression of the Surgeon General's warning stathment. They have done so because this statement
has met the fundamental advertising principles of producing effective messages, principles such as simplicity, clarity, frequency, consistency, and singlemindedness. Thus, not only has there been an
enormous amount of dollar support for the present statement for.
over 10 years, but sound principles of good communication have

4

been followed.

Therefore, again, I am not surprised that we have these extraordinarily high awareness levels. The staff of the Federal Trade Commission seems to be concerned that the warning may have somehow worn out. They apparently believe that old cliche, "familiarity
breeds centempt." Well, in advertising, jtist the opposite is true. Familiarity breeds trust. Consistency breeds confidence. But unfamiliarity breeds uncertainty, and apparently randOm behavior breeds
confusion.

Markelers recognize the value of consistency and familiarity. No

company capriciously abandons an asset that it has built over
many years and at great expense. The present warnhig statement

in its white box with its consistent type style and its consistent set
of words has appeared in the same form since 1972. It is now the
Surgeon Gezieral's logo. The Value of this consiient asset has been
demonstrated. The warning is instantly recognized and understood.
'This is so even when the warning is printed ip a language foreign
to most Americans.
Let me show you one advertisement, for-example. tere it is. It is
in an oriental language foreign to most Americans, but when you

show an ad like this to most Americans, the one thing they, can
recognize is the Surgeon General's warning staternent, and they
can report back the intended message of the symbols in that white

.box.

;

,

The-proposal in S. 1929 seems to be based on a simple premise.
Since people are continuing td smoke, they must not be adequately
informed. Of caurie;-this preraise 'is wrong.,All of us have every
daY experiencei with ideas aboute.Oich we are a`ware, but because
of 'Other information in Our personel mental computer We choose
not to believe them. AwareneSs and belief are yam distinct con ,cepts. AnalYSii of tits FTC report suggestS,-however, that the staff
consistently4OOPfised the cfpicepts of awareness and belief, ..
The Frus Stated objeatiVe is to inerease awareneSS of smokin
"'4ild health issueg. They believe that if awareness were incr
Smoking Would Wen decrease. Advertisers know that many, many
factOrs determine ultimate behavior besides 'simple awareness. It Is.
a Simple fact of human nature that awareness and knowledge. are
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not adequate explanations of behavior. There is little chance that
the propmed rotational scheme will increase overall awareness..
There is no evidence th4 the proposal will affect beliefs. There is
no riidence.that the propdsal will affect behaviq. There is no justification for implementing this complex, burdensome social experiment. There is no justification for a proposal which constitutes no
more than continued harassment of marketers of a legal product.
Few Americans today would endorse the policy of legislation by
haphazard, capricious experimentation., This seems to be an example of a-policy of "pay now and pray later" for some benefit. Hopefully, that philosophy of government is behind us. The current ad.ministration and the ADterican public do not support such haphazard legislation. There iff no evidence of any benefit associated with
this complex program. It is a program which is an unreasonable
appropriation of a marketer's advertising space for a perfectly legal
product.
The proposal contained in Senate bill 1929 is completely unwarranted. I strongly recommend that it not be adopted.
[The statement follows!]
BATUMI' OF Da. LARRY LIGHT, EXECTinVE

PRE4IDENT, TED BATE3 & Co., INc.

As a member of the advertising
unity, see no justification for the provisions in S. 1929 which call for rota 'TT, arming . otices in cigarette advertising_ami
on packages. There is no evidence tha *
I be any benefit from this technically complex and cumbersome proposal.
)
First, I wish to address what appears
basic hypothesiscigarette advertis- "414
ingsomehow encourages people to sinoke.
A review of available research and in parbicular a detailed econometric study of
20 years of data lead to one conclusion, "Advertising does not stimulate or maintain.consumption levels" (Waterson, 1981). In addition, this review examined the effects
of cigarette advertising bens. An analysis of data from 14 countries concluded that
"every country in the world that has tried to reduce smoking by restricting tobacco
advertisements has been unsuccessful" (Waterson, 198,1). The evidence is clear.
There is no correlation between levels of tobacco advertising and cigarette consumption.

Now, let us eXamine the rotational warning system proposed in S. 1029. A rota-

tional warning system using sixteen different messages has been imitituted in

Sweden. There is no evidence that this scheme has had any effect on sales. To my
knowledge, there is no evidence that the proposed rotational scheme would work in
the United States, either. However, the F'TC Staff's posture seems to be "let us try
it and see what happens." This is flimsy logic for a complicated, cumbersome experiment.
The_labeling and advertiSing proposals in S. 1929 apparently stem from the conchision that public awarertabs of the claimed health consequences of smoking is inadeqifak: This' lionclusion is wrong.

All -evidence indicates that the level of public awareness about smoking and

health is high, by any standard. The existing Surgeon General's statement warns of
the alleged dangers of smoking. Sur,,eys show thM awareness of these alleged dangers ia over 90 percent. This Is an extraordinarily high number. In a recent letter to
the House subcommittee, Dr. Roper observed that theyIt staff .has misinterpreted
his survey results. The proper conblusion is that awareness is high, not low.,
This extremely high awareness of the warning mmage is not surmising. I do not
believe that there s been a sin le message that has had the level of advertising
support that the Surgeon Gene 's warning has had. Since 1971 the warning has
appeared in hpndreds of millions of dollars of advertising.
:When I spek of `:awareness," I do not mean that people memorize specific words,
ythat pwp 4, do remember is overall impression& Consumers have registered the intended netimpression of the Surgeon General's warning stateinent. They have done
so because the statement has met the five fundamental advertising principles to
produce effective messages: keep the message simple; make it clear, say it often; be
consistent and be single-minded. Thus, not only has there been an extraordinary
amount of dollar support for the present statement for over 10 years, but .sound
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principles of good comthunication have been followed,
well. Therefore, again, I
am not surprised that we have these extraordinarily highasawareness
levels.
The Staff of the FTC seems to be concerned that the warning may have "worn
out." They apparently belieye the old cliche, "familiarity breeds contempt" In advertisi9g, just the opposite is true. Familiarity breeds trust. Consistency breeds confidence. But, unfamiliarity breeds uncertainty. And, inconsistency breeds confusion.
Marketers recognize the value of consisten. We are all familiar with the consist--ent symbols which represent "Coca-Cola," "Kodak," "Shell," "McDonald's," "Green.
Giant," among many We remember the great care, the extensive research, and the
obvious planning associated with Standard Oil's change from "Esso" to "Exxon." No
company capriciously abandons an asset it has built over niany years and at great
11Se.

e present warning siatement in its white box, with its consistent type style,
and its consistent Set of words has appeared in the same form since 1972. It is now
the Surgeon General's logo.
The value of this consistent asset has been demonstrated. The warning is instantly recognized and understood. This is so even when it is printed in a language foreign to most Americans.
Ttie proposal in S. 1929 seems to be based on a simple premise. Since people are

continuing to smoke, they must not be adequately informed about the claimed
health consequences of saoking. Of course? this premise is wrong.
All of us have everyday experiences with ideas about which we are aware, but

because of other infermation in our personal mental computer, we choose not to believe them. Awareness and belief are very distinct concepts. Analyses of the FTC
Report suggest that the Staff consistently confused the concepts of awareness and
belief.
The FTC's stated objective is to insrease awareness of smoking and health issues.
They believe that if awareness were increased, smoking would decrease.
But, advertisers know that many, many factors determine ultimate behavior besides awareness. People do not fasten their safety belts. People litter city parks.

People walk when the signal clearly says "don't walk". Is the problem lack of
awareness? Noit is not. It is a simple fact of human nature that awareness and
knowledge are not adequate explanations of behavior.
Even If it were reasonable to expect a significant increase in awareness beyond

the current extremely high levels, it is my opinion that the proposed rotational
warning system would be unwarranted. There are no empirical data, no theoretical
bases, no pragmatic evidence, nothing at all which support the proposition that the
proNeal in S. 1929 would achieVe its intended objectives.
There is little chance that the rotational scheme will increase overall awareness.
There is no evidence that the proposal will affect beliefs or behavior. There is no
justification for implementing this social experifnent. There is no justification for a
propoeal which constitutes no more than continued harassment of marketers of a

legal product.
If public poliny dictates that the information set forth in S. 1929 should be broadly
communicated, there are a multitude of educational vehicles which can be used and
are being used right now both by government and private health agencies, such as
brochures, Poster% films, material supplied to schools, publicity and so-on.
It seems to me that the government has fulfilled its responsibility once it has informed the consumer. The government has the right to inform. Then, the consumer

has the light to choose. The right to freely choose what to believe. The govern-

ment's responsibility is to inform; it is not mind control.
Few Americans today would endorse the policy of legislation by, haphazard experimentation. This seems to" he a policy of, "Pay now.- .Pray later. ' Pay now for the
cost Pray later for seine benefit. Hopefully, thai .philosophy of government is
. behind'us.
Thire is no evidence of any benefit associated with this complex program. A program which is an unreasonable appropriation of a tharketer's advertising space for
a perfectly legal product.
The proposal contained in S. 1929 is completely unwarranted.
I strongly recom,
mend that it not be adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. Profassor-Cohen.'

Mr. Coma:. Thank you. I am Joel B. Cohen. I am delighted to
have been asked to present my views on this bill by the National
Interagency Council on Smoking and Health. I am currently chairman of the marketing department and the director of the Center
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for Consumer Research at the University of Florida. The center
carries out an extensive research program in consumer behavior,
and has focused particularly on the psychological processes in-

volved. in consumer information processing and decisionmaking.
I hiive had a long history of professional involvement within the
American Marketing Astociation, the American Psychological Association, and the Association for Consumer Research, which is the

leading mterdisciplinai& association of consumer behavior researchers. I was the first elected president of the Association for
Consumer Research.
I have published extensively on cognitive processes involved ,in

consumer decisionmaking, as well as on attitude formation and
change in both marketing and psychology journals, and am frequently, asked to review scholarly research in these subject areas
for leacling marketing and psychology journals.

My research on consumers' psychological reactions to smoking
warning information dates back to 1965, when we studied consum-

ers' responses to the Surgeon General's report on smoking and
health. I served *as an. adviser to the National Academy of Sciences
Panel on the Impact Of Information on Drug Use and Abuse.
Over the last several years, I have looked at cigarette advertising

and the provision of warning information in several caiiacities.

First, at tine request of the R. J. Reynoldi Tobacco Co., I carried out
an analysis of tine psychological mechanisms underlying changes in
cognitions end attitudes within the context of cigarette advertising.
Second, at the request of the Federal Trade Commission, with Prof.
Thomas Srull, I provided a detailed assessment of information processing issues involved* ihe communication and retrieval of cigarette warning information.
Much of the criticism of this bill seems to be of two types. One,
people already know that smoking is dangerous tO their health, so
nothing more can be. gained by providing this type of information,
and two, providing a specific set of rotated health warnings will not
be effective, and might actually have the opposite effectj and there-

by lead to increased smoking. These are two critical arguments,
and they need to be addrmed.
In looking it the first issue, what do people know, others have
focused on data from several surveys. I think it is important to
avoid gettiv lost in a largely methodological analysis of survey research procedures and data. The important thing to note is that
survey data bearing on what smokers know or do not know can
only provide an estimate of flit upper limit's): information potentially available to than. Survey data cancbe very misleading if used

for any other purpose. Survey questioiniaires assyrompted or

cued recall in which people respond to spe.cific queStions or cues.
This situation is not at all identical to one in which a person must
spontaneously recall information about a particular brand or prod-.

uctc1ass'1 Advertisers implicitly recogn* this when they Provide in-store

cues that are intended _to kielp people retrieve previously acquired
information. In general, memory researchers typically make a fundamental distinction between availability and accessibility. Once
information is fully comprehended and coded into long-term

memnry, it is thought to always be, available. Hoviever, only a

.
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small portion of the vast quantities of information that we learn is
aceessible at any given time.
That is, we are only capable of retrieving a fraction of the total
information 'We have available. There is a great deal of information
that people are able to retrieve when provided with specific cues
.that they are unable to retrieve in the absence of any cues. This

means that responses to cued survey questions indicating that
people remember that a warning message is present in cigarette
advertisements cannot be taken as evidence that this information

is accessible at thetime of purchase; in other words, in an environment in which relevant cues are not specifically presented. There
is a considerable hod*, of research that demonstrates the proposition that informatiodthat is available is not necessarily accessible.
People typically base their judgments on only a,subset of the information that happens to be most accessible at that time. Thus, those
factors that are most easily retrieved are most likely,to be used in
making a particular decision.
TO the extent that advertising campaigns result in unique brand
associations being most accessible, and to the extent that in store
cues make brand-based information most likely,to be retrieved, it
then becomes crucial to strengthen cigarette warnings so that they
can le more accessible at the time and place of purchase.
Concrete and rotated warnings are going to be far more effective.
One of the most potent factors in increasing the likelihood that a

piece of information will be spontaneously received is novelty.
Everyone knows that. Information that is novel or unexpected
seems to capture one's attention. It is processed more extensively.
The CHAIRMAN. Professor, you will have to conclude.

Mr. COHEN. Let me conclude by saying that I don't think we
need to reinvent the wheel in response to this bill and develop an
entire research program as if there were not research on the effects of novelty, concreteness, and personal relevance. There is an
extensive literature, and this bill is based on sound research carried on over many years, all of which would support this bill.
[The statement follows.]

STATEMENT OF PROF. Jon B. Comm

I am Joel B. Cohen, I am delighted to have been asked to present views on this
bill by the National Interagency Council on Smoking and Health. Since receiving
my Ph.D. degree from UCLA in 1966 I have held tenured faculty positions at the
Univirsity of Illinois and the University of Florida, where I am currently Chairman
of the Marketing Department and Direetor of the Center for Consumer Research.
The Center cames out an extensive research program in consumer behavior and
has focused particularly on the psycholifecal processei involved in consumer information processing and decision making. As part of my professional duties I teach a
doctoral seminar on consumer information processing and decision, making. I have
had a long record of professional involvement within the American Marketing Association, the American PsychOlogical Association and the Association-for Constimer
Research, which is the leading interdisciplinary association of consumer ISehavior
researchers from a numb& of academic disciplines as well as industry and government. I was the first elected President of the Association for Consumer Research. I
have published extensively on cognitive processes involved in consumer decision
making as well as on attitude formatiot and change in both marketing and psychology journals. I am frequently asked to teview scholarly research in these subject
areas for leading znarketing and psychology journals and in consumer behavior
mote generally for both the Journal of Consumer Research and the Journal of Marketing as a member of their editorial boards. My research on consumers' psychological reactions to smoking warning information dates back to 1965 when we studied
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consumer? responses to the Surgeon General'i report on smoking and health.. I
have had extensive involvement in survey research as well, and in this connection

served as Vice-President and Director of the Social and Behavioral Science Division
of National Analysts, a leading survey research organization. I served as an adviaor
to the National Academy of Sciences panel on the Impact of Information on Drug
Use and Misuse. Over the last several years I have looked at cigarette advdrtising
and the provision of warning information in several capacities. First, at the request
of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company I carried out an analysis of the psychological mechanisms underlying changes in cognitions and attitudes within the context

of cigarette advertising. Second, at the request of the Federal Trade Commission
with Professor Thomas K. Srrill I provided a detailed assessment of information
processing issues involved in the communication and retrieval of cigarette warning
information. I understand that the report by Professor Srull and myself has already
been introduced into the record, and I intend to base much i my testimony on its
contents.
First, however, having now read some of the previous testimony dealing with both
cigarette advertising in general and the proposed labeling and advertising require-

ments contained in this bill, I am compelled to make a few more general points.
Mich of the criticism of this bill seems to be of two types: (1) people already know
that smoking is,dangerous to their health, so nothing more can be gained by providing this type of information, and (2) providing a specific set of rotated health warnings won't be effective and might actually have the opposite effect and thereby lead
to increased smoking. These are two critical arguments, and they need to be ad.

Having seen some of the previous testimony, presumably addressed to the first
point, I think it is important to avoid getting loat in a largely methodological analysis of survey research procedures and data. I hope I shall be able to convince you
that the survey data bearing ortl,what smokers know or don't know can only provide
an estimate of the upper limit of information potentially available to them. Survey
data can be very misleading if used for ,any other purpose, and I shall shortly explain why. A second general point that I would like to make at the outset is that no
matter whose estimate of the health and economic costs of smoking we take as
valid, it is clear that we are dealing with a major national public health problem.
Accordingly, it does not seem sensible to evaluate this bill ,as to whether it will, in
and of itself, completely remedy the problem or to rNgire in advance the typo of
absolute proof that can only come after a program has been put in place and given
a chance to work. I do not see this bill as a panacea. A combined program involving
improved warning information and consumer education, with special attention to
those just considering whether or not to start smoking would be even more effective.
In the comments that follow I'd like to address the broader (and I believe far
more critical) consumer information processing iasues that lie at the heart of this
bill and not the largely tactical issues involved in monitoring each specific proposed
warning to insure that it is optimal. I would hope that the Office of Smoking and
Health or the Federal Trade Commission could be charged with that continuing responsibility.

I. CORSUMERS' EXISTING KNOWLEDGE OF SMOKING HAZARDS

Earlier I made the point that surveys can only give us an estimate of the upper

level of information potentially available to consumers. This is because survey questionnaires assess prompted or "cued" recall in which people respond to specific ques-

tions or cues. This situatiori is not at all identical to one in which a person must
spontaneously recall information abotit a particular brand or product class. Advertisers implicitly recognize this when they provide in-store cues that are intended to
help people retrieve previously acquired information. In general, memory researchers typicalltmake a frindamental distinction between "availability" and "accessibil-

ity." Once infermation is fully comprehended and encoded into longAerm memory,
it is thought to alliays be "available." That is, there are 'Psychological mechanisms
ip the brain that permanently store and retain such information in the absence of
some profond effect op spftWied regions of the brain. HoweVer, only a small .portion of the vast quantities tif information that we learn is "acceslible" at any given
time. That is, we are only capable of retrieving a fraction of the total information
we have available. More importantly it is widely recognized that information that is
accessille in one context or in response to a particular cue or prime will not be actessible in another. There is a great deal of information that people are able to retrieve when provided with specific cues that they are unable to retrieve in the absence of any cues. This means that responses to survey questions indicating that
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people remember that a warning message i's present in cigarette advertisements can
not be taken as evidence that this information is accessible at the time of purchase
(ie., in an environment in which relevant cues are not specifically presented). There
is a considerable body of research that demonstrates the proposition that information that is available is not necessarily accessible. This research has been instrumental in leading many contemporary theorists kr propose that virtually all "forgeting" is due to retrieval failure. Information that continues to be available simply
becomes less accessible without the aid of relevant retrieval cues.
It is very important to realize that the crucial role of retrieval failure is not confined only to performance on memory tasks. Tversky and Kahneman have demonstrated in a series of papers that retrieval processes also play an imporant role in
human judgment and decisionmaking Without going into detail, these authors have
demonstrated that peoplr do not perform an exhaustive search of memory for all
relevant information in order to make a particular judgment or decision. Rather,
people typically base their judgments on only a subset of this information that happens to be most accessible at the time. Thus, those factors that are most easily re-

trieved are most likely to be used in making a particular decision. To the extent
that advertising campaigns result in unique brand associations being most accessi-,
ble, and to the extend that in-store cues make brand-based information most likely
to be retrieved, it then becomes crucial to strengthen cigarette warnings so that
they can be more accessible at the time and place of purchase. I would go so far as
to suggest that it may even be an appropriate public policy goal for cigarette warning information to be accessible by consumers (and thus available for their consideration and evaluation) at times and contexts in which purchase decisions are, made.

Existing waiting information states only a very general, abstract conclusion
whose personal relevance may be discounted. This warning information has not
been materiallyshanged in many years and hence is very "tirkd and worn" in OMparision to the carefully crafted and destinctive cigarette acRertisements used to
promote smoking of various brands. There is no question, then, that the present
warning message should have great difficulty competing for information retrieval
with brand-based cigarette information at the point of purchase. This disadvantage
is accentuated under time constraints and when a piroduct is purchased almost habitually rather than following careful deliberation.

H. WHY PROVIDING CONCRETE AND ROTATED WARNINGS IS MORE EFTECHVE

Retrieval may he thought of as the end point of a process that begins with attention and encoding of a stimulus. Therefore, factors that enhance attention to information and allow for elaboration and the formation of cognitive associations will increase the likelihood of unprompted recall. One of the most potent factors in increasing the likelihood that a piece of information will be spontaneously retrieved is
novelty Information that is novel or unexpected seems to capture one's attention, is
processed more extensively, and subsequently is much more likely to be recalled
than information that is redundant or expected to appear in a given context. For
example, von Restorff found that almost any technique that served to increase the
novelty of particular items or led them to be unexpected enhanced the subsequent
recall of those items. This has since become known in the memory literature as the
"von Restorff effect" and literally hundreds of studies have consistently replicated
this same basic effect. It is an extremely robust retrieval phenomenon.
In this' regard, it is worth noting that existing warning information is redundant
in both form and content. That is, the warning inserts contained in cigarette advertisements and placed on cigarette packages have not changed in nearly a decade.
Moreover, years of redundancy have presumably led smokers and nonsmokers alike
to expect such 'labels on rill cigarette-related materials. Interestingly, memory researchers have also known for some time that novel information not only captures
n3tvre attention and is better recalled than redundant information, but it does so at
the expense of other (redundant) information in the display. Since one's attention
and processhw capacity is limited, this necessarily means that less attention can be
paid to immiately surrounding information. Since advertisements are continually
changing and often contain novel verbal and pictorial material, it would not be surprising to find, that many people are not even aware of seeing the warning label
when looking at Cigarette advertisements. In sum, cigarette advertisements are continually changing and often contain novel verbal and visual information that is
likely to capture one's attention. In contrast, existing warning information hax,not.
been changed in years, does not contain any novel information, and is not likely to
elicit much attention. Although such warning information may be recognized or recalled in response to direct probes, this is irrelevant since it is not likely to be span-
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taneously recalled at the int of purchase. To the extent that the point of purchase
environment stimulates 4ie to'ITtrieve brand-based attributes and/or make a hurried decision, the likelihofd of spontaneously recalling warning information is even
fuither reduced.
By rotating a series of varnings, their content (and conceivably--also_their-print
style, color and other
factors) may be kept far more novel and unexpected. It
may even be the case th4bonsumer s make a point to 8pecifieally read the warnings
just becauie they are cuJou5 as to which one was used. This is likely to generate a
far greater amount of a ntion te the warning, and such a conscious search for information within an ad is likely to lead to a greatly increased level of information
processing.

A second important factor leading to the same result is that the proposed warnings are far more concrete and personally relevant. Concrete information generally
refers to single objects or events that are readily transformed into mental images.
In contrast, abstract infornlation generally refers to abetract concepts that are not
readily transformed into mental images. For example, a picture is obviously concrete since it already contains a spmfic visual image. The issue is more general
however. For example, the words "automobile" and "cigarette" are also very concrete, as it is very easy to form mental images of such objects. On the other hand,
Words such as "justice" or "hazardous" or "health" are very abstract and quite difficult to tranidorm into mental images. The distinction between concrete and abstract
information can also be applied to more complex types of information. For example,
a picture of a cancerous lung would be very concrete, while a statistical sununary of
the number of deaths each year due to cancer would be very abstract. The evidence
is now overwhelming that people readily form mental images in response to concrete stimuli and that such imagery has a number a important consequences. First,
such concrete information ie better remembered thin abstract information. Second,
concrete words serve as more effective cues than abstract words (i.e., a concrete
word will be a better retrieval cue for information that is associated with it than
will an abstract word).
These mdings have a number of interesting implications for the present area of
concern. .r &Ample, manKcigarette advertisements contain rich photographic infornaation. o e would hypothesize that such pictures are processed to a far greater
extent and
better remembered than the accompanying text. Similarly, concrete
inforinatio involving specific people and events would be expected to be better recalled tha abetract information that doee not containAny specific referent. In this
is important to consider that existing warning messages are extremely abstract in nature. They contain abstract words that are not as likely to bring to mind
sp&ific instances of personal relevance. Also, even if people once knew specific research fmdings concerning the dangers of cigarette smoking, such abstract warning
labels would not be very effective cues for eliciting such information. In contrast,
the concrete pictures and labels that are often used in advertising, packaging, and
in-store !displays would be expected to be much better cues in eliciting previously
learned information about the associated brand. A rather large literature has accumulated in recent years indicating that people rely on concrete information to a
larger degree than they rely on abetract information in making judgments or
one. Nisbett and Borgida report an extremely powerful tendency for subjects
est an over-reliance on concrete and a corresponding underreliance on abstract information quite unlike the "rational economic man" generally assumed to
be the decisionmaker. For example, subjects virtually ignore abstract descriptive information about a population of people in predicting the behavior of a single individual. On the other hand, subjects very readily use the behavior of a single individual to predict characteristics of the entire population. Interestingly, Slovic, Fischoff,
and Lichtenstein haVe found that similar processes operate when people estimate
the ria associated with various activities or events; aWract statistical summaries
are largely ignored, while vivid individual cases are weighted quite heavily.
It ie also interesting to note that advertisers often use vivid and concrete pietures
of unusually vigorous and healthylooking individuals who oetensibly live full and
rewarding lives untroubled by any "hazardous" effects of smoking. This sort of a
portrayal of a smoker is of course somewhat inconsistent with any personal mange&
tation of deleterious effectekpf smoking. Thus the abstract warning information may
appear inconsistent with tffe "actual" effects of smoking on individuals with whom
the consumer might identify. The tesearch evidence presented above suggests that
readers art easily prone to draw conclusions about the general population of cigarette smokers from these sorts of concrete examples. Existing research would certaint* suggest thdt they are more likely to be used than the abetract warning labels.
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It is a great deal easier to project oneself into the pictures of happy people enjoy- \i
ing themselves in a typical cigarette ad (and thereby enc6de pro-smolagg informs- I
tion in terms that are personally relevant) than it is to find pe .ranal reNvance in t,
the present abstract warning. A number of recent studies have demonstra highly i /
significant effect/3 of inaking information personally relevant. Concrete infnation \
is more easily visualized and ielated to one's life experiences and is therefoie more
personally relevant. Personalty relevant information is attended to,more readily
\
and processed more easily than personally irrelevant information and it is better
recalled Personal relevance, then, will be enhanced by having the warnings refer to
particular illnesses, since the consumer is more apt to bring to mind specific instances and other information regarding both the illness and people who have suffered frdm it It is also important to include among the rotated warnings one which
provides concrete information regarding the benefits of qditing smoking. There is a
considerable amount of research on motivational factors in persuasion that indicatekthat steps to "solve the problem" should be included among the mformation
given to alert people to the fact there is a problem. Otherwise, it is too..easy to evade
the problem and put it out of mind either because it is "too late" or because "there
iinothing I can do about it."
In summary, the ,more attention getting, concrete and personally relevant the
warning, the more it is likely to be thought about and the easier it will be to retrieve from memory The importance of information encoding to subsequent retrieval cannot be stressed too much It is possible to encode a stimulus, even an advertising slogan or a health warning, without extracting much information or elaborating
the content of the message. The greater the personal relevance of-the message, the
deeper will be the processing and- the greater the elaboration of (o i. thinking about)
k

the , message. This products a far greater number of associatiqns available in
niemory Each of these can also play an important function as a retrieval cue. Thus,
getting a person to think about the personarimplications of information is a par-

4

ticularly effective strategy to enhance subsequent retrieval of that information.
There is no question in my mind that the proposed warnings are a significant improvement over the existing warning and that they are in keeping with well established findings in psychology Given the rotational scheme, I don t believe there is
any basis whatever kir the claim that these warnings are more likely to be viewed
by consumers as relevant only to others and irrelevant to oneself. In addition to the
inclusion of a more specific version of a general warning which could apply to
anyone, other warnings refer to specific illnesses whose incidences are high enough
that personally relevant instances are likely to be brought to mind. In short, I thmk
this si a major and long overdue step in the right direction. i
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADM/AISTRATION,
UNIVERSITY OF FLORMA,

Gainesville, Fla., May 12, 1982.
Hon. Bos PAcxwocin,

.

Chairman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Sciencr, and Transportation, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR CHAIRMAN Unfortunately there was an inadequate opportunity in
Monday's hearing to counter some serious errors in the testimony given regarding
the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act of 1981 by several mdustry
witnesses. I think it is important for me to call your attention to certain information which I believe will be helpful in setting the record stright.
1 Industq witnesses continually talked about figures in the range of 90 percent
when referring to the level of peoples' awareness-of various health hazsrds, Such
estimates are, of coprse, extremely, imprecise since there are a number of health
hazards and the levels of knowledge differ, somewhat for each (see the FTC staff

report) More importantly, I believe I have demonstrated that reliance on cued

survey research questions (eg., "Are you aware/do you believe that smoking, causes

--9 ') are ery misleading. If I were to survey people and asked whether they
thought ox en was important to their health I'm sure we'd get about 100 percent
agreement f, instead, we asked what things are important to their health, oxygen

would simply not come into their minds. This Informationwhich is known and

therefore availableis simply not accessible in, the absence of the right cues. A good
deal of harm is,probably done to the envirminient, to others and to themselves by
people who St one level "know better" but who., unless it is brought to their specific
attention, simply do not take such information into consideration. Another way to
put it, then, is that there is much information people have which is not at a level of
awareness and therefore requires specific cues to elicit it.
The evidence that this is true for health hazards resulting from smaking can be
found in peoples' responses to open-end-survey questions where there are fewer cues
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ote, &ugh that tliere..may still be cues transmitted earlier in the

s rvey wlus give rise to expectations about what the researcher interested in). For
example, o page 340 of the FIV staff report we see that about Vs of thefiample in*
the 1980 per .study did not knotyrthat smoking causes heart attacks when an
sped. recal question was used. However, "about 26's of thg sample did.not respond
.`smoking'. hen asked to name all the causes they could tlffrik of for heart attacks."
Thus, not nly have the industry witnesses been extremely imprecise in their fi nres regar. g.upper limits of consumer knowledge, but by focusing on aided recall
data in th first place a totally misleading,impression is created as to what informstion peop e.are really aware of and, Mcorporate into their. judgments. Frankly, if
people w re.asked something like". the above unaided open-end survey question
"cold" (i. ., so that no cues of any kind werp created earlier in the qzestionnaire) it
ymuld b my opinion that the number of people who stated that oking causes
heart at1cks would be significantly lower than 33 percent.
2. Mr. Light emphasized how important consistency is in presenting advertising
messg To illustrate this he produced as an exhibit a cigarette ad in Japanese but
contthnbg the white box (which contains the warning information) that people have
e then reported that
associat,ed with cigarette advertising for some time n
Ameriwi consumers who saw the ad responded correcT y w en asked what informa-

tion wO in the box. Mr. Light used this to argue againat changing the present
warning message because he claimed that switching from the tried and true message would only confujse confiumers. But lzis own example argues for the opposite

conclus'onIt is enough to retain a consistent presentation strategy. The box in a
cigarette ad now functions Its a superb syinbekto alert people to a health warning
contai ed Mthin. In fact, the message could even be in a foreign language and

people would still recognize that it was A health warning. So the unmistakable conc1usior that should have been drawn from the evidence he introduced together with
carefully documented testintony is that the principle of advertising consistmy o
ency (
"familiarity breeds trust...atonfideneer) can be met by retaining the symbol
of th white box (or perhaps even juit the outline of a box in a cigarette ad), and the
crucini importance of message novelty, concreteness, and personal relevance to attenti n, elaboration and subsequent retrieval of the information can be achieved by
using the proposed system of rotated warnings.
Th re were a number of othei pints that I would have liked to make in an effort
to cl rify the overall record, but I consider these of sufficient importance that I am
call' g your attention to these in order to correct an otherwise very misleading set
of tetimony.
Sincerely,

.

JOEL B. COHEN,

Professor and Chairman,
Director, Center for Consumer Research.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sharp.

, Asir. SHARP. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Sharp and I am

, appearing here today to testify in support of S. 1929, the Compre/ hensive Smoking Prevention Education Act.
I am currently president of Charles Sharp & Associates, a man..
agement consultant firm which specializes in locating maikagement
and creative executives for top advertisiq agencies anti marketing
firms in this country. I have wprked in the advertising industry for

more than S decade. For close to 7 years I worked as an account
executive for the Tracy-Locke Advertising and Public Relations
Agency in Dallas, Tex., where I was responsible for accounts such
.

.
as Frito-Lay and Texas Instruments.
I have also worked as an account Empervisor for Bozell & Jacobs
.i').dvertising & Public R9lations, Inc. and as a vice president and

'Management supervisor for Ogilvy & Mather, Inc. While with

Ogilvy & Mather, I was responsible for the Mattel Electronics and
'Shell Oil Co. advertisingscCounts.
In 1978 the "Come to Shell for Answers" Campaign which was
developed under my direction was awarded the A.merican Market-

ing Association's Effie, Award, the American Advertising Feder-
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ation's Addie Award, the Saturday Review's Distinguished Advertising to the American Public Award, Marketing Communications
Magazine's Corporate Advertising Campaign of the Decade, and
our own company's prestigious David Ogilvy Award for Creative
Excellence.

.

.

The now-famous Dorito advertising campaign developed under
my direction for Frito-Lay in the early 1970 s featuring the moustachioed Avery Schreiver is widely acclaimed as one of the industry's
most successful advertising efforts in expanding an existing product's market.
I want to thank the chairman and the members of the Commerce
Committee for asking me to preSent my views on the need for and
the merits of S. 1929. In my testimony I would like to focus on
three basic issuee "First, advertising most definitely does play a significant role in expanding and maintaining the market for cigarette smaing in this country.
/
Second, from the view of basic advertising principles, the current
generalized health warning has become ineffective due to wearout,
and the disease7specific rotational warning system proposed by S.
1929 is much niore likely to be effective in communicating the
health hazards of smoking.
Also, the system of rotational warnings proposed by S. 1929 will
not ithpose a substantial administrative or fine/Nei burden on the
cigarette industry or their advertising agenCies.
First, I would like to address the role ofIcigarette advertising it
this country. In 1979 cigarette advertisers, spent over $1 billion

that is $1 billionpromoting their prodiicts. Between 1975 ana

1979, these advertisers doubled the amount of money they spent on
advertisements in newspapers and billboards, which enabled them
to become the dominant force in ell three media.
At the same time, cigarette advertisers generally expanded their
sponsorship and association of their produdts with a wide range of
activities engaged in by young and active Amitricans, such as the
Virginia Slims Tennis Tournament circuit and the Kool Newport
Jazz Festiva4and umerous other special events, all designed to increase exposure their brand identification programs.
....,.....
A review of garette advertising reveals to me that they communicate their message about smoking in a variety of attention-get-

ting, frequel changing formats. Their ads are rich in thematic
imagery and rtray the desirability and acceptability of smoking
by associating it with thalateit trends in lifestyle, fasWon, enter-

' tainmentl- as, well as aseociating smoking with youthful vigor,

social, sexual and professional succeds, intelligence, beauty, sophis- '-'
tication, independence, masculinity, and femininity, just to name a
few.

.
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The advertisements are filled with exceptionally attractive,

healthy looking, vigorous young people who are both .worthy of.,
emulation and free of any col:terns relating to health, and yvho Eire.
living energetic lives filled with sexual, social, and financial success
and achievement.
'For the Sake of time, I Will not show you the sampleS I brought
with me, but I do have them here to show you.

Why is this advertising approach significant? By depicting a
product as an integral part of a highly desirable lifestyle and per-
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sonal image, an advertiser will attract individuals who do not currently use that product but who want to identify with or emulate
that lifestyle and project the depicted image. Thus, ads which effectively associate smoking with the latest trends or ideas or with sophistication, sexual, social or athletic Auccess and happiness will attraCt smokers and nonsmokers alike who want-to be like the people
in the ads.,
This phenomenon is particulkly applicable to young people because advertisers are well aware thir young people seek to emulate

the most modern trends and project an image similar to those

images projected in many cigarette ads.

I notice my time is limited, so I will skip ahead/and try to hit

just the highlights of the other two points in my argument.
First of all, the warning rotation of the cigarette advertising as
proposed in S. 1929 does not call for a major change in advertising
.

principles or practices. I think,this bill calls for the changing of

messages within.the existing format and physical dimensions of existing framework, of cigarefte advertising. Thus, I could only`ton-

dude frOm basitIdvertising principles that we are not changing
the campaign, ive- are providing more information from which to
make an intelligent decision.
Also, from my experience in the advertising business, the administration and the acommodation of this bill does not present a
significant encumbrance upon the cigarette advertising industry or
its advertising agenaies in administering the program or even accomplishing the program. .
In conclusion; I believe that S. 1929 does not represent harassment of the tobacco industry but an effort to allow the members of
that industry to further demonstrate good corporttte citizensbip by
p,roviding the American pubic with precise, important and new in-

formation concerning the health risks alociated with cigarette,
smoking.
Thank you.
[The
tement. follows:]
STA

/Oa OF CHARLES CRENSHAW SHARP OF CHARLES SHARP & ASSOCIATLS

Mr.,

airman, my name is *Charles Sharp and I am appearing here today to testify in support of S. 1929, The Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act.
ani currently the President of Charlm Sharp and Associates, a management consult-.
ant
which specializes in locating management executives for the top advertising d marketing agenciel in this country, including Foote, Cone and Belding,
-Ericksen, Doyle, Dane and Birnbach and the J. Walter Thompson Advertinsing Agency. I have worked in the advertising industry for more than a decade.
For close to seven years I worked as a broadcast media supervisonand account executive for the Tracy-Locke Mvertising and Public Relations Agency in Dallas,
Texas where I was responsible for accounts such as Frito-Lay and Texas Instruments. I have also worked as an account supervisor for Bozell and Jacobs Advertising and Public Relations, Inc., ara as a Vice-President, Management Supervisonfor
Ogilvey and Mather, Inc. For Ogilvey and Mather, I had primary responsibility for

.

landljpg the, Mattel Electronics and Shell Oil Company accounts. In 1978, the
"Come to Shell for Answers" campaign which was develos under my direction
was awarded the
'gious "David-lye Award fof Excellence!' The now
famous Dorito adv rt' g campaign developed under my direction for Frito-Lay in
the early 1970's is wide
ed as one of the industry's most successful advertising e orbs in ex ding an e sing product s market.'
I want to thank the Chairmait, and the members Of the Commerce Committee for
asking me to preserit my views on the need for and the merits of S. 1929. In my
testimony I would like to focus on three basic
issues. 'First, advertising plays a sig.
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nificant role fn expanding ,sind maintaining the market for cigarette smoking in this
couhtry. Second, from the view of basic advertising principles, the current generalized health warning is ineffective and the disease specific rotational warning rystem
proposed by S. 1929 is much more likely to be effective in communicating the haelth
hazards of smoking. Arid, third, the system of rotational, warnings propoded by S.
1929 will not impcee a substantial administrative or financial burden on cigarette
tuNertising.
First, I would like to address the role of cigarette advertising in this country.. In
1979 cigarette advertisers spent over one billion dollars promoting their product. Between 1975 and 1979 these advertisers doubled the amount of money they spent on

advertisements in newspapers and magazines and op billboards, which enabled
them to become the dominant force in all three mediZ At the same time, cigarette
advertisers greatly expanded their,spCnsorship and the association of their product
with a wide range of activities eng4ed in by young and active Americans, such as
-

the Virginia Slims Tennis circuit and the Kool Newport Jazz Festival. .
A review of cigarette advertisements reveals that they communicate their.message about wanking in a variety of attention getting, frequently changing formats.

The ads are nch in thematic imagery and portray the desirability of smoking by
associating it with the latest trends in lifestyle, fashion, and entertainment as well

as associating smoking with youthful vigor, social, sexual and professional success,
intelligence, beauty, sophistication, independence, masculinity and femininity. The
ads are filled with exceptionally attractive, healthy-looking vigorous young people
who are both worthy of emulation and free af any concerns relating to health and
who are living energetic lives filled 'with sexual, social and financial success and
achievement.
Why is this advertising approach significant? By depicting a, product as an integral part of a highly desirable lifestyle and personal image, an advertiser will attriftt individuals who do not' currently use that product but who want to emulate
that lifestyle and project the depicted image. Thus, ads which effectively associate
smoking with the latest trends,nr,ideas or with sophistication, sexual, social, or athletic success and happiness will attract smokers and non-smokers alike who want to
be like the people in the ads. Thi3 phenomenom is particularly applicable to young
people because advertisers are well aware that young people seek to emulate the
most modern trends and project an image similar to those images projected in many
cigarette ads. In short, if I were to consciously set out to develop a series of advertising camPaigns to attract young people to smoking and to create an environment in
which smoking becomes a socially desirable attribute for young people, I would do
precisely what cigarette advertisers are doing today. ,Given the number of smokers
in this country and the continuing peer pressure on young people to smoke, despite
the overpowering medical evidence, it is apparent that these ads have been highly
effective.

Cigarette manufacturers are also directing their ads toward women. The success
of thiS effort is apparent when one considers the substantial increase in women

smoking over the past two decades. Cigarette ads associate smoking with liberation,
independence, professional success and sensuality in women, thereby, .directly targeting the many women for whom these attributes understandably are long sought
after goals. The theme of these ads to.non-smokers is unmistakable. Ifpyou want to
be as sucCessful, liberated and as happy as we ire, you should smoke.
Second, from the viewpoint of a person who has spent much of his life in advertising, I would like to discuss a number of widely accepted advertising principles which
indicate why the current health warning is ineffective and yihy a system.of disease
sPecific rotational warnings is more likely io be effective.
It is uniformly accepted among adiertisers that for an advertising message to be

communicated effectively, it mnust be changed periodically or else it will soon
bedome so familiar that it will "wear out." Once a message "wears out", it +till not
be notieed and will not maintain the consumers interest. The current warning is
unquestionably "worn out." In contrast, cigarette advertisements are changed
frequently to maintain interest and noticeability. Consistent with this principle, information which is perceived to be novel or less expected is more likely tO catch a
reader's attention. The least novel element in any cigarette ad is the current health

warning which has been altered-in over a decade.
To be effective an advertising message also must be easy to understand and perceived to be, personally relevant to the reader. The most effective ad is one that is
written as if the advertiser were writing to one individual rather than, to an amorphous,mass audience. To be easily understood, thought-provoking and considered as
having personal relevance, ad advertising message must be very specific. The more
specific it is, the more effective it will be. In the case of cigarette health warnings, a
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warning label must address specific recognizable illnesses to which people can individually and personally relate in order to attract their attention. In addition,.unless
the label contains specific consequences to think about, the reader is .not likely to
think about the hwIth warning at all and it will have little, if any, impact.
To be easilyiinderstood, ahealth warning also must be short and concise. Longer
health warnings containing numerous facts are more difficult to comprehend and
less likely to be read. This principle is particularly true with warning labels in cigarette advertisements because most cigarette ads seek to communicate their message
through the projection of an image or scene rather than through the use of detailed
tixt. Thus, a reader will spend too little time focused on any one cigarette ad to
read and comprehend a long, detailed health warning.
ell of these standards, the current warning is ineffective. Not only is it "worn
out", it is too general and too abstract to attract a reader's attention or to be perceived as having any personal relevance to the average reader. The skill of advertiisers in placing the current Warning in a location within their ad where it is least
likely to be effective arid in creating ads capable of overpowering the purrent, weak
warning contribute to its ineffectiveness. A 1978 article in Ackvertising Age describing a Christmas advertisement for Marlboro aptly summarized the situation:
'A valley of snow holds a log farmhouse under a blanket of white. Smoke rises di
the still air from the chimney. A lone cowboy rides his horse through the untouched
virgin snow, dragging a Christmas tree by a rope . . . It's hard to imagine a more
evocative American image, even though the white boxed cancer warning in the
right hand corner has stained the snow yellow. The reflective pleasure of tobacco
pervades the ad. It unifies the desire for a perfect Christmas with the experience of
snioking. The Surgeon General has no chance against this."
In contrast, the -disease specific rotational warning system proposed by S. 1929 is
niuch morelikely to be effective. The usel of several, warnings will decrease the like--lihood that any of the metssages will "wear out." All of the proposed warnings are
short, concise, easq understood, disease ispecific and more likely to be both noticed
and perceived as being personally relevant.
Finally, I would like to address some of the practical considerations posed by S.
1929 Given the flexible approach taken by Section 4(aX2) in permitting advertisers
wide latitude in how they carry out the rotational warning requirement as long as
each warning appears an equal number of times on each brand of cigarettes and in
all such advertisements within a fifteen month time period, the direct costs of compliance should be de minimus and the technical problems and the administrative
burdens non-existerit. When, the warning is changed at the same time the .ad is
made, the ad will not cost any more to produce than it would at the present time.
This Tact is significant because advertisements are changed very frequently and a ,
single ad almost never runs Unchanged fdr more than a civarter of a year. Thus, in
the vast maprity of the cases, the adoption of S. 1929 will have no effect whatsoever
on the cast of producing cigarette advertisements.
Even, in the rare case in which a watning would be changed in an existing ad, no
problems are posed. Technically and from the standpoint of cost, it is a simple
matter to'replace what is printed in the imiall rectangular, black and white box containing the health warning. As a matter of fact, advertisers regularly make changes
in ongoing ads. In many Instances, one advertiser will make changes in a single ad
which appears in a single isaue of a national magazine, such as "Time" or "Newsweek" to best target different geographic regions of the country. Again, changing
the health warning at the same time the ad is being changed for some other purpose imposes not additional cost or burden on the advertiser.
The same is true for outdoor advertising and 'cigarette packages. There are-two
basic forms of outdoor ads: billboards made, from poster paper and painted billboards. I have worked extensively with billboard advertising. Most billboard contracts call for billboards made from a number of squares of poeter paper. These con.>
.tracts Uniformly require the posters to' be changed at least every four to six weeks.
Rotation of the health warning at the same time the poster pawr is being changed
is simple and involves rto cost. In addition, billboard contracts also often require the
billboard company to rotate different ads among several billboards to increase their
exposure, thereby, further demonstrating the ease with which the rotational warning system can be implemented. It should also be noted that even painted billboards

are repainted no less than two to three times a year and, given the flexible approach taken by S. 1929, compliance with its requirements on painted billboar&
should pose'no problem.
To understand how little problems S. 1929 poses forthe manufacturer of cigarette
packages, it is helpful to understand how these packages are printed. Packages are

not printed one at a time. They are printed by a plate which stamps out a large
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number of packages at a single time. To comply with S. 1929 a manufacturer could

simply use a plate which contains all of the warning messages and which would
stamp out approximately the same number of packages with each warning at the
same time. If the implementation of S. 1929 gave these printers slcient time so
that this new.printing plate could be introduced at the time the old ne wears out,
the cost of bompliance would be minimal.
In, a:Inclusion, I strongly support S. 1929 as an 9ffective, needed low cost method,
for communicating the health hazards of smoking to the American public.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Horrigan, do you think the present Surgeon
General's warning works?
Mr. HORRIGAN. Yes, sir, I do.

The CHAmmAx. Do you think it should be kept?
Mr. HORRIGAN. We believe it should be kept.

The CHAiRmAN. Dr. Light, let me ask you the same question.

Does it work?

Dr. LIGHT. As I understand the objectiv of making people aware
of the alleged correlation between smoking and health; yes.
ME CHAIRMAN. Should it be kept?
Dr. LIGHT. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. I am curious that when this was originally
passed, both the tobacco and the advertising industries opposed
even the present warning. Mr. Horrigan?
Mr. HORRIGAN. Mr. Chairman, I was not in the tobacco industry

at that time, but if I were to go back :Ad trace the circumstances,

and in some ways those circumstances Wave not changed today, the
basis, I think, for being in opposition to the imposition of a warning notice was that in the opinion of the industry and the research

available to it, there was no scientific basis for such a warning

notice to be on our product.
By the same token, our industry secognizes that there is indeed a

controversy. I think it was on the basis of that that the, Surgeon
General's waining went on the pack.
I think the industry's position remains unchanged today. in opposing the imposition of these neiv labels because there is still a
scientific debate. There is no scientific basis for the imposition of
the proposed yarning labels.
The CmeaRikAN. Is there any scientific evidence at all that there

is .any harnA Trom the smoking of cigarettes?
Mr. HOARIGAN. There is a great deal of statistical evidence, 'but

therels a multitude and abundance of scientific data that chal-

lenges that which has been used against the tobaccO industry.
Thg CHAIRMAN. In' that case, why should we keep the warning?
Mr. HORRIGAN. Because in our belief 'SO percent or more of the
public is aware of the controversy or the alleged health effects of
smoking. tlowever, as a responsible manufacturer, a responsible in-

dustry, as long as that controversy exists and there is legislation

, requiring

this warning, I think we ,must act responsibly.
The CHAIRMAN. But that controversy existed at the time of the
initial Surgeon General's report, and yet the tobacco industry npposed even this warning..
Mr. HORRIGAN. That is correct.

The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't a responsible industry at that time
support it?
.Mr. HORRIGAN. Repeat tipt qUestion again, sir? I am sorry.

_

_
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The CHAIRMAN. The tobacco industry has Opposed this warning

from the beginning. If there' was a danger, if there was some

reason to believe after the first Surgeon General's report that there
was a danger, why the dppnsition of the tobacco industry then?
Mr. HORRIGAN. I think r said earlier that the ppposition was on

the basis that despite the puhlicity, the data and the reports, the
industry maintained that there was not a scientific basis to put the
warning on.
The
Mr. Hoard&

The Ow

. Is that still the industry's position?
Absolutely; sir.

. Then why should we have the warning now?

Why.. have you changed your position?
.
Mr. HORRIGAN. Because as a responsible industry, if in fact this

has been decreed liy Congress that there is a controversy existing
or a belief in the minds of many people, then as a responsible industry we believe that we should honor such decrees and put that
on ou
ck. rthink that is being responsible.
The CHAnuwr. If I -understand your statement, the evidence was
not adequate at the time of the first Surgeon General's report and
it is not adequate now in terms of whether there is any danger to
health. Have the circumstances not changed between the first Surgeon General's report and now;
Mr. HORRIGAN. The circumstances with regard to our belief on
this issue have not changed.
The CfrAmpiAN. Then I do not understand why now you say a responsible industry should put this warning on when there is no evidence to justify it in your mind, while 17 years, ago that was not
the position of the industry.
.
Mr. HORRIGAN. I mentioned earlier that I was not in the industry

at the time that this issue first arose, and I would have to say.as a
businessman who has been involved, I think, in the marketing of
responsible products in other industries over many years; if I had
to go hack to thoSe first days, I think the industry perhaps should
have taken a strongeilstand with regard to it because there was no
scientific braids.

Be that as it may, it did happen, and if it is on the pack and
there is this concern, then we would continue to respect those
wishes.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Light, why was the advertising industry op-

posed to the present warning before and apparently you support it
now?

Mr. LIGHT. The issue is not whether we woUld support or oppose

the warning. The real issue is that it seems unreasonable as a

matter of principle to me that advertisers should be asked to adverIise against themselves. If public policy dictates that the information set forth in this bill at this time, were then, and at that time
to be 'broadly communicated, then I think the industry's position
was then and should be' today that there are a multitude of more
appropriate vehicles which can be used and are being used right
now by bath Government and private health agencies, things such
as brochures, posters, films, and materials ,supplied to schools, and
publicity and so on.
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Now having Said that, I believe that principle' is just as valid
today. The fact is that we have a warning on the pack,'and that by
itself changes the circumstances.
The CHAntmAx. What do you mean by that by itself changes the
circumstances?

Dr. LIGHT. W have a warning: You have as a matter of public
policy dictated that a certain amount of advertising space will be
appropriated to communicate a certain message.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to make sure I understand the answers
you gave preyiously. You indicate that that message is effective
and it should be kept; is that coriect?
Dr. LIGHT. What we have indicated is that thee intended message
that is in the warning has been communicated. I do not know what
role the warning by itself has played, but what we do know is that
by a combination of brochures, posters, films, materials, publicity,
public relations, speeches, coverage of hearings like these, a mes-

sage has been communicated. Ninety .percent of the people are
aware of the intended message that is carried in that warning.
Alf the research suggests that not only are they aware in general
terms but that over, three-fourths of the public are remarkably
aware of specific diseases alleged to be associated with smoking.
Eighty-seven percent of the people are of the view that smoking
can affect in some way the smoker's baby if she is pregnant. Over

90 percent believe that heart disease has been found to be associated with smoking.

I am not saying that those two particular impressions came specifically from *the warning statement, but I am here to say that it
would seem, given all that, unnecessary, against common sense,
and sil if you ask me as an expert, to now imagine that changing
th
statement would make that "90 percent" into a '100
per
- The CHMRMAN. Senator Vord.
Senator FORD. You ga ahead.
The CHAntmAk. I still do not understand your answer. You would
keep the present label, or would you not?

'Dr. LIGHT. What I atn suggestmg is that if tsublic policy dictates
that there be a label, we should keep the label as it is.
The CIIAIRMAN. Of course, you would if the law requires it. What

do yrou advise about the law? Should we repeal the law or keex it?
Dr. LIGHT. I am not here as a lawyer. I don'ermow how to a vise
you on that. As an advertising expert, however, I 'Would say that if
an advertising campaign theme achieved this kind of awareness,
we would be very careful and very cautious about capriciously and
arbitimrily adopting a combersome scheme in the hope,that 90 percent inay become 92 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Wat doeS that mean, translated? That if we had

a successful warning label that has worked for a long time, you
have 90 percent penetration, don't break up the Yankees?
r. LIGIIT. Well, there is an expression I have learned from Mr.
Harrigan in the South, apparently.
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." And there iS no evidence that this
one is "broke."
.`"
The CHAIRMAN. Except that had we followed the advice of the advertising industry initially, we never would tave had this at all.

c.
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Dr: Dow. I dOn't know that that is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, they opposed it in teStimony before this
committee when we initially held hearings on it.
Dr:LIGHT. Well, I was not here, but I don't know that we would

not have had these same numbers, I do kno* that there it a high.
level of communication of the intended message, and now to communicate in an inconsistent, random way would certainly violate
comrponsense and good advertising practice.
The CHAIRMAN. IV1.r. Horrigan, you told Congressman Waxman's
subcommittee, and I ani quoting, that smoking is an adult practice.
What do you mean by that?
Mr. HORRIGA.N. It has been our *Won, Mr. Chairman, that we
believe that smoking is an adult practice. There are certain prep-

tices or pastimes for which people should wait until they are
mature enough to make certain decisions, and we have maintained
all along that that was our position with regard to smoking and
that a person should wait until they are of, say, an adult age and

mature enough to make an informed decision.
The CHAIRMAN. If there -are no adversethealth effects associated
with smoking, why wait until you are an

Mr. HORRIGAN. The point that we make is that there are many,
let's say, pastimes, such as drinking, and then the controversy and
the effectiveness of the Government and antismokers in their campaigns to create a climate about our product. That being the case,
then as responsible mathifacturers, we would prefer that, people
wait Until they are mature enough .to make that decision.
That is our position, and our programs, I belieire, support that,
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. HORRIGAN. Continuing programs. I can take the past
2 The CIIAIRMAN. Do 1 take that to mean advertising is not aimed
toward the young?
Mr. HORRIGAN. That is right. If I may' for a moment, and certain
information I would put forward here is in a sense proprietary, but
to take You into the marketing of cigarettes, we have said, despite
ple who take issue with us, that our advertising and our mar-

etmg is designed to compete within the present marketplace,

which is growing at a very, yew slow rate right now.

But we segment the market:ad the segmentation that we use
'in our marketing to develop marketing strategies, I will make a
point very clearly here that not one of those segments, and there
are mazy, is the youth segment. And as a marketer, if indeed we

were to be marketing to youth, there wotild be such a segment.
Our segidents are divided by brands and brands that coihpete
against each other for certain kind of consumer.
'The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever had any discussiods in your company abour targeting ah advertising ,program specifically toward
youth? I want you to think very carefully before yoU answer this
question. Have you ever had anY discussions in your conipany
about an advertising program targeted directly towarcl youth?
Mr. HORRIGAN. The basic advertising that we have, first of all,
ws talk about young adults for certain brands. / also ani awktre, I
believe, of a report that came out, and I haVe forgotteh the year

now, to be honest, there was.a report that came up, I think, as a
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result of an FI`C reviey, of this issue, and there were some market,' ing statements in there, but in fact there was never an executed
campaign based upOn this report. That was 1977.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talidng about your company.
Mr. HORRIGAN. I am talking about my company.
The CHAIRMAN. There was a discussion of an advertising pro-

gram aimed toward youth, you considered it, and for whatever

reason, you say you dismissed it; but you considered it.
Mr. HORRIGAN. We need to be careful when we say we considered
something, Mr. Chairman. You have a staff. I have a large organization, and many times different subjects are brought up for differ-

ent reasons, different motivations. But the key is implementation
or execution. And if you are asking me about implementation and
execution, then there is no such case ,that you can make on that
here this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Wendell?

Senator Polo. I think I will start now.
Mr. Horrigan, let's pursue the questioning a little bit of Chairman Packwood. The FI`C report outlined five possible remedial optioni, including a voluntary industry self-regulation. However, they
dismissed this option, saying that the industry has not developed
and is not likely to develop effective mechanisms to disseminate
health information in cigarette advertising.
What voluntary steps has the industry taken in the past, and
does the industry stticipate any voluntary action in the future?
Mr. HORRIGAN. Istarted tp answer that question before and I allowed myself to move off the subject, but I would like tql,take the
past, the present and also the future in answering your'question.
With regard to the past; I think we've demonstrated an ability to
be self-regulating and to be aware of the preSsures And perceptions
about our industry. We can put forward, for example, our cjgarette
saMpling program, and the industry has a self-imposed, self-replated cigarette sampling program.
And I would add that because of the competitiveness of our industry, we watch each other very carefully for any infractions or
mistakes that happen in the distributions of suCh samples. Samples, for example, are not distributed to anyone under 21 years of
age, and proof is required if there is a question. That is No. 1...
No. 2, speaking again about the past, and this relates to.the present-in our advertising we have a rule that no one appears in our
ads unless they are 25 years old or. older, and along with that, in
casting for those ads we no longer use celebrities such as the gentleman that was put forward in the Chesterfield ad this morning,
nor do we use the sports figures that people,might revere.
Third, and this is very recent but it could very well develop into
another extension of our commitment and demonstration that we
are self-regulating, obviously as we are here this morning there are
many perceptions and charges against our industry, and we feel
the need, just `as our anti's or zealots feel the need to inform the
public, we feel the need also to air the other side.
We have a campaign of sig ads and they art running now in
major magazines, and they ad5ress the most frequently asked questions about attitudes towards smoking on the part of smokers and
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nOnsiririiters. Onof those ads, I think, infght be aVailahle in larger
form., That is:

Doed Cigarette Advertising' Cause' Kids To Start Smoking?
That ad clearly states our position.

The ad has been carefully researched, as have the other-ads in
the campaign. And loking Ahead to the future, Senator, if as a
result of this we see a need for our industry to exhibit in some

other way a commitment toward our position about youth and advertising, we would in fact commit to such programs. We have in
the past and we will in the future.
Senator Form. Mr. Horrigan, you have stated that advertising by
the individual, tobacco companies is aimed at brand preference arid
brand switching. My knaisledge of the _industry is that the brand
preference advertising is very competitive. Would you explain for
the committee why the current advertising on behalf of tobacco
companies is not aimed at encouraging new smokers?
.

Mr. HORRIGAN. Becauseof the basic industry position that we be-

lieve it is an adult decision, and therefore advertising is very com-

petitive head to 'head for brand competition Els opposed to any
appeal that would bring in youth,. There are no sampling, there are
no promotional devices that would develop a marketplace within
the youth segment.
Senator FORD. Mr. Horrigan, there have been several references
,

in these, hearings about the amount of money that the cigarette
manufaCturers spend on advertising and the large increase in that
spending after the industry ceased advertising on radio and TV.
How Many brands are now on the market?
MT. HORRIGAN. In excess of 200,

'

,

Senator Foitri. And what is the average expenditure for advertising.for each brand? Do you have that figure handy?
Mr. HORRIGAN. I have it in a different way beeause this came up

at another hearing, Senator, because when people throw around
the $1 billion, that is typical of ad agency execs who love to see
those kinds of billings from any company, but I think we need tO

put, it in perspective.
There were about 120 brands back in 1968 when the ad budget in
the industry was in the range of $300 million. Now our tribal 'it $1

billion, which is correct, but against over -2,00 brands and brand
styles and taking into consideration inflation, the rate per braild in
1980 is equivalent to the rate per. btand in 1968. So there has been
no dramatic escalation on a per-brand basis in suppOrt of our busi,
ness.

Senator Form. Would you clarify what you meant when you said
the rotating warnings are technically unworkable? The language in
the bill in section 4 is confusing to me, as it Must be to you. Just

what does it mean to require that all warnings "appear an equal
number.of times in all brands and all aaertisements"?
M. HORR1GAN. Happily, I am the 'chairman of the company, Mr.

Senator, and not in charge of the media department, because my
point is that with regard to the clumsiness of this plan I think we 40
have a panel aSsembled here following us that is far more experi. enced in the nuances of this, did they will elaborate very clearly
on how unworkable, and how chimsy this plan is.

,
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But I can only say that regardless of marketing sophistication,
computers, et cetera, there is no process by which we could pinint precisely the needs and requirements of this bill and not

eave ourselves dangerouBly exposed because of this legislation.
Senator FORD. Lqt me shift a little bit, if it is all right, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Blackwell, the FTC report stated that less than 3 percent of
adults exposed to cigarette ads read the warning label. Yet 90 percent of the public is aware that smoking ma), be harmful to their
health. It would therefore appear that warning labels are, not the
most effective means of giving information fo the public.
What do you believe would be the most effective means?
Dr. BLACKWELL. The most effective means is -probably parents
and peers. And one of the things that the current warning does by
making a very direct statement that "The Surgeon General has determined that smoking is dangerous to your health" is allow parents to talk with tlieir children very specifically.
When we add great ,complexities we cloud the issues. And more
ifically, if we add issues about heart disease and cancer and

t ings that mostly refer to older people, because the mortality
rates are dramatically higher there, then we are making it much

more difficult for parents to sit down with their children and say,
it is dangerous to your healthAt the present time, we have a statement thCrapplies without
equivocation and the present one works, as we said, with 90 percent or whatever the number may actually be. But any change in
that causes the possibility for young people and many older people
to say, well, that is someone else, and human nature is to say, well,
that applies to so S. -body else, not me.

So I believe tha the proposed changes would in fact be counter-

productive.
Senator FORD. ell, so you would say that this piece of legislation would drasti lly reduce the imp ct of the warning statement,
then, to young peo le?
Dr. BIACKWELL.

drastically reduces
raise some risk that

ihn not so sure I would go so far as to say it
but it certain does not help it, and jt does

the word "drastically?' ;You beSenator roan. Let us leave
lieve this legislation would reduce the impact of warning statements to young people?

-

Dr. BLekcxwELL. Yes, I think so.

Senator FORD. Do you believe the report is flawed in that it expects total knowledge of katistics relating to smoking?
Dr. BLACKWELL. That is a basic:flaw in that study.. In my written

statement I give a number -of examples of that, but the FTC has
missed the difference between belief and awareness. In one particu-

lar instance, for example, in the 1980 ,Burke Research Focused
Group study, there was thia quote at page 4: "Further doubt about
the direct relationship of smoking and cancer seems to be related
to the, fact that these persons had known smokers who had lived

long lives without contracting cancer and nOnsmokers who had slit
fered from that disease.'
-

In other words; a person could say, yes, r am aware that those
statistics exist, but I do not believe them because I have seen
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people who do not. My wife is now suffering from cancer and my
father has had a heart attack, and neither one of then are smokers. And it is hard to say that just because you read the statistics
that you acdept them. .
And in fact, tin FTC report had many statements about that and
others which I demonstrate in there that just because something is
said by the Government does not necessarily mean that people believe it.
Senator FORD. You -would not buy a used car from the Government?

What is your opinion of the Chilton study used in the FTC

report?
Dr. BLACKWELL. The Chilton study has, like all surveys, weaknesses and strengths. I believe the study does reveal some interesting facts. The quote that I mentioned indicates that there.really is
no difference in behavior based upon, statistical significance in behavior, based upon knowledge.

The problem is not so much with the Chilton study as the way
the FTC interpreted it, which is a problem with a lot of studies, of
course.
.
The CilanigArr. Mr. Blackwell, as I understandand I think it is
>.

your position too, Mr. Lightthat the present' Surgeog, General's
message has been reasonably effectiiie and people are used to it

and we should not change it. Do I phrase your position roughly correctly?
MT. HORRIGAN. Yes.

Dr. LIGHT. Yes.

Th. CHAIRMAN. I would be curious, Mr. Sharpyou are in the
advertraing businessas to your comment n the theory of the
value .of the consistency of the message over and over and no

change, no rotation.
Mr. SHARI,. I think there has been a certain amount of confusion
expressed here in associating the warning message, with that Of an
advertising 'campaign. I think that by )ust using one ad as an illustratidn *hat this bill proposes is nothing more than the rotation of
message uniti within this area devothd for the warning.

In my opinion that does not consiitute any type of problem in
interfering with the advertising of cigarettes. In effect, it is, as
stated earlier, a basic compromise ori the overall intent of those
whd support this legislation. I think that this is a good illustration
of how a simple message has to fight with a much more massive
unit encourag people to take up smoking or to switch a brand.
The CHAIR. 1)o you havnany illustrations or any experience
with how advertising of tobacco products has been targeted to specific groups?

Mr. SHARP. I think that any one of these ads that I have here
could be held shown to, attempt to attract young people. A case
could be made for the identification of the model and the fashions
that the model is dressed in. Xhey are trying to emulate or to
depict a certain type of lifestlie to which a particular brand is
trying to draw identification. It is somethin&that Mr. Horrigan,
'think, alluded to earlier, as brand segmentatlern.
I believe that in Mod modern marketing situations when a new
brand is introduced it.is done so through extensive research. Mar.
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keters try to develop or define where a deficiency might exist in a
total product category. Then a product is developed to fill this void
or to further penetrate this segment of the category. This, would
certainly be true of the cigatette categbryespecially among nonsmokers or light smoker&
Therefore, it would be my conclusion, if I were about to launch a
cigarette advertising campaigin I would use a similar approach as
the cigarette advertising industry does. If cigarettes did not exist at
all today and I were in charge of the responsibility for launching
them as a product category tomorrow, I would use exactly the same
approach that they have used up until now.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us have a very specific question. You have
been in advertising a fair period of time. Do you think any of these
ads are targeted toward youth? .
Mr. SHARP. I think that they are indirectly targeted to youth. I
think that yonth today try to emulate the styles, the images that
older people project. I can recall as a teenager always wanting to
be like someone who was older than I.

I do not think that you can make a direct correlation and say
that the advertising today specifically and directly is targeted

toward teenagers, although there is evidence that the exposure of

these ads in a magazine such as Cosmopolitan would be exposed to
young teenaged feniales. So therefore I would stand very comfort-

able with the fact that this advertising, although not directly

aimed at teenagers, is going to emulate a lifestyle that most teens
would like to acquire and therefore indirectly would try to emulate
the images that this advertising projects.
The CHAIRMAN. Professor Cohen, we obviously have a difference
of opinion as to whether or not the consistency of the present
wanting is more effective than the proposed rotational scheme. Do
.you think the rotational scheme will be more effective?
Mr. COHEN. Oh, I cannot imagine there can be any doubt about
that, frankly. It is also interesting to note that there has been testimony that under 3 percent of the people exposed to magazine ads
report reading a warning. I would irtagine that if I were an advertiser and I had nund research that demonstrated that only 3 percent of the peoplAread what I produced, I had better change something and change it fast or I am not going to be there very long.
And yet, the advertising industry does not seem very concerned
that only 3 percent of the people repoit reading it nowt I mean, it
is tired, it is worn out.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me .ask both you and Mr. Sharp something.

If this were any other product, a normal commercial product, and
you had that kind of penetration, would you change the ads?
Nk. SHARP. Absolutely.

r. tOHEN. I think I would like to inject another answer. I think
absolutely, but I also think that there is a major point that we may
be overlooking here. And that is that, as I understand this bill, it is
designed to provide specific ,information, better information than
was' available when the original warning was decided upon.
I think pregnant women have a right to know about the harm 1.
that coukl be caused.
The CHAIRMAN. Your statement is very borrect. At the time that
this original warning came, there was some question as to whether
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or not there was a relation betweert cancer and smoking, and

maybe some kind of heart problem. We were not sure. Indeed, I understand that the tobacco industry challenges it.
But certainly those who draw a connection between smoking and

health have, much more specific data now than we had 10 or 15

years ago.
Mr. COHEN. I see it as a questioh of providing consumers with
the inform4ion they need to make a free choice, and I fmd nothing
,

more compatible with the free enterprise system than providing
people with the information they can use to make a free choice.
That tenet is at the heart of economic tteory and I canna really
see a quarrel with that.
The CHAIRMAN..Do you have any suspicion that the reason that

those who now support the warning system who did not used to
support it are satisfied with it is because they assume it has no
effect?

Mr. COHEN. Of course that is my suspicion. I think they like the

data that 3 percent do 'not report reading it in some way, and I
think that what we have is a very mushy warning now. It is a

warning that people understand, but cannot relate to anything per-

sonally.
If we had more concrete, specific Warnings, this would provide in-

formation that people could relate to 'on a personal level. They
could draw it into memory. They could draw from memory instances of cases where they knew people who suffered from heart
attacks or emphysema and recalled that these people smoked 3
p cks a day. That would be far more powerful than the kind of
njishy, abstract warning we have nOW.
The CHAIRMAN. Wendell?

SenatOr FORD. You know, it is very strange here. When 90 per-

cent of the pople understand it they do not really have to read it.
They immetely recognize it. And I 9uspect that we would get a
hell of 'a response if we would ask the public to repeat the warning
label from memory, and if they could do that I w9uld suspect you
would have a high percentage that could repeat it from memory
and know it without ever looking at it. So I think that the next
time we have a survey you ought to put that in it.
Professor Cohen, in your statement you indicate that special attention should be given tO those just considering whether or not to
start smoking. A programyou suggest a program aimed at youth,
whiCh the tobacco industry has said they have begun and already
indicate in their advertisement.
How would you design this 'program?
Mr. COHEN. Weill first of all, let me say .that while I applaud the
effort of the advertising industry to warn children against smoking,

I cannot believe that their research led to this ad. I think it is

frankly a disingenuous effort.
If you want to appeal to young adults not to smoke, yott do nqt..
call thero kids. And this ad has a headline which says "Kids." NOW,
young people do not smoke because they are kids; they smoke liecause they are trying not to be kids. And this ad, if anything, will
boOmerang. So I do not think this is a very laudatory advertising
campaign.

As to what I would propose, what I would propose is
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Senator Io RD. Let me make .a point here. I think Mr. Horrigan
ought to stop youx.because he said after this ancl.pen the survey of
that that ,they would go eveirfiirther. And to flaw the original ad, I
think, and to comment on that after the statement of Mr. Horrigan
is not quite fair.
Mr. CAREN. I do not think what I said was intended to be unfair.
It was to point out that it is fairly obvious that young people do not
smoke because they are kids and it is going to turn them off. If you
are trying to provide information to these people and say do not
smoke, consider this carefully, and you put "Kids" in the headline,

you are not going to

Senator FORD. But that was basically, I think, said to someone
who could read it and answer it and come back for information,
and that would lend itself to the parent, which I have heard from
all five of you here today that that is where the communication
ought to start. And I think that the tobacco industry probably is on
the right track with that direction.
Mr. Sharp, you stated that this advertisement would be no substantial castle the industry, is that correct?

Mr. SHARP. That is correct, The adminietration oi the accommodation of a rotation of messages.
Senator Form What would it- cost the GovernMent?
-,
Mr. SHARP. I cannot'estimate that because I have no idea what

1,

form of programs for administrating or regulating or overseeing

the program

.

.

.,

..,

Senator FORD. Have you read the bill that is before us today?
Mr. SHARp. Yes; I have.

Senator /FORD. Are you aware of all the various ,items that are
required o f the Federal Government as a ,result of the passage of
this legis ation, in addition to the cigarette( labeling?
.
,
-Mr. S ARPGenerally, yes,"I am.
'.
Senator Form. Wbat about the reports, the surveillance that 15
percent of all the cigarette packages would carry each one of the
five? How are you going to be able to count all of those and be sure

they are right? Who is going toare you going .to let it be peer

.revtew o4 industry self:disciplifie?

.

Mr. SHARP. I think it could be a combination of many. factors,

.

Senator. I think that the industry has demonstrated an effort on
their part to be selfregulatery and I think that if the proviaions of :
this bill were paReed -and since the industry has shown compliance
with previous measures, it Would probably Comply In this matter,
-too,

We are not talking about a terribly cumbersonie programtto imPlement: I think that if a company such as RJR or Phillip Morris is
a good corporate citizen they are going to administer this program
on their own and Government regulation and Government oversight of it would be probably,at a minimum.,
But the point I would make is that', what difference does the cost
make in the'regulation if you are saving lives? .
Senator FORD.. Well, we hear a lot abont the budget today, Let me aik you, then, on page 4, section 7 of thp smoking and
health sectiOh,. 1711, how much you think that is going to cost,
when it automatically gives to the Secretaty to undertake additional informational research activity which the Secretary determines

9,6
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neceesary and appropriate? Amything he wants to do, he can do.
How much do you think that one little paragraph is going to cost?
mr. SHARP. 1 have no idea.

.

Senator Foul. How about page 5, (a) costs, (b) costs. Section 2, additional costs. Section 3 would be additional costs.
Mr. SHARP. In my opinibn, Senator, the costs would be relatively
insignificant compared to the cost of lives, the medical
Senator FORD. We are talking about advertisement now and the
cost of that advertisement and the ability to get that to the general
public. We have had the hearing on health.
Mr. SHARP. OK. I think that it would be fair for me to say that if
- the costs of producing this ad, this one single ad, were somewhere
in the neighborhood of around $10,000,It would probably cost no
more than $10 to change that message so that the next time,that
ad appeared it would appear with a different warning message.
Does that answer your question?
Senator Foal/ Well, $10. Those who are for it give a low figure
and, those who are against it give a high figure. I will divide it in
two and come out in between, because your figures do not even
come close to the FTC and I think they are low.

Mr: Stop. I think peihaps they suggested that the change be
implemented immediately, and I think the propbnents of this

bill
Senator FORD. No; the change is

not immediately. It is 15

months, if you read the bill.
Mr. SHARP. I read the bill and I cannot understend how a program such as this, where all we are changing in the advertising is
jUst a block of copy and the cigarette latteling packages, how that
would cost $40 million. I fail to see that altogether.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Light, the Federal Trade Commission estimated $1.2 million additional cost for the rotation in advertising of
the labels. This is not on the cigarette package, but the advertising.
Does that strike you as a reasonable figure?
Dr. LIGHT. Well, there will be someone testifying after me on this
question. I do not know the exact cost, but as a matter of judgment
that would seem unreasonably low.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I will wait until the person comes after
57ou.

Dr. Blackwell, let' me,ask you this. I am not quite sure I follow
your logic. You stated, and I am quoting here, "Under the proposed
new warning, the logical conclusion would be that the Surgeon
General has no longer determined that smoking is generally unhealthy." Do I take it you reached that conclusion in the following
manner. One of the warnings that appears says, "Warning: The
Surgeon General has determined that cigarette smoking causes emphysema, lung cancer, and other cancers." You believe that someone may come to the conclusion that smoking is not generally un-

healthy, or that the Surgeon General says it is not generally un-

healthy, it just causes these kinds bf diseases.

Dr. BLACKWELL. Referring to a specific ad that only mentions
that, if the general ad had been replaced and someone had learned
that and it was replaced with a specific ad that only mentioned, ern-physerna or, only mentioned pregnancy problems, then a person
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might conclude that the g eral warning had
been narrowed to
only very specific things in r aditig' that particular
The CHAIRMAN. And you think even when thesead; yes.
warnings were
rotated and some related to pregnancies
others related to emphysemaand you knowand miscarriages and
the five we are talking aboutthat pg.ople would plink there
are
22
miscellaneous diseases and problems that cigarette smoking relates
not relate to any others; whereas now they would to and it does
come to the conclusion-that smoking, is generally unhealthy?
Dr. BLACKWELL. Well, I would regard the
primarily a.basis to be able to talk about present system now as
and children, with heart associatidns and this (topic with parents
other`groups, and have
an unequivocal statement,-but with the proposed
change we would
be forcing people to look at very specific
statements which- cloud
the issue and cause confusion,
The CHAIRMAN. What do 'you mean, forcing
them to look at
them?
Dr. BLACKWELL. Well,

of the studies indicated thatit was
the Burke study that theone
FTC citesit indicated that when people
look at a number of different rotated
statements, they tended td be
confused about what the claim was really
read the quote, and this is from the Burke all about. In fact
Focus Group study that
the FTC cited:
The messages related to birth control pills and heart
attacks tended to confuse
the participants, who did not thoroughly understand
therelating
synergistic effects which
formed the basis of the message These two statements
to oral bontraceptives also had the least personal relevance and
were rather easily dismissed as being
intendeil for someone else.

Now,if a person reads only one or two
or some of the,m, rather
fhan a total, then he could
conclude that e are narrowing it
down. The interesting thing is that the ktatisti
,

only 3 percent of the people read the,labels cu as been said that
ently, whfch is
really an indication of the success of the
like going to buy coffee. You do not present report. It is sort, df
Folger's and say, well, before I buy this Itake Maxwell House or
want to 'read the label
first.
If 90 percent know the hiforrnation, you,do
need to read the
label. They have learned
the present messagenot
today. It is successful.
,
-The CHAIRMAN. Wendell? I have
no further questions.
Senator FORD. Nell, I have a few, more arid I will tryare
you
through? I will just go right through, I might
create
some,
interest
here.
,
:
,
Mr: Sharp, ii . your statement'You indicated
that when advertising depiets a product as Un integral
part of.a highly desirable lifestyle and personal image, young people
the ad because they seek to emulate the are particularly drawn to
project an image similar to those images most modern trends and
,
, ,projected in many cigarette ads.
Other than billboards, I do not believe that
many young people
have much access to magazines thA cigarette'advertisers
'use.Do
you have any ,numbers, Mr. Sharp, to substantiate
your statement
of how -many youth regularly read "Time,"
"Newsweek," "U.S.
News & World Report° and newspapers?
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Mr. SHARP. liot at my immediate diaposal, Senator. But I think
that, given an ample opportunity, I or any member of the staff
could supply you with sufficient evidence that there is teen reader-

ship in every publication that is coRsidered mass audipnce.
Senator FORD:-.1 want that, for the record. Could you get it for us,
.
ii
say_in the next 7 to 10 days?
.
Mr. SHARP. I certainly could.
think
All
right.
We
would
like
to
have
that.
I
. Senator Fon).
when you get to it and if your figures are accurate, it will be surprisingly low.
Let me ask you this. We aretalking about the billion dollars and
you would like to have the account. Apparently you do not have
.
.
any of them:
btisiness.
I
am
not
in
the
advertisin'g
agency
SHARP.
Mr.
Senator FoRn. Well, you do all these other good things.
Inflation-, does it not have something_to do with the increased
, cost of expenditures?
Mr. SHARP. That is true.
Senator FORD. What is the percentage increase in advertising
rates since 1975?
Mr. SHARP. i do not have that figure. I will make you a guesi. I
would say that since 1975 all the media combined has escalated
due to inflation at a rate of somewhere ardund 10 to 15 .percent per
year.
FORD. You sa y 10 to 15 percent per year. So sizice 1975,
Sena
in -your statement that between 1975 an d 1979 cigarette
you sta
rs
doubled the amount of money spent on advertisements.
advert'
So you take 1975 and 15 percent and 1976 15 percent and 1977 15
.

A

percent and 1978 15 percent and 1979 15 percent, and they are
,almost spending less today in real dollars than they did % 1975;
would' that-not basically be correct?
Mr.
sir.

SHARP.

,

I do not think I Would agree with that example, no,
.

But you said 10 to 15 percent every Srear, and you
said that, in ygur statement, thaf they have doutiled the amount or
money spent on advertisements. Yet you say it is 10 to 15 percent
each year. So you have 5 years times 15. That is 75 net.
Mr. SHARE So they have increased it 25 percent over a base of
Senator

FORD.

.

1975.

Senator Foitn. No, no. You take 75and I hop4ou do not keel)
your own books, because what you do is you have 75 plus 15 percent, and whatever that figure is_you add another 15 percent on

that. You have to factor that in. So that is more,than 30 percent
net. It is 15 percent of an increase of 15 percent.
Mr. SHARP. If the point you are trying to make is that the rate of
expenditures of advertising this year compared to 1975 has not increased significantly, I would say that, yes, you are right, that inflation has created a tremendous bump in the expenditures of ad-

,
veitising.
Mr, Horrigan, theh, that
you
would
agree
with
Senator FORD. SO
basically there is no more expenditure per brand or basic increase ,
other than inflation?
Mr. SHARP. I would not agiee with such an absolute statement
,-.

withont

-;
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Senator Foal)Well, but

you are getting pretty close to agreeing
with it.
.Mr. SHARP. No, I would
say that. Without examining the
data, I could not sayI couldnot
not.agree absolutely with Mi. Horrigan's statement that on a per brand basis advertising
expenditures
have remained relati,vely the same or less. In
fact,
I
would
even go
so far as to assume that with the introduction-Senator FORD. Be careful when you assume something.
Mr. SHARP. I know the old saying.
Senator Fo RD. My daddy taught me that at
an early age.
Mr. SH4RP. That is right.

1 would assume that advertising expenditures
for the launch of a
new low-tar product , have increased at an accelerating
cause they do not have the mass audience media that rate, bethey had
available to them back in the days of radio and
tisers now must use other means other than television. Adverjust magazines and
outdoor bulletins to gain the exposure.
I think it is a rather critical point to realize
that one of the upcoming boxing championships is going to have the
Camels logo on
jthe canvas of the ring. I fail to see the association of
identifyink a major sport with a cigarette advertiser's the benefit of
logo.
Senator FORD..What about playing tennis?
Mr. SHARP. I thipli that is the same associqtion.
efforts on the pirt, of cigarette advertisers have I think all the
been to increaso
their exposure through brand identification.
That is one of the ,
major factors in getting peOple to consume a product
or to establish
brand loyalty, and that is to keep the image
of that product in
front of the public.
Senator FORD. Do you want to respond to that?
Mr. KORRIGAN. Yes, Senator. I think that
we should deal with
good information and not misinformation here
this morning. The'
fact is that one of the major cqmpanies in this industry'
happens to
be ours, and we have signed a tie-in with
a major championship
-fight. It is not unlike billboards
advertisements at
Yankee Stadium or Giant Stadiumororoutdoor
wherever. Because there
were some concerns that people had, again, talking
about self-regulation and being responsible, there will be
no
Camel
canvas oK on the 'ring post. So I think we should deal logo on the
with accurate
inforMation here this morning.
Senator FORD. I appreciate
getting that straight, Mr. Horrigan. Let me ask Mr. Sharp our
another question. How would you
devise a media campaign directed
at young people on the risks of
smoking?
.,
Mr. SHARP. First of alli, I would select
cbreative strategy that
would, have an impact upon this segment ofaour
poPulation. I would
probably start out with trying to study the effect of peer pressure
on smoking among teenagers,. I am sure if is prevalent. I would
try
to establish some form of appeal that young people
would
relate
to
and identify with, and use that as fhe basis for
my creative strategy. Second,. I would use media which young people
are most pre. dominantly exposed to. That might include radio. It would
also include a mixture of magazines and outdoor advertising
as
well.
Senator FORD. Well, then, cigarette labeling is not one of your
ways at getting at the young people
who smoke?

11"
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Mr. SHARP. I have not stated that I think that cigarette labeling
is the only means of getting to these people.
Senator Fop. Well, I asked you to devise a strategy, and you did
not even mention increased labeling on a package of cigarettes
How much would it cost to redesign the cover or a pack of cigarettes, the packaging of a cigarette?
Mr. SHARP. I think it would be a relatively low cost. I have an
example here of a common way in ,which printing of cigarette packages occurs. It is a process known as gang-printing. In this case,
there are five different rows of package designs, and in each case a
different label could be incorporated in the printing procedrso at
the time packaging is printed for cigarette manufacturers, all five
messages are going to be printed.
Senator FORD. But this is your design. The ultimate design is
going to have to be coming from somebody else, and they may have
to redesign the whole packaging structure of the industry Let me
ask you this qtfestion, and you chn answer yes or no. If you have to
redesign a package, what does that mean then to the expense of an
industry?
Mr. SHARP. I do not believe that question has a yes or no answer,,

because as I understand

Senator FORD. If they had to redesign a package, the packaging,
the design, and so forth, would that cost the industry more money?
Mr. SHARP. Yes, it would.

Senator FORD. That is good enough. That is all I wanted to know.
Mr. SaAaP.,,May I elaborate?
Senator FORD. Let me just say this. You are not going to elaborate on it, because you do not know what the Secretary is going to
do. You do not know what they are going to impose upon the industry. There is no way if this legislation is passed to say emphatically
what is going to happen. So therefore, the only thing you could do
, as a smart and prudent businessman is. not think the low side You
.

can make all kinds of recommendations, but that does hot mean
that is what the industry has to be prepared for.
Mr. SHARP. I understand that. The point I wanted to elaborate
on, Senator, is that I believe that as it stands now, the proponents
of this bill do not believe the packaging would have to be redesigned. I think they are talking about simply changing the type of
the message in the current warning box. The redesigning of the

package does not seem at this point to ma to be a necessity.
Senator FORD. Thank you. We got it in color.
Dr. Light, one quick question, and then I am going to quit. There
have been many assertions that an advertising agency mapped out
an ad campaign for. Viceroy on how to attract teenagers to smoking. Was the campaign ever used by the company, and can you explain the events surrounding these allegations?
Dr. LIGHT. Well, there have been some allegations. Unfortunately, the FTC staff quoted several things out of context, and made
what I berieve are some misleading and irresponsible accusations
They quoted some research as Bates research and Brown & Williamson research, and in fact the research was not conducted by
either the agency or Brown & Williamson. The analysis and the
report were contracted by an outside research company. Their conclusions or observations were derived 'by the researcher of that
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company, a company called Mark, although I do not know the
name of -the researcher. It is true in my opinion that the conclu-

sions were incorrect. In my opinion, the observations were misguided. This happens, especially in a situation where the people
maybe it was a young, inexperienced researcher, I have no idea
prepared a report and came to erroneous conclusions.
I think it is wrong, misleading,- and irresponsible to characterize

this report as reflecting either the policies of the advertising

agency...or the advertiser. As we know, the same thing can happen
in any large company, especially when dealing with a subcontractor. In a newspaper, for example, a reporter may prepare some material which is inappropriate. The key in any case is whether there
is a system which exists for catching ant, mistakes, for correcting

any errors, or for insuring against inappropriate action being
taken, and such a system does exist

in the advertising industry.
In this case, the system worked. No ad was ever produced based
on this analysis. No ad was ever produced based on that recommendation. No ad was ever run based on that research. It seems incorTect to me to condemn a company or an industry because
the
apparently misguided behavior of. some individual who, inof this
case, was not even employed by the imlustry. For whatever reason,
it seems terrible and unfair to characterize the industry as directing advertising based on a strategy when no advertisi,ng was
fact
based on that strategy. If anything, I do not think criticism isindue.
I believe praise is due, even in this case because the fact is, the

system worked.
,

The CHAIRMAN. We have no further questions. Thanic you very
much. Mr. Sharp, would you remain? I may want.to ask some
more
questions in relation to the next panel. .
Mr. HORRIGAN. Mr. Chairman, if I might, it was
understanding that Mr. Sharp might appear dn that panel. Hisour
comments that

i;ve have heard go far beyond the mechanical nuances, and he
launches again into marketing strategies and philosophies.
being the case, since it was Mr. Perlmutter's intent to liven upThat
this
session this morning, I would suggest or request that Dr. Light
appear on that panel as well if you are going to get into those
areas.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no objectipn.

Senator FORD. Mr. Chairman; When you dismiss it, I have some
written questions for Mr. Sharp, if you would allow that at a later
date. So, Mr. Sharp, you can expect some writteti questions from
me based oh your testimony today.
The CHAIRMAN. We will take Mr. Eric Rubin and Mr. David
Minton.
Mr. Rubin, go right ahead.
STATEMENTS OF ERIC RUBIN OUTDOOR ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA; AND DAVID MINTON, COUNSEL, MAGAZINE
PUBLISHERS ASSOCATION

Mr. RUBIN. Good evening, Mr. Chairman.
I am counsel to the Outdoor Advertising Association of America,

the OAAA. The OAAA is the trade association of the standardized
outdoor advelising industry. In the OAAA's view, the question of
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whether the cigarette warning text should be revised has been
largely eclipsed by the public's virtually universal pnderstanding of
the potential hazards of smoking.

The FTC staff report itself points out that 90 percent of the

American public now understands cigarette smoking is potentially
dangerous to health. The OAAA's opposition to S. 1929 extends
well beyond these concerns and centers on the fact that this legislation would require the FTC to exert comprehensive control 6er;
the content, graphic design, and media placement of protected commercial speech. The bill dictates the precise wording of five different warning statements that are to be incorporated in all cigarette
advertising packaging pursuant to a loosely defined media rotational scheme, but the measure would leave it entirely to the FTC's discretion to determine how this will be accomplished without ipecifying any limitations or enforcement criteria other than the general
exhortation that the warning must be legible and conspicuous.
The Commission has given virtually unbridled authority to determine the format of the warnings, the amount of space within adyertising and packaging copy that must be allocated for them, and
when and by whom each warning should be published. S. 1929 has
been cloaked in the rhetoric that its purpose is public inforination
and education. It is advanced today as a relatively modest measure
vyhich simply substitutes new warning texts for the current Surgeon General's warning. In reality, a good deal more is involved,
because the bill is predicated on a scheme which requires the insertion of Government-mandated content into protected speech regarding a lawful product.

This creates circumstances in which the FTC will inevitably

exert comprehensive control not just over the warnings themselves
but over the general content of future advertising and packaging
and the selection of the media through which it will all be disseminated. There is nothing in this legislation that would prevent the

FTC from implementing a warning format that would make a
shambles of cigarette advertising or packaging or which would
usurp so much.space that the warning itself becomes a dominant

theme in the advertisement.
The potential for abuse becomes readily apparent by briefly considering what would occur if the FTC implemented this law by following its most prominent recdmmendations of the staff report on
cigarette advertising released last summer. Until now, the Surgeon
General's warning has been displayed in the print media in a tontrasting rectangular box that sets off the warning from the principal advertising copy. For some time there was considerable contro- '
versy whether this format was adequate for outdoor advertising.
This was resolved last June when the FTC filed consent judgments
in the Federal district court in New York City replacing the rectangle with an entirely new format for billboards which incorporates.a larger conspicuous warning within a segregated banner extending across the bottom of each billboard. Nevertheless, the staff
concluded that a new warning format should be .implemented for
all media, and recommended that the Commission adopt a motif
combining a circle and an arrow.
Let me show you what the result would be if that new format
were adopted to display the warnings proposed by this legislation
V
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on a standard billboard poster utilizing the same enlarged print
size and type style accepted by
ments.

the Commission in the consent judg-

Now, this is to scale. It is a reduction Of a poster panel which is
really 12 by 24 in 'actual? practice, and the warning,
as you can see
in .the circle and that FTC

motif, is the exact print size as the

- warning across the bottom, which is the current motif in which the
warning is displayed.
The point is that without further limiting language in this legislation, the FTC has very broad-authority
under this bill
extends well beyond the narrow implementation of the which
warning
itself. The comprehensive character of the FTC's authority
is further reflected in the rotation provisions. The legislation would
re-quire that each of the five warnings be disseminated, and I quote,
"an equal number of times in packaging and advertisements for
each cigarette brand over a 15-month'period."
In addition, each of the five label staternents must be disseminat- .
ed on at least 15 percent of all packaging and advertising
at dny
given moment. This will inject the Commission directly into
the
complex area of media scheduling and strategy, which is clearly
beyond the expertise and, I might add, managerial capability of
any Government agency.
The legislation requires the FTC to esfablish
intricate rotational system and to seek criminal peulties for an
violations by an
advertiser. As a. practical matter, this would require cigarette
advertisers to secure r epublication approvals of their
media plans by
the Commission.
oreover, under section 4(a)(1)(C), the agency 4
would become th arbiter of whether a particular
media schedule
assured that each warning appeared in an equal number
of advertisements for a given brand., At the most elemental level, the
Commission would be left to determine if the_ requisite parity
is
achieved when a company runs the first rotational warning as part
of a regional magazine campaign, and places the second
on billboards in the 10 largest cities within the same region.warning
The CHAIRMAN. Can you draw to a conclusion, please?
' MrIttiMN. Obviously, this is going to get extraordinarily more
complex. Our principal point is that the OAAA regards this
a technical issue, but a major substantive issue, and we regardasitnot
as
ifonic indeed that this committee, which is currently considering
parallel legislation to cut back on the FTC's authority for similar
adventures in the past, would give them broad authority like this
now. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Mr. Minton.
Mr. MINTON. Thank you, yr. Chairman. My name is David
Minton. I am the Washington counsel for the Magazine Publishers
Association. The association was asked to testify on this legislation

not because of its impact ow cigarettes but because of the threat
which we see as being an impact upon advertising and magazine
business in the United States. Advertising is the principal source of
financial support for the magazine industry, and it is our view that
legitimate advertising for legitimate products offered for sale in the
United States should not be unduly restricted.
-,
,
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The manufacture, distribution, and sale of cigarettes and the cdnsumption of cigarettes is not subject to Federal or State regulation
or prohibition, and so, even though some of our member magazines,
one being the Reader's Digest, which is the most widely circulated
monthly magazine in the United States, do not accept cigarette advertising. Our members are very strongly of the opinion that utinecessary Federal regulation of advertising in magazines should
not be enacted.
Fortunately, the Supreme Court of the United States has taken a
somewhat similar view. In Central Hudson Gas v. New York in
1980, which is the general judicial guideline today, the Supreme
Court ruled that commercial speech, meaning advertising, purely
commercial speech cannot be unduly regulated. Justice Blackmun
said, and I would like to quote two brief lines from it, "The regulation may not be sustained if it provides only ineffective or remote
support for the Government's purpose. If the Government's interest
could be served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial
speech, the excessive restriction cannot survive?'
The first witness this morning, Dr. Harrison from the American
Heart Association, said in response to Senator Ford's inquiry that

he did not think that the cigarette warning labels currently in

effect or those proposed to be in effect would be particularly effective. Yet, you are considering enacting legislation which imposes

further restrictions upon the freedom to advertise in the United
States, and it is our position that, although your bill may not be
unconstitutional, it certainly raises legitimate questions in that
area. We believe that your bill should not have to fail the test of
constitutionality in order to be an inadvisable piece of legislation
Generally speaking, the American_public, for reasons which are
obscure, do not pay all that much attention to warnirig labels. I

cite in my testimony that, Rolaids has a 65-word warning label, but
Roger Staubach never mentions the 65-word warning label on the
side of tlie product, that "everyone knows how to spell relief."
People do not pay attention. People do not pay attention to the
instructions of a stewardess abotat what to do if you need oxygen in
an airplane. People pay very little attention to any kind of warning

labels except when there appears to be a direct and imminent
threat to life, siich as the Three Mile Island incident;'or the Love
Canal incident, or strontium-90 in milk 25 years ago. That kind of
ominous threat to the existence of life on Earth appears to attract
people's attention, but that you, do not take someone 'elk's medicine is probably the most frequently violated law in the United
States.
We feel that if there are, and we believe there are, more effective

remedies to provide information to the public as to the conse-

quences of using cigarettes, then the Congress shou,ld pursue those
other reniedies. We know that you have in the past. You have enacted legislation to establish a speed limit, and during the period
that that speed limit was enforced, the number of people who were
killed on American highways declined dramatically The response
of the public not liking to driVe 55 miles an hour, resulted in this
'administration and this Congress failing to approve appropriations
for the enforeement of the speed limit.

.
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The same thing, was true of the automatic seatbelts.- When you
are dealing with people's pdrsonal habits, and particularly what
they eat and what they drink and what they do, they simply do not
respond to warnings, and if greater education is needed in order to
apPriSd) them, we recomthend that you pursue, those remedies
rather than restricting advertising. Thaiik you.
[The statement followsj
.
,

STATEMENT 0.); DAvID MINTON, WASHINGTON
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COUNSEL, MAGAZINE PUBISHERS

ASSOCIATION

The Magazine Publishers Association is an organization representing 188 United
States publishing firms which_ptiblish nearly
800 consumer magazines MPA represents weekly news and feature magazines, journals
of literature and opinion, special
Interest publications m practically every aspect of human
behavior, and a variety of
other subjects The American people subsdribe to 250 million copies of each
Issue of
MPA magazines
As an organization, MPA has testified before numerous congressional
and administrative agencies on subjects of general and specific concern committees
the publishing industry, and we hope that our contribution to thd legislative andtoadministrative process has been constructiveToday, we appear to present our views on the
Issues in S 1929.which relate directly to the publishing industry.
Section 4 of S 1929 requires the purchaiers of cigarette advertising to include
specific statements of health warnings in each publication
of the advertising. This requirement i,s not newthe*Federal labeling requirement
for cigarette packages
became effective January 1, 1966, and the addition of the warning
label to advertising began in 1972 Since 1972, there has been no legislative consideration
of expanding tlie requirements of the present magazine advertising label *The rotating
ings proposed in this legislation is a far broader requirement than the current warnstatement, however, and comes after the Supreme Court has more clearly construed
the
constitutional limits of permissible government regulatiqq of commercial speech
under the First Amendment It also comes after substantial experience and research
in Measuring the effectiveness of warning labels, including those applicable to cigarettes This experience plays a part determining whether government control-Cif
commercial speech is constitutionallyinpermissible
in a sense, this is a fresh atmosphere for considermg the issue, and we hopeSo,
that the committee wilt weigh
; carefully the principles involved in light
orthese developments.
The Magazine Publishers Association opposes section 4 for two reasons we think
It exceeds the permissible limit of government
regulation of advertising as that
limit has been established by the Supreme
of the United States', and we think
that even if it were not unconstitutional, itCourt
will not acineve the goal you appear to
'be pursuingpersuading people to stop smoking tf there is room to differ
as to the
correctness of our objection to the bill on constitutional grounds, the evidence
cating that labeling is not likely to help achieve your objecttves should lead indiyou to
refrain from imposi,ng the restraint upon free speech in the first place
We are sure that the members of thiy-committee hold dear the constitutional
'
ights of all citizens, and would not risk an infringement un
po those rights without
cl4ar arid compelling evidence not only as to the rightness of the cause, but also the
wisdom of the precedent of the infringement, particularly in light of
current pressures to enact legislation or approve constitutional amendments designed
to regulate the behavior of citizens or overcome a Supreme court decision.
"Commercial speech" is dlerin used to differentiate between speech which relates
to economic interests and speech which does
The Supreme Court in Valenti*
vs ChFestensen, decided in 1942, hektthat the not
Constitution
did not extend to negate
a New York statute prohibiting the distribution
of handbills
"or otlier advertibing
matter" in any "public place '7 The Court said, "we are equalfY
clear that the Constitution imposes no such [First Amendment] restraint as respects purely
commercial advertising." ' A similar conclusion was reached in Breard vs. Alexandria,
involving door-to-door salesmen peddling without a permit But since Breard, in 1951,
the Court has not denied protection to commercial speech on that basis alone,
and,
in the words of Mr Justice Douglas, the Chrestensen rule "has n,ot survived reflection." 2

2-

1

I Valentine vs Chresfrnsen, 3,16 US 52.11942)..
2 Breard vs Alevihdrea. 341 U
S 1322 (19511; Justice Douglas's comment
is found in Cammaratria vs United States. 358 IAS 524, at 534 (19591
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In 1973, the Court moved sharply in the opposite diroction. In Bigelow vs Vtrgtn

ta, a Virginia statute making the newspaper advertisement of abortion referral
services a crime %as struck down as an unconstitutional infringeMent uponethe
First Arriendment. If there were lingering doubts as to "purely" commercial

speech s status under the First Amendment because the Bigelow case involved abortion servicesa pubh i.. issue tranicending mere commercial speechthe Cour Vs decision in Virgtnta Pharmai..I in 1976 laid all doubts to rest 'Justice Blackmun, speaking for the Court, defined the issue to be whether purely commercial speech was
outside the protection of the First Amendment "Our answer," Justice Blackmun
said, "is that it is not 3
The Court has nevertheleA 'recognized legitimate avenues for regulation of commercial speech just as there are legitimate grounds for the regulation of political

., speech The Securities and Exchange,Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act, and a

number of other laws reaulate commercial speech, but the interests of society in the
positive benefits of those legislative aims have been considering an "overriding"
public interest. Virginia Pharmacy itself prescribed that purely commercial speech
could be regulated to be "clean" as well as "free A clear exception to the protection of the Constitution is deceptive or misleading advertising.)
In 1980, the Supreme Cou'it defined in detail the'constitutional protection of cornmerictal speech in Central Hudson Gas. That case involved a New York State regulation which banned commercial advertising by a public utility which promoted the
purchase of natural gas. Justice Powell laid out the rule to be followed to test con:
stitutionally permissible regulation of advertising. Fre said,
If the communication is neither misleading nor related to unlawful activity, the
government's power is more circumscribed. The state must assert a substantial interest to be achieved by restriction on commercial speech. MoreOver, the regulatory
technique must be in proportion to that interest. The limitation on expression must
be designed carefully to achieve the state's goal Compliance with this reqUirement
,may be measured by two criteria. First, the restriction must directly advance the
state Interest involved, the regulation may not be spstained if it provides only ineffective or remote support for the gmernmenes,purpose Sep:41d, if the governmental
interdst could be served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial
speech,
,
the excessive restriction cannot survive.4
Mr. Chairman, we believe that the restrictions proposed in section 43,of S 1929 do
not meet the requu-ements prescribed in Hudson Gas. They do at, because the effectiveness of advertising and label warnings do not have a favorable impact upon
pubhc behavior, most particularly, where personal habits are involved Most likely,

the effectiveness would be unmeasurable. Finally, the goal which you seek to

V.

achieve may be more effectively ,.achieved by means not involving further restrictions upon the Freedom of Speech. We hope that this committee's commitment to
that liberty-outweighs id interest in pursuing the unexplored potential of further
restrictions upon comrdercial speech.
In determining whether the prtmoseci restrictive violates the rule so elearly enunciated in Hudson Gas, we must first determine whether cigarette adveitisingis free
crf rilisleading content. To mislead, as Webster defines the word, is "Co lead in a
wrong direction or into a mistaken action, to lead Astray. See deceive " "Deceive, '
Webster says, "is to cause to believe the false."
The Federal Trade Commission staff in its recent report contended that cigarette
advertising is "deceptive" because it fails to provide sufficiently detailed information as to the harmful effects of smoking. That is called deception by omission The
Commission staff went to great lengths to attempt to prove this because unless they
'could prove deception, the FTC cannot act under current law The staffs tictic was
to concede that the public is somehow vaguely aware that smoking is "harmful" or
"hazardous," but is not aware of the extent of possible harm Various surveys in
which people failed to identify correctly statistical information about smoking alleg-,
'Idly proved the'point. So, the staff concluded, cigarette advertising deceives
The staffs argument has several weaknesses. First of all, all but the most zealous
adherents of the staffs cause would concede that the public is aware of the witlespread publicity about the potential harm which can result from smoking, and is
made more aware every day by Government reports, netspaper articles, magazine
3 Flgelow 1/15 Virginia, 421 U S 809 (1974), Virginia ,State Board of Pharmacy vs Virginia Citi
zens C'onsumer Council, 425 U S. 748, 762 (1976) Sulisequent decisions upholding the Virginia
Pharmacy rule Include, among others, Bates vs State Bar of Arizona, 433 U S 350 (19791 and
Carey vs Populatton Services International, 431 V S 678 (1977)

4 Central Hudson Gas vs New York Public Service Commission, 100 S Ct. 2343 (1980)
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...._.......7reports and by the televisihn news programs Time magazine devoted a lengthy arti-

cle to the Surgeon General's Report when the, report was Issued in late February
Secondly, every FTC or judicial case used by the Comrnisision staff to support its
claims of deception involved advertisements of a %ery chfferent sort, all of which
made affirmative claims "Wonder Bread builds healthy bodies 12 ways Household
Finance makds "Instant Tax Refunds." That is a posktive claim of something good
that will happen if you buy Wonder Bread or take your tax realm to Household In
fact, the claims were false, so the advertisements were ordered to be withdrawn
Cigarette advertising does not make affirmative claims in regard to the effect of
smoking upon healthyuhich is the only reason either the FTC of the Congress is
involved in this matter The only mention of health in cigarette advertisement is
the declarative statement "Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined That
Cigarette Smok ng Is Dangerous To Your Health Cigarette advertising pictures
thingscowboy, , pretty girls, and so on, but there is no claim There are statements
of pertinent fact nicotine and tar content, determined under FC standards. There
are also claims that the brand advertisecrtastes 'better." w Jkh is a matter of opinion In recent years, tar and nicotine content have beFotn a major advertising feature for most brands, and perhaps a reason for switching brands That in itself demonstrates public awareness Cigarette panufacturers no longer advertise the ciga-

rettes which an older generation remembers Not a dime is spent on plain old

Camels, Luckies. dr Chesterfields, although people who prefer those brands continue
to buy them
An advertisement which makes rulaffirmative olaim to anything and which has a

health warning in plain sight and,ptain words is not deceptive, and thecefore is

within the boundary of protection for commercial speech prescribed by the Supreme
Court

'

The second issue is whether the remedy proposed is likely to be effective, or
whether the results wall be ineffective or remote) thereby failing the Court's standard established in Hudson Gas.
The FTC staff concluded that the current cigarette label is ineffective, apparently
because everybody hasn't quit smoking. Since it appears that the goal is the Flinnnation of cigarette smoking in the United States, there may be many programs
which would fail to Meet the staff's test. Advertising labels may be one of them, but
the claim that the public i's not aware defies common sense and the Surgeon Gener, al's most recent report The 1982 Report of the Surgeon General showed that today
18,million people smoke, about the same number as 20 years ago That is a signal'cant decline in the percentage of the population. There Were about 180 million
people in the United States in 1962, and there are about 230 Million today. The percentage of adult smokers has dropped from 42 percent to 33 percent Public attitudes have changed, medkal advice has changed Radio and television advertising is
4_
no longer available.
In testing whether S 1929 complies with the standards set out in Hudson Gas, the
relevant question is whether increased restrictions will have a direct impact upon
achieving the legiative goal We believe that the correct 'answer is edher "no or
"nobody knows In either case, we believe thatithe prudent advocate of constitutional freedom should refrain fican restraint
upon free speech rather than impose
--,
'further questionable restrictions
Recent studies of the effectiveness of warning advertisements and labeling show
that the public te,nds to ignore them In their Novembet, 1980 Report to the President and the Congress, the Departments of the Treasury and Health and Human
Services found that "the public generallAis 'over warned' by the Government' and
that the effectiveness of warning declines as the degree and frequency of warnings
increase Personal attitudes, experience, and habit play a highly significant role in
determining whether a person pays attention to warnings, regardless of the consequences The Peport specifically found that "fear statements" are "generally oot as
,effective
And may cause the audience to feel overly threatened and, as a result,
screen out the message "5 The "size' of the problem is related to the effectiveness
of the wailing, too Many people switched from flurocarbon spray cans to carbon
dioxide spray cans when alertecrto aerosol's threat to the level of ozone in the
'stratosphere Residents near Three Mlle Island moved out quickly. The widespread
feae of strontium 90 in cow's milk was a significatt factor in public support for banning nuclehr testing in the atmosphere Those are big threatsof almost incompre-

hensible propertions which appear to threaten life on earth. As Representative

4 Report to the President and the Congress on Health Hazards Associated with Alcohol and
Methods to Inform the General Public of these Hozards, US Department of the Treasury and
U S Department of Health and Human Services, November, 1980
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Udall remarked at the tiniI3 of Three Mile Island, enemies you can't see, feel, or
hear, arouse a far deeper fear than others.
When it comes dowb to the personal level, the effectiveass of warning is significantly lower The regulation of personal behavior, particararly personal habits, is
extremely difficult Many manufacturer warnings or instructions do not appear to
work Controtled experiments illustrate the problem. One recent experiment used in
the HHS Study involved the use of hammersthe tool you drive nails witliwhich
had been carefully labeled to warn of danger, or to instruct the user not to use, the
tool at all One hundred high school and college students were asked to use the
. hammers to drive nails in pieces of wood They all did, and following the experiment, all were asked what the laiiels said Not one out of 100 had even noticed the
labels 6

Everyone knows how to spell relief Not everyone knows that the label of that
famed over the-counter antacid contains a 65-word warning as to the dangers involved in eating that tasty mint.
Observe passengers on any flight ancl;ee how many pay any attention whatever
to the verbal safety instructions of flight attendants. In actual emergencies involving the necessity for using oxygen masks, paksengers generally are at a loss, including business travelers most frequently exposed to the instruction People simply
ignore warnings.

It is an interesting problem Automatic seat belts, required on all American cars
in the mid-1970's, were so unpopular with the American people that Congress repealed the requirement, despite overwhelmingly evidence as to the effectiveness of
the belts Perhaps we all believe in our own indestructibility, our own immortality
on earth Whatever the reason, in personal mattersdon't smoke, don't drive when

you're drinkingadmonitions as to the consequence, regardless of the evidence,
don't have much effect In the specific instance of the Government's 15 year campaign to persuade people to quit smoking, the 1980 Treasury,'HHS Report concluded
that 'it is impossible at this time to isolate the impact of any specific communication technique on smoking behavior."

To extend further restrictions upon the freedom to advertise ecommodity the
manufacture, sale, and consumption of which is legal in every State in the Union
does not, in our judgment, do justice to the rule of law, particularly in the presence
of evidence that this legislative remedy would not be effective. There are other
areas of concern where legislation would prove effective. Should Congress require
the Administration to enforce the 55 mile-per-hour speed limit? There is overwhelm-

ing evidence of the direct relationship of speed to traffic deaths. Fifty thousand
people died in traffic accidents last year, most of them as the direct result of speed,
yet Congress appropriated no funds in fiscal year 1982 to enforce the statutory
speed limit That very real problem involves no constitutional question. The Supreme Court h`as prescribed no rule But in the case of further restrictions upon
commercial speech, the Court has, and in our opinion S. 1929 transgresses that rule.
We hope "that you will reconsider.

The 'CHAIRMAN. Mr. Minton, your conclusion is, this bill may or

may not be constitutioval. You are not arguing that. You are

saying it is certainly unwise?,
Mr. MINTON. We think it is unwise, Mr. Chairman. It raises legiticnate issues, as the court has considered in more than one case,
and in the case I cited, the,court has come down against the regu-

-Wtiot&

The CgAIRMAN. Is that Hudson Gas?
Mr. MINTON. Yes.

--

The CHAIRMAN. My experience on issues that are borderline con-

stitutional is that the argument can always be made to defeat legislation in Congress. This is a .smokescreen that can be thrown up

often. I do not mean that in a bad sense, but we are facing the

same debate on tuition tax credits, is it constitutional, is it unconstitutional. We will not know if this legislation is constitutional
until we pass it. 'We can argue until we are blue in the face about
'Journal of Products Liability, 1977, Vol. 1, pp 255-259
1 Treasury/FIHS Report, p 38
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its constitutionality. Therefore, your comments do not get to the
merits of the legislatioh.
I think your point as to whether it would be challenged is probably right. I would be very surprised if when we pass it, if we pass
it, it is not tested some place tilong the way.
Mr. MINTON. I would reverse the argument on you, if I may, Senator, and say that when Congress in 1962 enacted legislation which
prohibited the importation of any Communist political propaianda
to be sent through the U.S. mails, those who rejected that imposition upon the freedom of speech said, well, this bill is unconstitutional, and the author of the bill, who is no longer a Member of
Congress, said, well, take that all to the courts, and let them test it
there, which they did, and the law was declared unconstitutional.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting that Congress should become

the arbiter of constitutionality?
Mr. MINTON. I think Congress is the arbiter, in most cases, of
what is constitutional. Those who have the money and the time occosionally win an appeal and test a case in the Supreme Court.
The CHAIRMAN. You are missing the point. Are you seriously
saying that we should pass or not pass legislation in Congress be-

cause somebody makes an argument that it is or is not constitutional, and we ought to say, well, 60 percent think it is unconstitutional and 40 percent do not, so do not pass it?

Mr. MINTON. I think you are elected to make judgment, and
whatever your judgment is, is subject, in some cases to review.
The CHAIRMAN In your case, your judgment on this, you are not
all that mire that it is undonstitutional?
Mr MINTON. No, I am not all that sure it is unconstitutional. I
do think that it legitimately raises the issue that in this morning's
testimony was so clear in all of the witnesseS I have listened to.
There may be better ways to do it than by risking an imposition.
upon the freedom of the advertiser, and in our case the magazine
publisher, to publish ads to do business.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no other questions.
Wendell.

Senator FORD. Mr, Sharp, I do not want to have asked you to
stay over without asking you any questiiKs, but I am not going to
ask you any.

Mr Minton, I asked a question earlier aboutyou represent the
magazine publishing industry.
Mr. MINTON. I represent the association -Which includes many
magazines.
Senatog FORD. What is the percentage of youth that receives
Newsweek, Tinie, those sorts of,books, and would b'e reading those?
Do you haite any sort of statistics that you could give us?
Mr M1190N Only generally, Senator. Ybunw people tend to subscribe, to receive at their own home, at leastmy personal experience as irtparent would indicate magazines which tend to be aimed
toward youth's interests, like Boys Life, Scouting. Sports Illustrated
happens to be a magazine that is sometimes ,subscribed to by younger ample, 112, 13, 14, 14 years old. My own 13-year-old children
subsfribe to Sports Illustrated. Some or those magazines carry advertising which appeals to that age group.
Ni
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I am not in the advertising business, and I do not qUalify to cornment'on it except as an observer, but if you advertise in any magazine, you are attempting to reach a particular audience,-and Boys
Life attempts to reach the interests of boys who would be interested in reading that kind of magazine. That is true generally across
the board. It may miss what children are really thinking about, but
at least that is the aim.
Senator FORD. So you are telling me basically that the young
people in that age bracket do not subscribe to Newsweek, Time,
periodicals such as that. They are more interested in Boys Life 'and
that sort of thing?
Mr. MINTON. :That is my observation, Senator. I have tried to get

my children to read magazines prior to the age of 21, but it has

been hard to do.
Senator FORD. Mr. Chairman, I have no further Zniestions, but I
do have an observation, if I may. We have discusseloi several items

here this morning, and we have never gotten into a major portion
of the legislation entitled findings. We have never discussed tAe
findings that are set out itithis piece of legislation, S. 1929. I have
no knowledge cif the studies that- the findings were based on. We
have no testimony from FTC here Chia morning to.substantiate

their report. In reading the transmittal letter to me, they have
come to no firm conclusion, so thdefore I would hope Chat you

would not conclude your hearings today based op the other items
in the legislation other than the so-called labeling'proVision.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure we are going" to have any more
hearings, WeYndell. ,There has already been a full day hearing ih

the Labor and Huraan Resources Committee on some aspects of
this issue, and now, as indicated by the. opening statement of Mr.
Rubin, a very full day here this morning. I am rlot precluding
them, but I am not saying that there necessarily will be.
Senator FoRD. Well, how far did they get into the findings in- the
Labor and Human Resources hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. I" sat through those hearings, but I honestly

cannot remember. They were 2 or 3 months ago now.

Senator FoRD. I am not a lawyer, as you know. I am not privileged with the background and the education that a lawyer would
have, but findings as I understand it, and maybe, Mr. Minton, you
could help me here, findings that we might prove here could be
used in various areas of the law. Is that correct?
Mr. MINTON. I would pfefer not to enter into a discussion be-

tween the chairman and the ranking member, but you have a .
counsel at the table that I might respectfully refer you to, Senator.
Senator FORD. I have been educated in labor law by Mr. Packwood on certain occasions, and I might get ethicated on the findings.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you asking, will a court give some credence
to the findings of the Congress?
Senator FoRD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They will give some.

Senator FoRD. All right. How Would you apply, then, a finding?
It could be in various areas of tile law. It could be going to where
you have in here occupationalthe findings go into occupational
hazards. Now, tell me what that means.
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The ,Critasmor. I am not quite sure what you are driving At.
Senator FORD. Well, you haVe findings here that say certain'
things," and that certain occupational hazards in conjunction with
emuking incrense..essentially the tisk:of disease and death. What
Are the occupational hazards thaVvie are...finding here that we are

saying unequivocally that Cfongress.js Approving?
*1 The,:git-AIRMAN, Tou'Are iisking about", health issues, and that is'
.not inYthe jurisdiction of this 'coMmittee.

Senatorl'oBb. Wait a minute, now. We are going to propose a
finding here; and We are going. to.suppori that,'-and this committee
isgoing to be required to make-a judgra-ent On a finding.
The CHAIRMAN. Wendell, this is a jointly referred-bill, as youltre
aivare, to the -Labor and I:Juinan Resources Committee for' the
health aspedts,..and to this_comriiitke-for the adOertising aspects: I
am going fo be very ca'refui about notoyerstepping-our jurisdiction.

i5FFoRr Well; Its'a cosponsor df this legislation, Can 3/ou
Senator whylthat finding means in your. sponsorship and
drafting of thislegis floe
..
The CHAIRMAN. Wendell, I am-not going to get into that with you
here no.w.

'The committee is adjourned.
1Whereupon, at 1:35 pin., the committee was adjourned, subjct
to the Call of the Chair.)
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ADDITIONAL ARTICLES, LETTERS, AND 'STATEMENTS

STATTAIeNT Or HON. OlutIN HATCH, U.S. StNATOR FROM UTAH

It is a pleasue fo; me to join Sen. Packwood, and other colleagues,
this Commerce Committee hearing on S. 1929. We jointly introduced this bill,for
the Comprehensive Sm (king Prevention Education Act hist December, in
en effort to enhance
the public's knowledge about the healtlg effects of cigarette smoking.
have been impressed with the strong stpport for this bill from healthSince then, I
organizations and voluntary health apncies. In fact, over 80 such professional
organizations,
representing thousands of scientist%
nurses, health educators and cont
cerned citizens have strongly endorsedphysicians,
our effort. This legislation wu also complemented by the report of the Surgeon General,
C Everett Hoop, released in February of this year. This report, entitled TheDr.
Health Consequences of Smoking,
makes the strongest statement yet from the federal
government regarding the
harmful, effects of cigarette smoking.
On March 16, I chaired a fUll Labor and Human Resources_ Committee
hearing
related to S. 1929. At that time we heard ample testimony from rsrpreeentatives
of
the Administration, from physician-sclentists, and from the three
largest voluntary
health agencies (the American Hurt Association, the American Cancer
the American Lung Association), all of whom supported this legislativeSociety, and
consensus was that the problems directly related to cigarette smoking effort. The
are of such
magnitude, In terms of human suffering, premature deaths, Auld cost, that
a major,
new public health effort is essential. In my opinion, this legislation is timely
and
necessary.
However, we also heard testimony from representatives of the Tobacco
Institute,
who are very much opposed to this bill. They said our citizens
know cigarette smoking is hernial]. Furthermore, they questioned whetheralready
multiple
labels, designed to specify health consequences of smoking, would have .anywarning
impact
on smoking behavior. I understand their point of view and recognize that sincere
scientists might debate these issues for yams on and. In fact, I'm
not certain that
the multiple warming labels we are proposing be placed on cigarette
packages and
advertisements will result in an immediate and dramatic decrease in the
smoking
habits of our citizens.
But I am sure we must do ever/thing we can to inform them of
the
dangersi
To
simply advise them that cigarette smoking is dangerous to health is
enough. This legislation, S. 1929, Is simply an effort to provide additignilno longer
inform*
lion, It provides a new opportunity to better inform and educate
the public (particularly smokers, the individuals at tisk) , about the health
consequences of smoking.
This bill requires the tobacco industry to share in this education
effort. And it encourages the voluntary agencies and privateoector,to help. I'm confident
this legislation could be very effective and result in improved health for thousands of
Americans. I'm very pleased that Sen. Packwood Joined me in cosponforing S. 1929,
and
look forward tohearing the testimony presented today.
STATIMENT or Da. EDWARD N. HRANDT, JR., Asuman Stgarrany Von HSALTH,s
DarAaTataNT Or HZALTH AND HUMAN &micas

I. am plessed to submit this Statement of the DeCartment of Health
and-Human
Services on S. 1929, a bill which among other requirements would strengthen
and
make more specific the health warning which now4appears on cigarette packages.
The Chairman of this Committee was_present on Match 1_ ,6 1982, when I appeared
before- 41te Committee on Labor and Human Resources. My statement here will
closely parallel the testimony I presented at.that tim%, ,
As I said then, our position on the need for cigarette health watnings has
been
long established. We believe that warning !Axis alerting the public to
the heards
(109)
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of smoking are entirely appropriate and that the present warning could be strengthened without overstating the extent of these hazards. However, we are taking no
position on the specific approaches embodied in S. 1929, or in the somewhat similar
provisions of I-LR 5653 which is now before the House.

Our Department can speak to the hazards of smoking and we shall do so in this
statement. The hazards of cigarette smoking can be expressed more explicitly and
more strongly than is now called for in the Federal Cigarette Labeling and AdVertismg Act. Thirteen years ago, when this Act was being considered for amendment by
the Congress, Dr. William Stewart, then Surgeon General, unequivocally suppqrted
the medical and scientific justification of one of the warnings then being proposed
This was the warning that. "Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Health and May
Cause Death From Cancer and Other Diseases" Today, in- light of all the new research which has accumulate& since, much more can be said.
As I did in my previous testunony, let me summarize the Department's position
on the hazards of smoking.
1, Cigarette smoking is clearly the single most important preventable cause of
premature illness and death in the United States. Estimates of the- number of
deaths exceed 300,000 annually. One may compare this with the 105,000 deaths
which occur each year as a result of all accidents.
2. Cigarette smoking is one of the three major independent risk factors for coronary heart disease and arteriosclerotic peripheral vascular disease; ft major cause of
cancer of lung, larynx oral cavity and esophagua; and a major tause of chronic
bronchitis and emphyserha.
3. Cigarette smoking is a contributory factor in cancer of the urinary bladder,
kidney, and pancreas. It is also associated with peptic ulcer disease.
4. Maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy is associated with retarded fetal
growth, an increased risk for spontaneous abortion and prenatal death, and slight
impairment of growth and development during early childhood.
synergistically with oral contraceptives to enhance the
5. Cigarette
some cerebrovascular disease; with alcohol to increase
probability of coro
with asbestos and some
the risk of cancer of e 'larynx, oral cavity, and esophagus;
other occupationally encountered substances to increase the likelihood of cancer of
the lung; and with other risk factors to enhance cardiovascular risk.
6. Involuntary or passive inhalation of cigarette smoke can precipitate or exacerbate symptoms of existing disease states, such as asthma and carchOvascular and
respiratory diaeases, and it may prove_to be carcinogenic for nonsmokers Smokini
is, further, the major identifiable cause of deaths and injuries from residential fires.
At the hearing of March 16, Dr. William Pollin, Director of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse, presented testimony which requires consideration here He termed
cigarette smoking the most widespread example of drug dependence in this country
He said that scientifically, the fundamental public health and social issues with tobacco appear to be no different than with other substances of abuse, even though,
legally and socially, tobacco is regarded differently than opium, cannabis, and coca
leaves.
Dr. Polfm's testimony highlights the importance of continuing and strengthening
our efforts to inform young People of the hazards of smoking and to encourage them
not to take up the habit. It is in the mid- and later teens when most people begid
smoking from then on, the habit seeminglx becomes harder to give up and- the dangers of smoking increase.
The fmdings which I have reported to you here represent the position of the Department of Health and Human Services aa to the hazards of smoking. In broad outline it is the position of other Gbifernments and of every major medical and scientific association or society which has taken.a position on the matter. We know of no
credible evidence that seriouay challenges the_ health warning which the Congress
adopted in 1965, which it strengthened in 1969, and which is now considering
strengthening further.
The cigarette manufacturers, rightly in my opinion, are proud of the more than
100 million dollar investnient in research which they have made ofer the years. I
know of nothing from the results of this research, that would challenge the overall
asaessment that cigarette smoking is hazardous. Let me reed, to you here, as im example, a summary statement issued in 1g77 by the Committee for Research on To:
bacco and Health. This was established by the American Medical Association-Educefirm and Research Foundation in 1964 with funding of a reported 15 million dollars
from the cigarette manufacturers.
The Committee's fmal report hid this to say:
"'The Committee is proud of and satisfied with the work that has been completed
under the sponsorship of the American Medical Association's Project for Research
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on Tobacco and Health. Important
contributions have been made to basic medical
science as well as to problems associated
tobacco usage. Valuable information
has been obtained relating to distribution, with
metabolism,
and toxicity of nicotine absorbed by the human body via cigarette smokingexcretion
In the area of carcinogenesis, the Committee restricted the number of awards because
being generously financed by the National Institutes of Healthcancer research was
and other agencies.
Nevertheless, the demonstration of potent co-carcinogens in
tobacco tar and the potential value of the measure of inducibility
of
aryl
determinant of susceptibility to lung cancer representhydorcarbon hydroxylase as a
of the more significant
contributions in this area. Emphassis was placed on thesome
impact of cigarette smoking
on tin physiology of the cardiovascular,
and central autonomic
systems. The Committee believes that therespiratory
bulk of research sponsored by thisnervous
project
supports the contention that cigarette smoking plays
important role in the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases andanconstitutes
a grave danger to
individuals with preexisting diseases of the coronary
arteries. On the central and
autonomic nervous system important findings were made
related
to effects on behavior and on biochemical mediators elicited by nicotine
Gastrointestinal tract
studiesoinclude new mechanisms by which nicotine
may influence iroduction of
peptic ulcer. In studies in rVproduction important insights
mechanisms of higlier center control of releasing factors for were gained into the
pituitary hormone."
The research of the American
Association's committee summarized here
was carried on prior to 1974 and Medical
represents
only
a
small
part
carried on in the field of tolacco and health. Since then, of the total research
additional research has
accumulated. Our most recent report on the health
consequences of smoking, which
we make annually under provisions of the Public Health
Cigarette
Smoking Act,
considered the relationships between cigarette smoking
and cancer. I would conclude my formal testimony by describing the salient conclusions
Cancer wde the first disease to be associated with cigarette of Oils report.
ing smoking and lung cancer began appearing in the scientificsmoking; reports linkliterature as long as
50 years ago. In 1964, when the Surgeon General's Advisory
Committee's report was
issued, lung cancer in men, and chronic bronchitis in
men and women, were the
only two diseases which the Committee identified as being
unequivocably caused by
cigarette smoking.
Our 1982 report summarized the results of additional
human experience since
1964 and enormous amounts of new research. In concluded that
a major cause of cancers of the lung, larynx, oral cavity, and cigarette smoking is
esophagus, and that it
is a contributory factor in the development of
cancers of the bladder, pancreaa, and
kidney It pointed out that lung cancer accounts
for
one
out
of every four cancer
deaths,-and that 85 percent of these are due to smoking.
Overall, it reported that
approximately 30 percent of all cancer deaths are attributable
to smoking.
Lyng cancer is the major cause of cancer death among U.S.
males. A cigarette
smoker is 10 times more likely
to die of this disease than
increases with the number of cigarettes smoked, exhibitinga nonsmoker. This risk
a direct dose-response
relationship. Former smokers who colt for 15
years or longer have a lung cancer
mortality rate only slightly above that of nonsmokers.
Since
1950
the age-adjusted
lung cancer death rate for women has increased over 250
percent. The most striking
aspect of this trend is the accceleration in the rate of increase
which has been observed. It has averaged 6.6 percent a year between 1968
and 1977, compared to
slightly over 1 percent in the period 1950 to 1957;
increasing death rate will
result in a deith rate from cancer of the lung which this
will soon exceed breast cancer
as the major cancer cause of death for women.
For the first time, as pointed out in our 1982 Surgeon General's
liminary epidemiologic studies have suggested an increased risk report two preof lung cancer in
nonsmoking wives of husbands who smoke, implicating
sidestream smoke as a
cancer risk factor. A third study shows a trend in this direction,
but the results are
not statistically ,gnificant. More
is needed on the carcinogenic risk to
"passive smokers'", in the melintime,evidence
it
must
be
considered
a potential public health
problem.
It would be possible to present further details
on the cancer-cigarette relationship,
borrowing from the 1982 report's
comprehensive, critical review of the literature. It
also would be possible to present similar
evidence linking
smoking to coronary heart disease; we expect this be the topic of thecigarette
1983 Surgeon General's
report on the health consequences oftosmoking.
There could be additional testimony
to the link between cigarette smoking and chronic
lung disease and other diseases.
However, I do not believe that additional information
is necessary in order to justify
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the need for further study of cigarette labelling and the need to alert the public to
the hazards of &coking.
STATEMENT OF HAROLD MENDEISOHN, PH. D., UNIVERSITY OF DENVER

I am a social psychologist, and since 1962 have been Professor in the Department
of Mass Communications at the University onlenver and Director of the University's Center for Mass Communications Research and Policy From 1910 through 1918
I also was Chairman of the Department of Masa Comratnications. For over 35 years
I have conducted research and published in the fields of social relations, attitudes
and public opinion, communications, public health and the sociology of politics I
have authored or co-authored four books and numerous monographs) commissioned
policy papers, and book reviews. Attached to this statement are my biography and a
list of my publications.

I have examined in detail various documents that appear to provide the grounding for the ."cigarette labeling" proposal contained in Smtion 4(a) of S 1929 I have
given particular critical analytic attention to the May 1981 Federal Trade Comniission "Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation " Additionally, I have
reviewed, from the perspective of an expert on communications effects and public
opinion survey research, the principal-public opinion surveys and effects studies on
which the key conclusions of the FTc Staff Report apparently are based Finally, I
have examined the statement made by Professors Roger D. Blackwell of Ohio State
University and Yoram J. Wind of the University of Pennsylvania in connection with
a rotational warning proposal in H.R. 5653 similar to the proposal in S. 1929. I am
in total agreement with their evaluations, both generally as well as in the specific,
and I will not repeat their insightful criticisms here.
I Shall focus my observation on the scientific bases for rejecting the rotational
warning proposal set forth in S. 1929 and the Frc Staff Report, Pub succinctly, that
proposal is unnecessary because people already have the information sought to be

provided, and misguided because it assumes that telling people more about the

claimed health hazards of smoking will affect their smoking ioehavior That assumption, which is inherent in both the FTC Staff Report and the present_bill, is a prime
example of wishful thinking without basis in fact.
The premise that the American public lacks sufficient information about smoking

and health claims is utterly unsupported by the Frc Staff Report: That Report
relies on a handful of disparate, isolated and unintegrated "studies" and public

opinion polls that bear no intellectual, methodological or scientific relationship to
each other. They do not relate to any recognizable theoretical body or tradition:they do not emerge from any scientific model, nor do they reflect any system of integrated hypotheses or hypotheses-testing that are grounded in scientific empiricism. Public policy should never be based on such singular, isolated, and unintegrated ad hoc "studies."
Moreover, the Report presents as an authoritative "data base" a handful of disparate public opinion polls (erroneously misinterpreted as tests of public information
levels) plus a so-called focused interview study (again erroneously misinterpreted as
a carefully controlled experiment) based on highly selected, biased "intercept" sampies, rather than on representative area probability samples, the only stientifically
acceptable sampling procedure for public opinion surveys. Hence the data base on
which the FTC Staff based its recommendations is so serioply flawed that it cannot
pass even the most minimal scientific muster. The Report's "findings" are without
value as a grounding for public policy formation.
These fundamental defects aside, the- FTC Staff's claim that significant sectors of
the population are uninformed about the dangers of tigarette smoking has no basis
in fact. Data from the very studies the Frc Staff selected to cite in their Report
indicate just the contrary, as does the 1979 Surgeon General's Report:
"The public health campaign against cigarettes has produced notable change; in
that
public awareness of the health consequences of cigarette smoking It
males
the dramatic changes noted in adult smoking, especially among middl
f inforand certain gtofessional groups can be attributed largely to the effective
mato,: and educattonal campaigns since .1.984.,Moreover, Warner has estimated that
the effect of specific 'events,' such as the 1964 Surgeon General's RePort, on oign
rette consumption (mean number of cigarettes consumed per da3r) may appear small
and transitory, but that the cumulative effect of persistent publicity appears to have I
reduced consumption by 20 to 30 percent be/pw its predicted 1915 level." 1979
1 Report at.19-9 [Italic added.]
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As a promotional effort, the various government and private anti-smoking campaigns in this country together and cumulatively have been remarkably successful
in informing the largest possible number of Americans of the claimed dangers of
smoking cigarettes.
Still, many Americans choose to smoke cigarettes. They do so not because they
are unaware of the health hazards that are claimed to accohipany such behavfor.
Smokers choose to smoke cigarettes despite their awareness of claims that risks to
their health may be involved. They do for a myriad of reasons other than lack of
"information."
The motivations to smoke or not are manifold and complex. "Information" about
smoking and health claims alone must be viewed as just one possible relatively
weak factor among such powerful casual factors as personality, socialization expenence; learning experiences, beliefs and values, peer pressures; physiological, metabolic, and chemical balances and imbalances, religious background, lack of personal
control and such The scientific literature suggests that above all conformity to
group norms is the most powerful motivational factor in influencing smoking behayiornot expmures to advertising or other communications. Thus, even if every man,
woman and child in the country could score 100 percent on any test of information
regarding the possible hazards that may flow from that behaVior, it is unlikely that
the current rates of cigarette smoking would be affected significantly.
Perhaps the major reason for this dichotomy between awareness and behavior is
that the latter is far more a function of what we are willingTo believe than of what
we appear to know, And since beliefs serve emotional as well as intellectual functions, often simultaneously, they may not always be "logical" or '.'consistent." Thus,
without discomfort of any Sort we often hold, and hold on to, beliefs that appear .to
be simultaneously contradictory and irrational (e:g. the belief in science and the
belief in astrology). Changing any single belief,, other than our most central and
cherished beliefs, does not necessarily produce appropriate changes in all others
that may apply to a given phenomenon. If they are to serve as guides to behavior,
beliefs, must above all first be personalized and internalized.
Beliefs concerning health usually have a probabilistic aspect to them. That is to
say, a good portion of our beliefs about health is concerned with "likelihood":
1 The likelihood of coming down with a serious incapacitation or fatal condition

or disease; and
2 The likelihood that certain actions to be taken by the believer will actually prevent, reduce, or eliminate that threat.
As a consequence, in order to persuade individuals to accept a particular health
warning, the warning information must be processed through the psychological fil-

ters of message recipients' subjective beliefs that their susceptibility to severe

health threats will indeed be substantially lowered or eliminated with compliance.
Additionally, message recipients must be given a guarantee of a specific benefit to
be experienced as a reward for compliance. The positive attributes of the promised
benefit must fit in With message targets' beliefs about which is more gratifying
their current behaviors or the alternatives proposed from an anonymous outside
source such as the government.
The "Russiap roulette" labeling proposals of S. 1929 com¢letely faille take these
personalizing problems of risk perception, motivation and" gratification dynamics,
and modification of health beliefs into account. Indeed, they are counterproductive
in several significant respects:
1 By reflecting what appears to be tet another Federal Government manipulative
public relations gimmick, the credibility of warning labeling overall may be seriously eroded.
2. Turning away from the one consistent current message to five separate warnings (not all equally relevant to everyone) simply serves to dilute the potential effect
the current message May have through repetilionby a factor of five. Generally
8peaking, public attentiveness to and awareness of a particular claimed health
anger or threat depends to a considerable degree on how frequently the warning
claim is refieated.
3. None of tlie five statements contains any accurate exposition of the actual
claimed risk Consequently, no effect on consumers' risk perceptiohs can be expected The statement, for example, that "quitting now greatly reduces the risks to your
health" is totally meaningless without explicit metrics for the phrase, "greatly reduces" The assertion as it stands is gross and imprecise and therefore is potentially
more confusing than enlightening.
4 The propoeed statements can be expected to produce a 'boomerang" effecta
result precisely the opposite of what was intendedby negative reenforcement. For
example, proposed statement D claiming that . . . "cigarette smoking by pregnant
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women may result in miscarriage, premature births or child weight ieficiencies"
implies that smolung is potentially hazardous only to pregnant femalestather to all

women. By.inference, this label actually sancticins cigarette smoking for all women
so long as they are not pregnant.
Further, we all have witnessed women who smoke and who give birth to perfectly
normal infants as well as the reverse, nonsmokers who unfortunaiely produce off
spring with a variety of defects. How will the proposed labeling cope with these re.
Eddies? Women who know other women who smoke and yet give birth to healthy
children would be likely-to disregard this warning.
,
5. The proposed warivngs are based primarily on the appeal to fear. Label message recipients would be told by Inference that they can avert the dangers of cancer,
heart disease, birth defects and so on only if they do not smoke cigarettes. Often,
when consumers encounter such strong or exaggerated fear appeals, they become
immobilized to the point where they resort to "defensive avoidance" rather than to
taking a recommended action.
6. The most useful and productive function of health warning labels is to reinforce
and to serve as a reminder for what consumers already know. F'or this reason alone,

tampering with the, current well-known Surgeon General's warning statement
would appear to be imprudent.

It is apparent that current public information programs in the cancer and allied
health fields is in embarrassing disarray. Insipid slogans frequently are offered in
place of facts and precise instructions for acting appropriately. Gimmicks like the
"Great American Smoke-Out" substitute for integrated and sustained sober commu. rucations and educational programs of demonstrated merit. And truly inserumental
Information regarding, for example, the identity, of the best cancer specialists in
town is quite consciously withheld from concerned publics. Added to this state of
affairs are the inconsistent positions that the health establishment itself takes from
time to time with regard to such consequential matters as the effifacy of annual

screenings for cancer of the cervix/uterus, the dangers of early or frequent

mammography, the carcinogenic character of food additives, the positive/negative
attnbutes of cholesterol, and conflicting claims as to whether most cancers are environmentally rather than genetically or virally indwed.

The purpose of information should be to enlighten by virtue of its ability to

reduce uncertainty. Contemporary public health efforts appear to e sloing just the
oppositeadding to the public's uncertaintyby virtue of the imprecision, obfuscation, gimnuckery, clutter, inconsistency and avoidance of embarrasing and difficult
truths. Under such circumstances the public's beliefs in the efficacy of actually pre.
venting cancer and heart disease is undergoing severe testing Small wonder that
the laetrile 'and coffee enema dispensers flourish in today's gimmick-laden public
communications atmosphere. For the Federal government to contribute to this sorry
situation with its own groundless gimmickery, such as the rotational warnings proposed by S. 1929, .will make more sober and promising health education efforts in
the future all the more difficult to carry out with suebess.
STATEMENT OF BURNS W. ROPER, CHAIRMAN, THE ROPER ORGANIZATION, INC.

Mr. Chairman. 'Thank you for providing me the opportunity to appear before you
and your Committee.
We have conducted extensive opinion surveys over a period of years for the tobacco Industry and we alai conducted a survey on the subject of smoking and health for
the Federal Trade Commission in 19$0. The bill you are considering 'would imple-

ment the cigarette labeling requirements that were recommended in the Federal
Trade Commission Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation, dated
May 1981. While that staff report cites various opinion survey results, two Roper
surveys are cited extensively in support of the report's contention that stronger and
more varied cigarette warnings are needed, both on cigarette packages and in cigarette advertising. One of the studies so cited is the report of a private survey we

conducted for The Tobacco Institute in 1978 which was subpoenaed by the FTC and
subsequently publicly released by the FTC. The second wai3 a survey we conducted
specifically for the FTC in 1980.

The staff report does not direct131 attribute the conclusions they reachthat
stronger and varied warnings are requiredto our organization. Nor do I have any
objections to the way they have reported the facts in our Surveys. At the same time,
if I were to remain silent, I think a reader of the FTC staff report would be justified
in assuming that we concur with the conclusions reached by the FTC.
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I do not agree with their coaclusions that stronger and more varied warnings are

needed.

The FIV staff concludes from our and other survey data that the public is inadequately informed about the dangers of smoking. From the same and other datag
would conclude almost exactly the opposite. In other words, that the public is Willy

aware of the reported dangers of smokingmore aware of them than they are of
most things in our society.
In our 1978 surveythe one conducted for The Tobacco Institute but later subpoe-

naed and released by the Federal Trade Commissionwe drew up a balance sheet of
the survey's findings We listed assets on one side of the page and liabilities on the
other side_ The first two liabilities to the industry's position that we cited were, and
I quote:
"1 More than nine out of every ten Americans believe that smoking is hazardous
to a smoker's health.
"2 A majority of Americans believes that it is hazardous to be around people who
smoke even if they are not smoking themselves "
I would submit that this hardly represents unawareness of the problem.
In one of our regular ROPER REPORTS surveys, in March of 1978, The Tobacco
Institute commissioned us to ask a question that Cambridge Research, then headed
by President Carter's pollster Patrick Cadell, had previously asked. That question
war "Diking all types of the disease cancer together, what do you think is the
major cause of cancer today?" The single most frequently given answer to that question was smOking cigarettes. Nearly twice as many said smoking cigarettes as gave
the neat highest answer which was food additives, chemicals, and preservathies in
food More than twice as many answered smoking cigarettes as gave the third highest answer which vies air pollution or chemicals in the air we breathe. To be sure,
only one in three named smoking cigarettes as the primary
cause, which might
seem to, imply that 68 peregnt were unaware of any link between smoking and
cancerThat would be a misconstruction of the results, however, for open-ended or
free hand questions such as this do not normally tap more than one or two of a
respondent's thoughts. This is particularly true in this question where respondents
were asked for the major causein effect, one answer.

The fact that awareness of the link is substantially higher than one-third is
shown by the 1978 study I cited earlier. In that survey we asked people whether
each of a number of things make "a great difference, some difference, or almost no

difference" in "how long a person lives." These were such things as if a person is 20
pounds overweight, or if a person drinks 3 or 4 highballs a day. The fifth condition
asked about in this series was "if a person smokes a pack of cigarettes a day." Fifty
percent said that makes a great difference in how long a person lives. Another 40
percent said it makes some difference. Thus, nine out of ten think cigarette smoking
affects, to one degree or another, how long a person lives...
I contend that nine out of ten is extremely high awareness of the risks, not low
awareness.

In that same survey people were also asked the following question: "It has been
said that cigarette smokers have more of certain illness than non-smokers. Would
you say that this is definitely true, probably true, of not true?" Only 11 percent said
it was not true and only 4 percent said they didn't know. Thus, 85 percent think
there is some degree of truth to the fact that smokers have more illnesses than nonsmokers And the largest single portion of that 85 percent think it is definitely true.
I cite these two questions to put in perspective the openended question I mentioned in which 32 percent said cigarette smoking was the major cause of cancer.
The significance of that result is not that "only" 32 pertent are aware of the
danger The results I have just cited show that awareness is at the 85 or 90 percent
level The significance of the 32 percent is rather that nearly twice as many cite
cigarette smoking as the major cause of all cancernot just lung canceras cite the

second most frequent cause.
There are various specific conclusions in the FTC staff report that I could take
issue with, but in the interests of time I will only cite one of them. On page 5-24 of .
the FTC staff report, the following statement appears based on our 1978 survey for
The Tobacco institute:
"Sixty-one percent of those p olled and 69 percent of the non-smokers polled fa-vored the proposed new warning. Only 34 percent of those polled and 26 percent of
the non-smokers favored the current warning."
The implication of this citation is that this shows the need for a stronger warning.
To me, it shows the reverse. Sixty-one percent would not favor a stronger warning
unless they were already aware of the dangers.

.

n6
In our study for the FTC, we asked a number of multiple choice question& For
example, how many times more likely a smoker was than a non-smoker was to get
disease X"less than twice as likely, twice as likely, five times as likely, ten times
as likely, or 20 times as likely?" Most people did not cite what the FTC regards as
the correct answer, leading the FTC to the conclusion that people are ill-informed
However, the great majority of people did answer more likely, even if not the exact
number of times more. likely, which leads me to the conclusion that in terms of
basic information most people are generally pretty well informed.
Incidentally, this is not the first time I have expressed these views. I exPressed
them to Congressman Henry Waxman in a letter dated March 10 of this year I also
expressed them to our contact at the FTC staff report was issued. This was in a

letter dated December 5, 1980a letter I feel comfortable attachng to this state-

ment, since I am told it has subsequently been make public.
When we were doing the survey for the FM and we were objecting to some of the
questions they wanted us to ask, I gave an analogy to an FTC lawyer I said that if I
were tokask you if the sun is a lot farther from the earth than the moon is, or a
little fa her from the earth than the moon is, or about the same distance from the
earth as the moon is, you would have little trouble answering that it is a lot farther,
thus indicating a high general awaieness of the relationship of the sun and moon to
the earth. But if I were to ask you whether the sun is 43 times as far from the earth
as the moon is, or 122 times as far, or 266 times as far, or 389 times as far, it is
possible you would not select the correct answer.
Does the fact that people know the sun is a lot farther away than the moon mean
that they are well informed, or does the fact that few people said 39 times as far
mean they are poorly informed?
Therein lies the fundamental difference between my interpretation and the FIrs

interpretationof the. very same data. I would not argue that more severe and
varied warnings would lessen public understanding of the dangers. But I would

arKue that they are unlikely to increase the awareness much, for it is already at a
very high level.

In closing, I would like to add just one personal concern about focusing on cigarettes as the cause of cancer that seems to me to have dangerous implications The
more emphasis that is put on "cigarette smoking is the cause of cancer", the more I
think it will serve to obscure public, governmental and medical attention to other
health dangers and other causes of cancer that codld be equally serious or possibly
more serious. We can stop wori7ing about air pollution because "we all know that it
is cigarettes that cause cancer . We can stop worrying about radiation because "we
all know hat it is cigarettes that cause cancer". We can stop worrying about chemicals because "weall know that it is cigarettes that cause cancer' .
Let me not be misunderstood. I am not suggesting that cigarette smoking is physiologically good for a person, even if it may be psychologically good for some people

I am not even suggesting that cigarette smoking is without risk. What I am saying
is two things. People ase about as aware of the risks as I think it is likely to make
them, aild overstress of that risk runs the danger of diverting people from other
risks.

Finally, let me reiterate my purpose in being here today: It is not to dissociate
myself from the survey data cited in the FTC staff report. It is to dissociate myself
from the FTC staff's conclusion& that the public is unaware and uninformed
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF PROF. YORAM J. WIND

I am Yoram (Jerry) Wind. Since 1913 I have served as Professor of Marketing at
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, and am the past editor of
the Journal of Marketing. I have been on the faculty at Wharton since receiving my
doctorate degree from Stanford University in 1967. My specialty is marketing research, with particular emphasis on the analysis and measurement of consumer be
havior. During the past fifteen years I have served as a research consultant for var-

ious government agencies and about 100 companies and have published extensively
in many areas ormarketin?. A résumé of my educational background and professional activities, and a bibliography of my publications, are attached to this statement.
I have been asked by The Tobacco Institute to present my views, as an expert in
marketmg and consumer behavior, on the theoretical and factual sUpport for certain of the provisions of S. 1929. My testimony will deal with the_proposed fmdings
that existing government and private programs, including the SUrgeon General's
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warning statement, have not Adequately informed the public
health issues, and the proposal to replace the current warning about smoking and
staitement with a rotational system of five different warning statements. My comma%
are based on an
evaluation of a document issued in May 1981 by the gaff of the Federal
Trade Commission entitled Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation,
which I understand was submitted to Congress and was brised on a rationale
that appears to be
similar "to that underlying the
labeling provisions of the present bill. I also have reviewed the consumes stndies and
surveys that are principally relied upon in that
Report.
My

adve
concl

---

nclusion in be stated in one sentence: to the extent that the labeling
and
ng proposals coniiii

tained in S. 1929 are based on the recommendations and
ons set forth in the FTC Staff_Report,
proposals are without factual or
theoretical support and are unlikely to achievethose
the bill's objective.
I base that conclusion on two key points:
First, the level of public
about various smoking and health issues, as
d monstrated by the studiesawareness
and surveys cited in the FTC Staff
is extraordirily highmuch higher than one would expect to result fromReport,
normal advertising
d marketing methods. The efforts of the FTC Staff to
minimize the extent of
public awareness on these issues are based on misinterpretation
and
studies cited in the Report and a fundamental confusion between misuse of. the
awareness and
belief. The conclusion presented in the bill that "present Federal,
initiativgs have been insufficient in conveying to the American State, and private
Public"
-information
about the asserted health effects of smoking (Sec. 2(6))is
findings of the studies relied upon by the FTC Staff Report. not consistent with the
Second, there is neither theoretical
nor empirical support for the proposition that
the rotational warning system proposed
in S. 1929 And recommended
Staffiwould have any positive impact on the level of publieawareness by the FTC
ing 4nd health issues. Replacement of the current warning statement about amok.
with five different rotational warnings thus would be totally arbitrary.
I wauld like to elaborate on each of these points..
With respect to the eicisting level of public awareness, the FTC Report
begins its
analysis with thp admission that "most
people are generally aware'
about smoking and health. The report cites a 1978 Gallup Opinion of the claims
poll,
which
indicates that more than 90 percent of the public believes that smoking
is hazardous to
health. Similar high percentages respond affirmatively to
more specigc issues: over
90 percent of the public believes that-heart disease has been
with smoking; almost 90 percent believes that smoking duringfound to be associated
pregnancy can affect
the smoker's baby; 87 percent of adults are of the view that
has been found
to be associated with cancer of the mouth and with chronic smoking
bronchitis; well over 80
percent either "think" or "know" that smokers are many
more times as likely to
develop lung cancer as nonsmokers.
These reslionses are remarkable. National surveys and polls consistently
identify
substantial segments of the American public who are
unaware of major public
issues and factsthe energy crisis, the identity of the President
and other public
leadersthe examples are numerous.
A measured level of 90 percent-awareness can be considered "deficient"
only if it
is compared to a standard of perfect
awareness. But it should be obvious that such a
standard is both theoretically and practically
impossible. The limits of human cognitive abilities and selective perception mechanisms
that 100 percent of any
group will never be aware of
or in agreement aboutinsure
any fact or issue. That is why
there is a distribution of responses in any test, particularly
a test involving multiple
choice questions such as the studies cited in the FTC Staff ,RePort.
An equally important defect is the FTC Staff's fundamental
misinterpretation of
the results of the consumer studies on which it relies. Six major
misinterpretations
can be identified.
.First, the Staff improperly focussed on responses to specific questions,
on patterns of responses. The Staff assunted throughout its discussionrather than
of public
awareness that if a number of people are not aware of a specific detail about
the
smoicing and health issuefor example, the claim that the smoking during
cy increases the risk OC.still birth and miscarriagethose people are not pregnanaware of
the general proposition that encompasses that detailthat is, the assertion
that
, .roking during pregnancy increases the risks of adverse effects on tlie baby.
This assumption is contrary to the actual results of the studies cited
in
the
report,
which show that most people are aware of all of the significant claims about
smoking and health. It also violates fundamental principles about
measurement of
knowledge or awareness, which call fOr the development of an overall
knowledge
score or scores based on response to multiple items. Can your knowledge of
a sub-
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Jett, let's say ecoriomics, politics or health, be assessed accurately by your response
to a single question on each topic? Yet this is analogous to the FTC Staffs reliance
on The response to a single question on the health effects of smoking.
The second area of misinterpretation is the Staffs assumption that anyone who
responds incorrectly to multiple choice questions involving detailed stiatistics br
medical knowledge is insufficiently aware of the fact of issue Mvolved in the question. Respondents were asked numerous questions involving precise details, such as
.

"Out of every hundred people who get lung ancer, how mkny die from it," and
were provided with six alternative answers. According to the Staff, anyone who
picked other than the answer that the Staff called correct-95"did not appreciate,.
the severity of lung cancer." In fart, however, the vast majority of respondent4
chose either 45, 75, or 95, indicating that they believe that lung cancer has a high
mortality rate of at least rof every 2 of those suffering from the disease That belief
hardly supports the Staffs conclusion.
Similarly, the Staff interpreted "don't know" afirwers to such qiiestioss as,a lack
df awarenessson the part of the respondent. But such an answer is equally suscepti-

ble to the interpretation that the respondent it aware of the statement presented
but is unsure of the precise statistics involved. In my previous example, a person

who believed that most people with lung cancer die from that.slisease, but who was
not sure whether the correct proportion is 85, 90, 95, or 97 out of I00,,might answer
"don't know.- The Report would erroneously have included that person in the category of thou who "do not appreciate the severity of lung cancer."

Still another interpretation of the "don't know" answer is the one offered by

Mark Twain in Life on the Mississippi. "I was gratified to be able to answer promptly, and I did. I said I didn't know. Recognizing this, the Interviewer's Manual of

the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan ppipts out that the
answer "I have no opinion on that" can mean merely "wait a minute, I am think-

ing" and advises that it is a good idea to probe all "don't know" responses. No probing Was-conducted in the studies relied upon by the FTCStaff.
Third, many of the so-called "incorrect" responses to the studies could have .resuited from simple lack of understanding of the questions. The studies primarily
relied, upon in the Report on the issue of public awareness were based on telephone
surveys. In such interviews, it is not reasonable to expect a high percentage of correct answers to complex questions such as those that were asked in the studies.
Let me give you an example of one such question. Imagine that I have called you
out of the blue, explained who I am, and ask you a long series of questions:Even if
you have remained interested and alert throughout the interview, you must respond
to such questions u this one:
"How many Americans living today will eventually die from diseases related to
smoking cigarettes? None, one out of two, one out of six, one out of ten, or one out
aof a hundred?"

"The ambiguity of the phrasingdoes the word "Americans" refer to all Americans or only those who smoke?as well as the precise statistical answers presented
turn such surveys into a guessing game rather,than a test of knowledge or awareness.

Fourth, none of the studies cited in the Report included sum;orting data as to the
reliability and validity of their fmdings. That is, no evidence was offered to show
that the series of questions asked were a reliahle measure of public awareness or
knowledge about any particular Issue. For example, how many respondents would
provide the same answers if they werp reinterviewed a few weeks later? Furthermore, no validation of the resultstwu Provided. Indeed, given the focus of the FTC
Staff Report on substantive conclusions, if it were submitted to a professional publication such as the Journal of Marketing during my editorship, or Marketing Science
'today, it would be rejected due to the lack of any validation procedures for the studies upon which its conclusions are based.
Fifth, neither the Staff Report nor the studies presented any norm against which
to compare the survey results. In the classic text on testing, Educational Measurement, William Angoff of the Educational Testing Service states:
"By now it has become almost axiomatic that raw scores on a test yield no meanmrunless they are accompanied by relevant supPlementary data that will place the
score in an appropriate interpretive context."
In other words, it &impossible validly to conclude that the answers to a particulet survey represent a high, low or medium level of awareness in the absence "of a
standard that would show what answers are to be expected.
Sixth, and most fundamentally, the Report's 'conclusions, and to a large extent the
'studies upon which the conclusions are based, reflect a hopeless *confusion of the
7
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very distinct concepts of awareness versus knowledge and belief.
The-Staff Regiort
defmes "unaware" as:
". . . those who say they do not believe true
statements;
believe
false statements;
underestimate on a multiple
question or
(FTC Staff Report at p. 17 notechoice
b, italics added) answer 'don't know' or uncertam."
There is no conceptual justification for coMbining these
five diverse responses,
Belief is not awareness or_knowledge;
search of the
reasonable; "don't know" is both a function'of the precise "correct" answer is not
question
wording
and the item of
concern; and uncertainty does not necessarily represent lack of
One example of this faulty definition of "awareness" is the awareness.
FTC Staffs misuse of
the 1980 Roper Study cited in the Report. Thae study
asked people "how true you
personally think" a particular statement is. The interviewer
was instructed to introduce those questions to the respondents as follows: "Now
I'm going to read you some
statements about smoking and health, and for each
one
I'd
like
you to tell me your
beliefs about how true the statement is." Respondents
only "know it's true," think it's true," "don't know were permitted to answer
true," or "know it's not true." The Staff concluded if it's true," "think it's not
that those responding in the
latter three categories are "unaware" of the information
conveyed by the specific
statements made. It is obvious, however, that a respondent
could be aware of a:
claim (for example, that smoking increases the risk
of heart attack) yet disagree
with it.
The ETC Staff consistently misused the studies in this
respect to support its erroneous conclusions do. awareness.
Let me read another example from page 3-19
the Report:
of
"According to the Gallup Opinion Index, June 1978, 19
percent
of
the
population
do not believe that smoking causes lung cancer.. .
. Among all smokers, 28 percent
did not believe smoking caused lung cancer while
among heavier smokers, nearly
one-third---31 percentdid not believe or know about
tionwide, these data suggest that tens of millions of the link. . . . Projected naAmericans, both smokers and
non-smokers, do not know that cigarette smoking
lung cancer.
The Staffs conclusion simply does not follow causes
from the data. This fundamental
type of errorconfusing consumer awareness with
consumer beliefundermines
any recommendations that might be based on a premise
that the public is not adequately informed about smoking and health.
The FTC Staff Reportand presumably the present billproceed
from the premise that the public is inadequately informed about
smoking and health issues to the
conclusion that a new system of warning statements
is necessary to rettify this inadequacy. As I have attempted to demonstrate, the available
data do not support
the premise. But it. irequally disturbing that the new
system of warning statements
recommended by the Report and by S. 1929 are not likely
bnpact on consumer awareness about smoking and health to achieve any positive
issues. .
There is no ei'idence that
warnings such as those proposed in S. 1929
would result in any increase specific
in public awareness. The onlytstudy of which I am
aware that relates to this issue
is a study conducted for the FTC Staff by Burke
Marketing Research to test the recall
of different iypes oLproposed warning statements and formats. This study has three majof Ilkaitations.
One, it is restricted to
warning statements in cigarette
not packaging. Two, the sample of respondents is not representative ofadvertising,
the
American
public,
and
thus the projectability
of the study's results is questionable. Three, the study
incrided only two new warn-,
ing statements and the current staterbent as
a control; the two statements tested
are not among those-proposed by the present bilk
Given these limitations, it is clear that the study does not
port for the present proposal. But even were one to
provide empirical supassume away the limitations
and accept the results of the study
as valid, there is no significant difference between consumer recall of the current warning and the alternative
ed in the study (using the same format). Thus, the study results warnings presentdemonstrate only
that consumers best recall those matters that they
had learned from the
present warning afhtemene and from the numerousalready
other
sources
of information
about smoking and health. For example, the study found that
warning was "no more effective than the non-cancer warningsa specific lung cancer
in eliciting mentions
of the relationship between smoking and cancer."
Indeed, it is quite posSible that the rotational warninp proposed
by S.(1929 would
have an opposite effect of what is intended by the hill's
sponsors. The present Surgeon General's warning statement is embedded in the public
consciousness,
as well
or better known than the proposition that people should
wear seat belts. If instead
appear stateMents linking smoking to specific health problems,
well conclude that the Surgeon General has changed his opinion consumers might.
and no longer con-
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siders smoking to be generally hazardous to health. Moreover, by focsing on specific problems,.the warnings become significantly less relevant to various segments
. of the population. Teenagers, for example, are unlikely to be concerned about emphysema or heart disease; single men and older women are not likely to pay _attention to a warning that smoking may cause problems during pregnancy Neither the
FTC Staff Report nor the present bill appears to have given any consideration to
these potential consequences of a rotational warninigetem.
In conclusion, nothing in the studies cited by the FTC Staff or the rationale suggested in the bill itself supports (a) the diagnosis that the public is unaware of the
claimed health hazards of smoking and (b) the prescription that the replacement of
the current Surgeon General's wangng with a rotational system of five different
warnings will have any positive effect on consumers' awareness about smoking and
health issues. The labeling proposals simply are unsupported by facts or theories
, about, consumer behavior. Hence,1 urge this Committi.e to reconsider the advisability of the labeling provisions of S. 1929.

STATEMENT OP ME BAKERY, CONFECTIONERY & Tobacco WORKERS INTERNATIONAL
UNION

The Bakery, Confectionery and Tobacco Workers International Union reprisents
over 160,000 workers in the United States and Canada. Approximately 30,000 of our
members are employed in the U.S. tobacco induitry.

We present this testimony on behalf of all of our membersthose who are em-

ployed in that industry, as well as thoee employed in the various aspects of the food
production industry. We also speak on behalf of the many workers in the tobacco
industry who are not organized and do not, therefore, have a collective voice lo represent them at the hearings.
We oppose S. 1929, The Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act, for
two very important reasons.
First, it threatens our industry and our workers with the needless loss of sales,
earnings, and ultimately,-jobs.
Second, it threatens a host of other workers in other industries and 'the general
public with the loss of protection against hazardous environmental and occupational
exposures.

'ro put it plainly, this legislation is not what it seems to be. It is not merely a

harmless labeling bill, but rather the first step down the road to prohibition In fact,
it is not merely a tobacdc( anti health bill, but rather a red herring that could be
used to divert attention from, efforts to undermine other health policies and programs.
Mr. Chairman, this bill masquerades as labeling legislation, but There is an issue
behind the issue. The hidden.issuelswhether national policy should shift from education to prevention, froni Ohoice to coercion.
This Committee will have to decide between those two roles fot the government.
Should the government continue to give people information so they can make their
own free choice? Or should it aggressively persuade individuals to modify their behavior until they stop?
Present U.S. policy calls for the public to be informed, the messUre of effective:

ness beibg the extent of public awareness. Awareness stands at an astonishingly

high level of 90 percent, verging on universal acceptance according to behavioral sch
entists.
the
, The neo-prohibitionist strategy of thiS bill calls for prevention, and based on
\ theory that if people reject the government's admonitions, they candtreally be in-

formedand, thereforOmust be reforhied. The new measure of effectiveness shifts
-

from knowledge to conformity.

Even on these terms, the present policy of education is wbrkingl The prevalence,
rcent, the lowest ever recorded by the Gallup Poll.
of smoking has dropped to 3
at awaren. . is at its highest level, and smoking,
But apparently, it is not en,
the disapproied'behavior, a its lo
nevertheless prescribed betrays the neo-prohibitionist
That more prevention
motivation that lies just un er the surface.
This motivation explains hy the bill loads packages and advertising with more
warnings and lists than any other product is required to carry. It also explains why
the bill opens the door to a massive overload of litigation. If these prohibitionist effects succeed in depressing sales by just one percent, the adverse impact would be ,
significant. Based on data from a recent Wharton study 'of the tobacco industry's
contribution to the U.S. economy, we estimate that the lose for just nine of the
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states (California, Illinois, Kentucky, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Texas) would be more than 10,000 jobs
more than $170 million m
wages One-fifth of this loss would come from tobacco and
farming, manufacturing, retail
sales, and suppliers; the remainder would result from the ripple effect on the rest of
the economy.
Further economic hardship would result from the loss of export markets and of
American jobs that depend on exports. This bill goes far beyond existing legislation
by requiring warning labels on cigarettes produced in this county for export. Could
American cigarettes carrying a health warning label compete with cigarettes which
bear none? Ca.n there be any doubt of the result on sales and -on American jobs?
The American Cancer Society, a major lobbying force for this legislation, wants to
cause more than a one percent drop in smoking. Several years ago, they launched
their Target Five campaign, aimed at a 25 percent decrease in smoking in five
years And it must be recognized that in Sweden, the source of this bill, the government's stat.ed goal is to achieve a smoke-free nation by the year 2000.
We seriously question the wisdom of buying the Swedish import for Americans.
We seriously question the wisdom of disrupting a healthy industry and creating
more unemployment in a recession. We question the wisdom setting up a new
anti-smoking bureaucracy with unspecified spending authority of
when other esential
health and social programs are being slashed. Mr. Chairman, we do more than "seriously qustion the wisdom" of this billwe reject its folly.
Now, let us turn to the second major ground for our opposition.
Section 3 deals with so-called findings. These blame every major chronic disease
on smoking, and thereby create a smoke-screen for the occupational and environmental factors involved.

The very first one states that "the Congress finds

that cigarette smoking is the
largest preventable cause of illness and premature death
in the United States and is
associated with the unnecesary deaths of over three hundred thoniand Americans
annually."
At first glance, it is difficult to conceive of a statement more alarming, more compelling, more demanding of remedial action. It calls for nothing short of outlawing
tobacco.
But on reflection, this Unding is curiously phrased; the words have an Alice-inWonderland quality Their meaning is hard to pin down. For example, if cigartte
smoking is the "largest preventable cause of illness," what are the second and third
largest preventable causes"? What are the "non-preventable causes"? Is smoking
"preventable" while environmental pollution is not?
If these statements of findings had to be substantiated, ss the FTC requires advertising statements to be, I doubt they would survive. The bill says flatly that smoking
"is associated with" over 300,000 deaths a year. Yet, the -first Surgeon General's
Report in 1964 stated: "The total number of excess deaths causally 'related to cigarette smoking in the U.S. population cannot be accurately estimated,"
The Committee which wrote the report considered the possibility of trying to
make such calculations, but rejected the idea because "it involves making so many
assumptions that the Committee felt that, it should not attempt this . . ."
That restraint is as needed now as it was then.
We believe the findings in this bill are unsubstantiated and will be misused to the
detriment of millions of workers exposed to'occupational hazards. We oppose this
bill and its findings to show our solidarity with:
Coal miners whose black lung disease has been blamed on smoking.
'Textile worliers whose brown lung disease has been blamed on smoking.
Asbestos workers whose lung diseases have been blamed on smoking.

And the list includes uranium workers, chemical workers, metal workers,Ihipyard workers, and many others Public Health Service and the voluntary health organizations should honestly abandon the blame-the-victim approach and get at the
truths of what is causing disease.
Earlier this year, the Congress heard testimony from two scientists who reported
vithat "at least ir percent and more likely 21 percent" of lung cancer in the U.S. can
be attributed to air pollution. They nOted that the proportion of adult smokers has
decreased and that cigarettes now contain half the tar content of 20 years ago, yet
lung cancer rates continue to climb. "To us this inditates that something else is at
work," the scientists said.
But to the supporters of this bill, it's all cigarette smoking.
_Rscently, the National Wildlife Federation reported, that "responsible scientists
believe air pollution is responsible for about 50,000 excess deaths, seven million sick
days, and 15 million days of restricted activity per year."
But to supporters of this bill, it's all cigarette smoking.

Me'
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The lung cancer rate (Or white men along the coastal sections of Northern Flor
ida, South Carolina and Georgia are among the highest in the nation. The National
Cancer Institute says it may be. the reirult of exposure in the booming shipbuilding
industry during World War II. A Florida State University study attribUtes it to air
borne chelnical pollutants from industrial plants in New York and Illinois.
But to the supporters of this bpl, it's all cigarette smoking...
The New York Times has recently looked at the gpwing controversy over whether environmental or lifestyle factors cause cancer. The former chief epidemielogist
of the American Cancer Society, and others associated with the industrial establishment, believe tgat cancer-causing pollutants are relatively man factors eompared
to factors such as smoking, diet, alcohol, and even Sexual and reThioductive behavidr,
a view that is conidstent with the bill's "findings".
But the New York Times els° reporte4 that other scientilts believe tkat factors
other than smoking are involved, they are worried about "poisons escaping from
smokestacks, toxic waste dumps, nuclear reactors." .They are worrked that "black
men smoke less than whites, yet have higher lung cancer rates, perhaps because
they have
more hazardous jobs."

But the supporters of the bill have no similar worries; to them, it's all due to

smoking. Politics makes strange pecifellows. The House version of this Act has been

introduced by a member with a 100 percent AFL-CIO voting record, S. 1929 has
been introduced by a man with a zero AFL-CIO rating. We can't split the differ-

ence. We totally oppose both bills.
And in doing so, I would like to point to a report adopted by the AFL-CIO Execus
tive Council in 1980:
"Some employers have exploited scientific studies of the combined effects of smok

ing with occupational expoeure to toxic subetances and conclude that it would be

unnecessary to control expceure of these substances, if workers stopped smoking..
"The AM-CIO is oppoeed to any coericive efforts to infringe on individual righis
of individuals who smoke or of those who don't. We also oppose misuse of scientific
data concerning sthoking and exposure to toxic substances to serve as a rationale for
failure to take necessary steps to prevent worker exposure tb toxic subitances in the
workplace, which are shown to adversely affect their health."

We are impressA by the fonght of the-Executive Council in stating 2 years ago
the fundamental basis for rejecting this legislation today.
STATWENT OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PREVENTIVE ONCOLOGY

The American Society of Preventive Oncology is a scientific organization devoted
to studies of cancer causationand prevention. Its membership of 470 inchides clinical oncologists (specialists in cancer treatment), cancer epidemiologists (who investigate risk factors for various cancers), and laboratory scientists who study mechanisms of carcinogénesis. The individuals, are drawn from mejor mediml schools,

other academic institutions, and governmental agencies throughout the United
States and Canada. As an organization, we strongly support Senate Bill 1929 (and
its companion House of Representatives Bill 5653), the
Comprehensive Snloking
.
Education Act.

The health hazards of smoking are well-established, as attested to by the 80,000
scientific studiee reviewed in the Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health
issued in 1979. cigarette smoking is the number one preventable cause of cancer in

the Uhited States; it is estimated that 30 percent of the 430,000 cancer deaths
among Americans expected in 1982 could have been avoided if it were not for smoking. For some specific cancers, the proportion of deaths a4ributable to smoking is

Much higher, e.g., 85 percent of censers of the lung, 50 percent of cancers of the
larynx and esophagus, 35 percent of cancers of the bladder and kidney, and 30 percent of pancreatic cancers. When cancer deaths are cenibined with those from other
smoking-related diseases ,(e.g., heart attacks and emphysema), it is estimated that
340,000 deaths in this cbuntry each year result from cigarette smoking. When one
considers, along with thoee mortality statistici, the lives and property lost due to
fires caused by cigarettes, disability days incurred for smo
-related illnesses
(bronchitis, allergy, and other mpiratory ailments), and hospitalization and treatment expenses, The true costa in ,bah human and monetary terms tare staggering.
In light of the overwhelming ,evidence regarding the health hazards of cigarette
smoking, it'is of paramount importance that people who. choose to smoke are fully
informed of the risks they undertake and that they are continually reminded of
those risks. The present imbalance between pro-cigarette advertising and anti-smoking educational campaigns is revealing: more -than $1 billion was spent by the'six
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leading U.S. tobacco companies to promote cigarettes in 1980, compared
to less than
$10 milliortby the combined efforts of the American Cancer Societ
, the American
Lung Association, and the American Heart Association, and a
try $750,000 by
the Federal Office on,.Smoking and Health. We are surrounded y cigarette
advertising at every turn---;In magazines,
newspapers, billboards, sports and fashion sponsorships, taxi cabs and buses, even special
national polls conducted by the manufacturers of certain brands. It is indeed ironic that the product that is the number
one
cause of mortality in this country is also number one in advertising.
The present warning on cigarette packages (that reads, "Warning: the
General has determined that smoking is dangerous to your health") is Surgeon
certainly
better than no warning at all. However, it is abstract and does not mention
any
speciffc diseases caused hy smoking; it is therefore unlikely to be
as a concrete warning that individuals can apply to thtmselves. Moreover, taken
"sameness"
of the warning has made it all but invisible. Therefore it is, not the
that
recent national surveys by the Roper and Gallup organizations show surprising
31 percent
of cigarette smokers are unaware that smoking greatly increasesthat
one's risk of
cancer SB 1929 proposes to more accurately inform the public by authorizing
that
the package warning labels refer to specific diseases and that the warning be varied
periodically so that smokers of a particular brand will read about different
health
hazards every few mouths.g.:
Warning: Cigarette smoMg is the number one cause of emphysema and lung
cancer.
Warning: Cigarette smoking by pregnant women may result in birth
defects or
spontaneous abortion.
Because the proposed warning labels would identify specific diseases (lung
cancer,
emphysema, heart attacks), people might be more likely to personalize the risks.
Indiviiluals in certain high risk groups, for examPle pregnant women, would
the special dangers smoking poses for them. In the fact of the bold and learn of
ubiquitous positive imagery conveyed in cigarette advertising, the bill is a colorful
step to
provide information to make the decision to smoke truly informed.
Two-thirds of the American public do not smoke. This reflects a decline in
recent
years in the proportion of smokers in the population, a downward trend whose
acceleration should be encoupaged Cigarette advertising attempts to buck the trend,
providing positive support for smoking in the fact of clearcut negative medical
consequences. Industry representatives claim that advertising merely influences brand
choice but does not prompt non-smokers to begin smoking. This rationale is belied
by the use of young, athletic, attractive models in cigarette advertisements,
uals who are age-matched role models for young people on the threshold of individmaking
the decision whether or not to smoke. Moreover, the industry stance ignores
the
critical importance of the pro-smoking reinforcement
that
ad
imagery
provides
for
the many smOkers who wish to quit.
Another provision of the bill that we strongly endorse relates to the requirement
for tobacco manufacturers to-disclose, upon request, the additives contained in cigarettes.:Nore than 1,400 additives
' burn'a cigarettes.. Exactly which are used to enhance flavor, moisten, or slow the
of these is contained in any given brand is presently not reported, but cigarette additives are known to include
cocoa, licorice, coumarin,,glycerol, triethylene glycol, and catechol, among hundreds
of others.
on laboratory; tests, there is reason to believe that all of the named substancesBased
may
have a role in caréinogenesis. As tar and nicotine levels in cigarettes have
been reduced in response to health concerns, we worry that unknown compensating
tives ma3, hgve their own adverse health effects that will be very difficult to addiinvestigate ih thelaboratory if those chemical components remain secret.
; RaNly, 'if ever, have the data
on any medical iesue been so unequivocal, but revenue comparable to that invested by the cigarette industry is not available to health
agencies to prent a balanced view to the public. The Executive Committee of the
American Society-of Preventive Oncology urges strong congressional support for the
Comprehensive Smoking Education Act, an idea whose time has long since come
and one whose importance should be obvious
cerned with the health of the American public.to political leaders who are truly con-

.-

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

The American Medical Association takes this opportunity to comment on S. 1929.

The bill states its purpose is "to provide a new strategy" to educate and provide
information to the American public that will allow individuals to make informed

decisions cercerning smoking." The bill would accomplish this by replacing the cur-
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rent general health warning found on cigarette i!arkages with seven specific health
warnings. One of the seven specific health warnings would be required on all ciga.
rette packages and in allvertisements. The warnings would be rotated among brands
so that each brand would use all warnings within a fifteen-month period. S. 1929
would also require the "tar," nicotine and carbon monoxide levels to be disclosed on
packages and advertisements. Cigarette manufacturers would be required to provide
the Federal Trade Commission with a list of the chemical additives in each, of their
brands of cigarettes. This information would be proacted as a trade secret and used
only for research purposes.
COMMENTS

The United States Surgeon General stated in his recent report, "The Health Consequences of Smoking, that "cigarette smoking . . . Mttie chief, single, avoidable
cause% of death in our society and the most important public health issue of bur
time."
A decision to smoke should be made with the knowledge that increased health
risks are associated with smoking. For this reason the AMA is supportive of efforts .
to increase public awareness of the hazards.
The AMA has been involved in many efforts to increase the public's knowledge of
the consequenees of smoking. The AMA receives arid answers many jequests for
smoking information. In 1978 the AMA published "Tobacco and Health, an account
of the comprehensive research program conducted by; .the AMA. A pamphlet called
"Smoking. Facts You Should K.now, a copy of which is attached, has been widely
distributed along with two anti-smoking posters. Physicians are urged to alerk smokers to the risks associated with smoking.
Our comments addresss only the rotational labeling provisions. We rmd it very
disturbing if, as a recent FTC staff report alleges, approximately ten percent of the
population still do not know that cigarette smoking is harmful. Believing ,a more
detailed warning would better inform the public of the harm of smoking, the AMA
House of Delegates adopted a report encouraging Congress to require a more execit warning on cigarette packages.
In testifying before the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research of the
Senate Committee on Human Resources in 1978 on a similar labeling provition contained in S. 3115, (95th Congress) the Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Act
the rotational labeling warning concept. We recommend
of 1978, the AMA endo
he rotational labels "should be evaluated after a period
at the time that if adop
n any subitantial difference in the public's awareness
of use to see if there h
of health problems associated with cigarette smoking." We still believt the effectiv6"
ness of the labels.should be eviduated.
A more explicit warning, while an improvement, will not be a complete solution
The 1980 Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Women reveals that smoking is
increasing, among teenagers. The AMA is concerned about teenage smoking and
does not believe a change in the warning alone will fully deal with the problem
Educational programs that emphasize the harmful asperts of stking from a teenels" in cigarette
ager's point of view should be pursued, and the use of "role
advertisements should be eliminated. Issues of concern to an adult, like a decrease
in life expectancy, may not influence a teenager's decision to smoke, More inforinathin is needed on youth smoking, such as why they begin tosmoke, why they guit
smoking, and what method is most effective ih urging teenagers to quit smoking
Once this infoimation'is available efforts to reduce teenage smoking can be better
directed.
Even those who are award of the dangers of smoking may have difficulty quitting
because of the addictive qualities of cigarettes. The recent Surgeon General's report

shows that up to 50 percent of those who quit smoking on their own will stay off
cigarettes. Assistance must be provided to the reinaining 50 percent irsmoking is to
be decreased significantly. The AMA is developing an audiovisual presentation on
how to quit smoking that will soon be available for physicians to use in assisting
patients desiring to quit smoking. If adopted, a change in the warning may create
more awareness of the dangers of smoking, and more stnokers will want to stop
smoking. Programs to assist those who want to quit smoking will be needed even
.
more in that case.
CONCLUSION

The AMA supports efforts to increase public awareness of the hazards of smoking
We believe that the best method to decrease smoking is to help people avoid starting the habit. One method to discourage smoking would be a clear indication of the
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health hazards O smoking. Thus, the AMA supports
a more explicit warning on
cigaiette packages and in advertisements.
AMERICAN ACADEMY or Pxowraics,

Evanston, Ill., February A 1982.

Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Hon. thisin G. HATCH,
Senate Office B4i1ding

Washington, D.0
.

DEAR SZNATOR PACKWOOD

AND
SENATOR HAT= On behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics I am pleased
to support
S. 1929, the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act.
.
The human health consequences of cigarette smoking have
been studied more
thoroughly than those of any other environmental
exposure. As was noted in the
1979 Surgeon General's Report, "Smoking and Health,"
specific mortalityratios are
directly proportional to the years of cigarette smoking, and
who started smoking at younger ages. As your Lwislation are higher for persons
indicates, sdioking contributes to mortality from lung
cartbovascu. lar disease and increases the risk
of cancer from exposure to othercancer,
carcinogen& Birth weight and fetal
growth are also
adversely affected byismoking during pregnancy.
Thus it is particularly alarming to pediatricians that despite
cate young patients about the dangers of smoking, the incidence our efforts to eduof cigarette smoking is actually increasing
among adolescent females, and has not decreased in young
males.
The Academy appltuds your initiative to combat this escalating
problem and
looks forward to assisting in whatever way you see fit.
Sincerely yours,

Gums Averts, M.D.
Minimax ACADnEY or OTOLARYNGOLOGYHEAD & Nacx SURGERY,

INC.,

Washington, D.C, February 10, 1982.

Hon. BOB-PACKWOOD,

Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Scienc4 and Trunsportation,
U.S. Senak Washington,

D.0

DEAR SENATOKPACKWOOD:

FBI pleased to report that at III3 Met recent meeting,
the Board of Directors of the
American Academy of OtolaryngologyHead and
Neck Surgery, Inc. voted to support
Senate Bill 1929 which
Health Service Act and the Federal Cigarette Labeling would amend the Public
and Advertising Act to increase the availability to the American public of infofmation
on the health consequences of smoking. This support is

particularly appropriate inasmuch as the members of the American Academy of Otolaryngology
are those medical specialists who
have primary responsibility and expertise in the diseases
of the mouth, throat and
appensiages of the upper airway. Many of the lethal
of smoking tobacco appear first in the bead and neck region. We thusconsequences
have
with these difficult and tragic problems. I am pleased to an enormous experience
report this action to you.
Very sincerely yours,
HARRY W. McCuanv, M.D.,

Executive Vice President.

Cauroarama Fos Nousuolduts' Rimers,
Hon. Bos PACKWOOD,

Berkeley, Calif., February 12, 1982

Senate Office Building
Washington, D.0
Dana SINAMOR PACHWOOD: On behalf of Californians for
Nonsmokers' Rights, I
would like to thank you for introducing S. 1929.
Californians for Nonsmoker? Rights is an organization with
contributors that, grew from the two recent initiative campaigns more than 25,000
on the question of
smoking in public places. We
continuing to work on issues relating to nonsmokers' rights in particular and are
smoking
and
health
in
general
through the political
process at, all levels in California.
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Since it bears so directly on your bill, I am encloeing, for your information, a copy
of a letter I recently sent to the Federal Trade Commission endorsing the concludone and recommendations in their "Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation." I am also enclosing letters from faculty of the U.0 San Francisco and

Stanford Medical Schools that attest to the strength of the conclusions in this

report.
The only change we suggest in your bill is that the system of rotational warnings

be expanded to include one or more warnings to educate the public that smoking
harms nonsmokers as well as smokers, such as
WARNING: Your smoke hurts people with heart disease
WARNING: Your smoke hurts nonsmokers
WARNING: Your smoke hurts yourthildren
WARNING: Nonsmokers inhale poisons from youi. smoke

,1

My letter to the Far outlines the rationale for these suggestions in more detail

Although our organization is primarly concerned with local and state-wide
in California, we were pleased to see that you introduced S. 1929 I am also
writing to Senators Cranston and Hayakawa asking that they support your bill If
we can do anything else to help secure its passage, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,
STANTON A. GLANTZ, PH. D., Treasurer.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AlSOCLATION,

Washington, D.C, February 18, 1982.
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC
DEAR SENATOR PACKWOOD. The American Public Health Association is pleased to

support S. 1929, the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act.

APHA recognizes the health hazards associated with smoking and has over the
years participated in efforts to discourage and eliminate smoking. Internally, the association accepts no tobacco advertising in its publications, holds no investments in
firms which have a major interest in tobacco products, and allows no smoking at
any, of its meetings or public functions.

In our recent comments in response to the Federal Trade Commission's Staff

Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation, we concurred with their findings
that the public needs additional information about the health hazards of smoking.
We agree that the ourrent health warning is no longer effective. APHA supporta
your proposal tq change tire size and shape of warnings on cigarette advertising and
packaging and to provide rotational ,warnings.
We feel S. 1929 is an important step toward increasing public knowledge about
the adverse health effects of smoking. We look forward to working with you and
your staff in support of this legislation.
Very truly yours,
STANLEY J. MATEE, MS, President.

AMERICAN COLLEGE Or PREVENTIVE MEDICINE,

Washington, D.C, February 18, 1982.
Hon. Boa PACKWOOD,

4
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.0
DEAR SENAToR PACKWOOD: I am writing to express the endorsement of the American College of Preventive Medicine of S. 1929, a bill you, have introduced together
,

with Senator Hatch which would help to provide information to the American:
people on the dangers of cigarette smoking.
By anyone's estimate, the annual cost of cigarette smoking to society and to individuals is enormous. Yet, a great many smokers are only vaguely aware of the consequences. The decision to smoke is one that an individual has a right to makein
order to rationally make that decisiohowever, consumers must be provided additional information on the known hazards of the habit. Once given that information
they will be better able to exercise their freedom of choice.
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S. 1929 goes a long way in providing balanced information
those who may be
unknowingly exposing themselves to trememdous hazard&toWe
are, therefore,
pleased to lend our support to this legislation.
Sincerely,

JEFFERSON C. DAVIS, M.D., President.
ASSOCIATION OF 'TEACHERS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE,.

Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Washington, D.C, February 25, 1982.

Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.0
Dui SENATOR PACKWOOD: I am Writing on behalf of our organization
to express
our endorsement of S. 1929, a bill you have introduced which would change
current
labeling requirements for cigarettes and would make certain
program changes
within 1MS to enhance the Department's anti-smoking efforts.

As the Surgeon General just this week reported, the dangers
from smoking are
far more extensive than we realized
just a few short
ago. The concomitant
health care costs aasociated with smoking are' equallyyears
etaggering. For these and
other reasons, American consumers must be provided with
far more facts than they
currently are reg:arding the hazards of this habit. Your bill Auld
make a subetantial contribution in providing

consumers with vital information they need in exercisgeing their freedom of choice to smoke
or not to smoke.
We are pleased to lend our support to this legislation aimed at ultimately
curtailing the "chief preventable cause of death" in this country.
Sincerely,
F. Dotmes SCUTCHFIELD, M.D.; President.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, INC.,

Hon. Boa PACKWOOD,

New York, N.Y., Febryary 26, 1982.

Chairman, Commerce, Committee,
Dirksen Senate Office Building Washington, D.0
BEAR Somme PACKWOOD: The

Cancer Society, tile world's largest voluntil*, health organization with American
over 2 million active volunteers in the United

States, strongly endorses the basic purposes and provisions of S. 1929, The Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education
Aet of 1981, and urges its early consideration and passage by the Commerce Committee and by the full
Senate.
Over 300 000 preventable deaths occur each year in this country
because 6f cigarette smoking. Smoking is responsible for millions of hours of lost productivity,
ing our economy over ;25 billion a year. It is a major cause of lung, larynx, costoral
cavity and bladder cancer.
A recent FTC study 'shows that despite efforts at education, thb
majority
of
fellow citizens are basically unaware of the dangers of smoking. Education our
to the
hazards of cigarette smoking, especially education efforts aimed at our
people
who have not yet started to smoke are, therefore, vitally important. S.young
take us a long way toward a coordinated, intensive effort at educating 1929 would
the American
consumer to the settlel dangers of smoking.
While some would question the 'efficacy of warning labels, the FTC
staff report,
ma it very clear that not enough
was getting to the public
dange of smoking. The sections of information
S. 1929 which previde for five rotatingabout the
labels n all cigarette brands, labels which very specifically spell out the warning
health Nuards of smoking could well be the answer to this problem and
must be tried.
The Society is particularly pleased that S. 192.3 contains a provision
requiring
ing with the Secretary of Health and Human Services of all additives in
each brand
of cigarettes.
Such a requirement could give scientieta the opportunity to study the
effects of
burning and inhaling such additivds on the health of cigarette smokers while
still
providing the tobacco industry with protection against revelation ok trade
eecrets
garding quantities and types of these flavorings.
While ACS bi in basic accord with most of the Flrovisions of S. 1929, We 'would
prefer to see a formal Office of Smoking
and Health as part of this package
urge you and members of your Committee to copsider such an amendmentand we
to the
legislation.
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We wish to commend you for your leadership and foresight in offering S. 1929 and
to thank you for your commitment to use education and research as a tool to reduce

the national smoking habit thereby greatly reclining the number of preventable

cancer deaths each year.
The American Cancer Society considers passage into public law of S. 1929 to be a
major legislative priority. Therefore, if we can be of any assistance to you during
the consideration of this legislation please db not hesitate to call upon us.
Sincerely,
Romurr V. P. Hum, M.D., President.
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Kansas City, Mo, March 16, 1982.
Hon. SOB PACKWOOD,

U.S. Senat4
Washington, D.C.
DEAE SENATOR PACKWOOD. The American Nurses' Association applauds your
action in sponsoring S1929, the Comprehensive Smoking Education Act of 1981 This

bill is an important step in strengthen* the federal and priiine sector educational

activities of one of the nnkjor public health problems in the U.S.7-Cigarette smoking
The American Nurses Association, as the professional organization of the largest
group of health care providers, most of whom are women, are especially Concerned
about the alarming increases in smoking among young women. We encorage nurses
to become informed about the health hazards of smoking and to be acutely involved
in health education programs, particularly those to prevent the young from becoming smokers.

The increased labeling requirement for cigarettes, as outlined in your bill, can
help to meet the need for increased public awareness-of the devastating effects of
cigarette smoking. With increased knowledge of the hazards of smoking, the consumer can make a more informed decision whether to smoke or not smoke.
The enactment of 81929 will provide a much needed impetus to preventive health
programs and stimulate new efforts to foster public awareness of the danger of
smoking.

We look forward to working with you on your smoking.prevention effort. If we
can be of further help to you, the staff of our Washington Office will be happy to
assist you.'
Sincerely,

PATRICIA A. JONES,

Deputy Executive Director.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Simon Es,

Hartforc4 Conn., March 26, 1982.
Hon. Bos PACKWOOD,

Russell Senate qfico*Building
Washington. D.0
Dun Saw Aroa PACKWOOD: Qn behalf of the Association of State and Territorial
Health Officials (ASTHO), I am writing in support of the provisions of 8-1929. The
issue of tobacco smoking and its health and social consequences must be addressed
as a national problem. The results of tobacco useage in our country are tragic and
in most cases preventable.
This bill is important and worthy of support for a number of reasons. The most
important being that it is a comprehensive smoking prevention package. The bill
has several major components that should be commented on:
1. It would establish an Interagency Committee on Smoking and Health. This innvision makes good sense due to the complexity of the problem. It would enable more
agencies and organizations to remain up to date on the issues and the current state
of the art in prevention.
2. It would require the Surgeon General to transmit an annuli!' report to Congess.

Reports of this nature are extremely important and often are considered bench-

marks of progress, as in the case of the 1964 report on Smoking and Health.
3. It would require cigarette companies to place health warning messages on each
pack of cigarettes. I strongly support the rotating health message provision. The
current health warnings on cigarette packages are not as effective as they could be.

,
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I believe that expand0 educational efforts must take place
and a system of rotating
message should be uAdertaken.
krjecent survey taken in the State of CAninecticut indicated that
88 percent of
random samples of 500 state residents knew that smoking was harmful
to health.
Only 38 percent, however, recognized that smoking
was a major risk factor for heart
disease, which is the leading cause of death in Connecticut
and the nation.
Research has indicated that people will take preventive health
perceive a problem as severe, consider themselves susceptible, actions when they
and acknowledge a
benefit from a remedial action
(Becker, 1974 ' ). The strengthen labelling provisions address all of recommended
the
necessary
steps
in
the
initiation of behavior
change.
Finally, tobacco smoking is the number one public health problem
in America. It
is clearly the largest preventable
of death in this country. This issue must be
addressed as a national problem. cause
8-1929
addresses
the
topic
at the national level
and is a comprehensive well thought out approach.
I urge the committee and the Congress to support the bill.
Sincerely,
DOUGLAS S. Ltorn, M.D., M.P.H.,
Commissioner.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,

Washington, D.C, April 7, 1982
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and Thzrisportation,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.0
HOD. Boa PACKWOOD,

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter

responds to your request for

data regarding
a rotational warning system in cigarette advertising. During cost
the Federal Trade
Commission's cigarette advertising

investigation, we worked closely with an advertisinitgency, Keenan & McLaughlin,
Inc., to understand how cigarette advertising
is created. Vie were concerned with howand
at what costrotating the health
warning in cigarette ads would affect the way in which cigarettes
are advertised.
Using information from Keenan McLaughlin and a number
of assumptions that I
will spell out in Ms letter, we &
have
concluded
that
the
quantifiable
total annual
costs of a rotational warning system would probably be less than $1
Before discussing actual figures, I need o explain briefly how million.
produced. Most cigarette ads are printed. The advertiser designs cigarette ads are
an ad and creates a
"mechanical," which contains all the artwork in the ad, including
the warning. The
"mechanical" serves as the basis far production material used in
printing newspaper and magazine ads, outdoor and transit posters, and point-of-purchase
mot,ional materials. The particulars vary by media, but not the 'basic and pro,
process. In
newspapers 'and magazines, the advertiser prepares an initial set of production
materials for each advertisement and duplicates for all of the publications
in which the
ad will appear.
The costs of changing a warning message vary according to
in the production process the change occurs. If the advertiser has to change when
waitings only when
,new ads are introduced, the increased production costs from rotational
warnings
would be trivial. Costs are greater if changes in the warning
must be incorporated
into advertising that is already produced. When there is a change
only
in
e, Without changing the size or shape of the warning, the cost is low.la the mes-.
e message can be changed by usng "patches" for the artwork containing
the
warning message without affecting the
rest of the advertisement In newspapers and
magazines, when the advertiser creates the patchwork, there is
a
higher
cost
for
the
first set of meterials and a lower cost for the duplicate artwork.
must be sent to each publication in which an ad with a changed Separate artwork
warning appears.
In newspapers and most magazines, if the advertisement
for longer than the
designated rotational period, then the cost of changing justruns
the message within the
current rectangle is $150 for the first set of production materials
and $40 for each
duplicate. In those few newspaper supplements and magazines that
use a slightly
'Becker, M., ed. The Health Belief Model and Personal Health Behavior.
Health Education
"Our cost estimates assume that the size and shape of the warning do
not change. If such
changes are required, the entire advertisement, and not just the
message within the rectangle,
would be affected. It would cost between
$600 and ;4500 to make such a change in an existing
ad. Ifs change in the warning's format were
phased in with new advertising, however, increases
in production costs would be trivial.
Monographs, (2) 1974, 324-473.
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different and more expensive process known as rotogravure, the respective coeds are
$245 and $60. It should be reemphasized here that if the warning is incorporated
into new advertising as it is produced, increases in producition costs would be trivial.

Our estimate of the total production costs of a change in the warning is based on
the levels of cigarette advertising dollars in each medium and on reasonable aisumptions.about the number of ads that would have to be changed at any one time
For magazines, the production cost per change is approximately $29,000 2 For newspapers, the estimate is $31,000.3 Because newspaper supplements commonly use the
more expensive rotogravure process, it would cost proportionally more to change the
message iq that medium. Our rough estimate of the total cost per change if $9,000 4

Our estimItte of the total per change cost for changing the warning in all of the

print media, therefore, is $69,000.

In most of the poster media (printed billboards and transit posters), there would
be no appreciable increased production costs. Such posters are routinely changed
jnonthly. To change the warning message, the printer would merely change that
small segment of the artwork with the warning and produce posters with the new
language. Thus, changes in the warning could be incorporated into netv printing
runs at an insignificant extra cost. In calculating the total production costusing a
generous overestimate of the total number of poster and transit ads that would have

to be changed at any one timewe concluded that the maximum such a change
could cost would be $16,000.5

Painted billboards would be much more, expensive to change. These billboards,
known as bulletins, are designed fo last for a year. If the warning had to fie changed

during that year, a painter would have to travel to the site to paint on new lab-

guage. Although we go not have precise estimates, these costs could be substantial
A system which required a new warning to be placed on each billboard when it is
painted would impose no increased costs. On the assumption that such a sTstom
would be the one adopted, we have ;lade no allowance for coets of changing existing
painted billboards.
Flexibility is also the key to holding down the production costs for point-of-sale
and other promotional materials. These items-have an indefinite useful life There
would be much waste from requiring rotational warnings on these materials. Instead, if the language of the warning were to be determined by the date the item
was ordered, eventually all of the messages would appear and production costs ,
would increase only triv7rfly.
In addition to produ ion costs, the administrative costs of cigarette advertising
with rotating warnings would be 'higher for the cigarette manufacturers and their
advertising agencies because of the need for increased monitoring to ensure compliance with whatever rotational system is adopted. It is difficult to estimate how
great this cost would be. The advertising agency that staff consulted estimated the
total administrative cost of monitoring a change in message to be $545 for a specific
advertisement (regardless of the number of publications in which it appeared) Presumably this figure, which the ad agency believed o be on the high side; would de2 We calculated that figure as follows. We know from Leading National Advertisers (LNA)
that $287 million were spent on magazine cigarette ads in 1980. We also know from that seine
source that twenty-three magazines accounted for $250 million of that total By taking a random
sample of eleven of those twenty-three magazines and counting the number of cigarette ads in
each, we concluded that there were an average of eight ads per magazine per issue Multiplying
the number of ads by the coats of changing one ad gives an estimate of $27,600 for changpm
each ad in these 23 magazines, or about .01 percent of total cigarette advertising in these 23
magazines. Applying this percentage to all magazine advertising results in the $29,000 estimate
iven the order of magnitude of the estimate, the fact that it is somewhat rough is not troublmg. First, our figure is an overestimation. For purposes of calculation, we treated every ad u
distinct. In reality, of course, at any one time many ads are duplicates. Also, some ada areprobably new. The cost of changing a duplicate is only one-third the coat of changing an original
The cost of a change in a new acl is zero. Thus, the figure is probably an oVerestimatiort
3 LNA indicates that $310 million were spent in newspapera. Given the similarity between the
media, in technology and in einsE-Oelteration, we usumed that the percentage of total advertising dollars that would go intn cMiriging the warning would be roughly the same. To obtain a
newspaper estimation, we multiplied $310 million by .01 percent.
4 LNA figures for newspaper supplements total $66 million. To account for the more expensive process, the coefficient used was .0163 percent rather than .01 percent. This represents the
-proportional difference between 1160 and $245.
The figures used in this calculation are rough, but because we tensch;sly overestimated,
they are unlikely to be too low. We assumed that there would never be mo than 400 separate
ad. (an average of two for each of the 200 varieties of cigarettes tested by he FTC), and we
multiplied 400 by $40, the coat of changing the artwork for each ad.
4
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crease over time .as the industry became more familiar with the system. We estimate that the maximum (and what we feel to be a significant overestimation)
amount that would be 'spent in administering one change in message,,is $218,000.°
Thus, the total quantifiable costs, in both production and administration, of a rotational warning system would be no more than,$803,000
per phange. If there kvere
on19 one change required annually, the annual cost to the oigarette-industry would
be about $800,000. If the warnings were changed each quartiPthe maximum cost to
the cigarette industry would be $1.2 million. As noted above, given sufficient flexibility the actual costs should be much lower. Expressed as a percentage of cigarette
advertising expenditures, the costs of a rotational warning would vary between .03
percent and 1 percent of annual advertising dollars depending upon the number of
times the warning is changed.7 Quarterly changes in the warning would therefore
cost less than four thousandths of a cent (.094 cent) per pack.
If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely yours,
TIMOTHY J. MURIS, Director.

UNIVRISITY OF CALIFORNIA; SAN FRANCISCO,

San Francisco, allif., April 27, 1982.

Dear Sirs: This statement is written to call attention to- the importance of S.B.
1929, the Comprehensive--Smolag Education

to the health of American women.
I am a cancer epidemiologist on the facultyAct,
of the School of Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco. Through my work I am familiar with the current statistics that show an epidemic of smoking-related diseases among women in
the United States. It is expected that lung cancer will soon surpass breast cancer as
the-number one cause of female cancer deaths. This trend is almoet entirely due to
cigarette smoking. It is not only lung cancer that increased
dramatically among

smokers compared to non-smokers, but also cancers of the larynx, esophagus,
kidney, bladder, and pancreas. Other nonmalignant but frequently fatal conditions

are more common in smokers, including heart disease, emphysema,
arterioeclerotif peripheral vascular disease. These risks ape, of course, sharedand
with men, but
sindking poses unique risks for women because it is they who become pregnant and
use oral contraceptives. Rregnant women who smoke have a greater likelihood of
having spontaneous abortions, of having babies born prematarely or of lower birthweights, and of having offspring who die in the perinatal period, than do pregnant
women who do not smoke. Paticularly among women 35 years of age and older, oral '
contraceptive use is contraindicated in smokErs based on their excessive mortality.
Ironically, cigarette advertising directed at women has grown in inverse proportion to the weight of the medical evidence regarding
health hazards of smoking.
One of my research projects involves an examination the
of trends in cigarette advertising jn leading women's magazines since the 1930s. By its own admission, the cigarette industry has recently focused on women as a vulnerable group for ita ad campaigns. In a front-page article entitled "Women Top Cig Target, ' Advertising Age of
September 28, 1981, quotes Gerald H. Long, president and chief executive officer of
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company; he describes the women's market as "probably the
largest opportunity for Reynolds."
In 1981, approximately $64 million was spent on cigarette advertising in seven of
the eight major women's magazines alone, ranging from 11 to 16 pages per issue.
This figure was derived by multiplying $545 times our estimate of 400 separate ads at any
one time. The figure is high for two reasons. First, there are probably not that many different
ads And second, the coat probably would not increase by $545 for each ad.
The estimate is based

upon the amount of time it would take various people at the company and the advertising
agency to monitor,,,the new system. The minimum time for each task was calculated as one hour.
If it took one hour to check a schedule for one ad (an overestimate), then it surely would not

4111

take two hours to check two ads or four hours to check four ads. Finally, the total Entrant spent
in administration is a function of the rigidity of the system. A flexible approach,to rotation
would keep the administrative costs to a minimum.
" There are, however, other costs to a rotational system4that are impossible to quantify. The
rotational warninks, to the extent that they occupy the reader's attention more than the current
warning, will distract attention from the advertiser's brand message: Whatever this cost is, it
cannot be quantified, There is alsthe potential cost of forcing the cigarette adveftiser to consider more factors in designing man3 advertising plans.
Finally, there is some increase in the cost of rotating messages on packages. Having no jurisdiction over packages, we did not ask our consultants for any information on their costa. We
have every reason to beliefe that the costs will also be small, particularly if flexibility is allowed.
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(Only one of these eight top women's publications, Good Houseieeping, refuses to
accept cigarette ads.),The models featured in these promotions are young, attractive,
athletic, and independent in style. The tens of millions of women who choose to read
these magazines for their, articles on childcare, craft, food preperation, health, fashion, and home improvemept must turn page after page of cigarette promotions,
whose positive support for smoking is in sharp contrast to the clearly negative medi, cal consecjuences of cigarette-use.
4
This winter R.J. Re_ynold's sponsored women's fashion events in 18 major shop:
ping centers around the United States. At these events, publicity for their "More"
brand of cigarettes included free shopping bags designed like the cigarette package,
fliers featuring models with cigarettes in hand: and raffles with the prize-winnmg
drawn from an oversized replica of a cigarette package.
A talk I give to the public on this iubject is billed. "Mixed Messages for -Women,
Cigarette Advertising and the Health Risks of Smoking." Not only as a scientist but
as a female consumer, I am dismayed by the imbalance between the lavish and
ubiquitous expenditures on the part of the tobacco industry to *mote cigarettes
and the relatively small amounts of money available to health agencies to adequately broadcast the dangers of Cigarette smoking.
S.B: 1929 is of particular importance to the health of American women because
two of the proposed cigarette package warnings deal with the special dangers ciga-rette smokinti:are to womeii of inel,ffintive age, i.e., ".
t
may result in birth defects or
Warning:
tte smoking by
spontaneous abortidn.
Warning, The Surgeon General has determin that cigarette snioking by pregnant women may result in miscarriage, premature births sr child weight deficiencies.

My seven-year-old daughter knows not to use cigarette ads for any school projects
that require magazine cut-outs, explaining "They wanna make you think cigarettes

will make you beautiful but they really just.wanna make monw, those ada are
dumb'because cigarettes make you die." I wish all childrenand adultswere similarly aware. The Comprehensive Smoking Education Act is A step in that direction.
I urge its passage.
Sincerely, .
VIRGINIA L. ERNSTER: PH. D.,

Assistant Professor of Epidemiology.
N W AneR INC.,
New ,Yorle, N.Y., May 4, 1982.
SRNATOR 13034tACKWOOD,

Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transp6rtatitin,
Washington, AC

Dalai Ma.-Chmausx. Please enter the following statement into the Senate H
ing Record:

-

er Incorpora
As Vice Chairman and Worldwide Creative Director of N W
the oldest advertising agency in the United States- and amongst t largest in
world, I vehemently protest the introduction, consideration and
Senate Bill (S. 1929) entitled "The Public Health Service Act an the F. eral
rette Labeling and Advertising Act," introduced by Senators Qrrin Hatch and b
Packwood.

It is our firm, considered opinion that such legislation'would be harmful to ,the
achiertising industry, industry ht general, the economy and the pdcketbook of the
American taxpayer. In addition, it would create precesleitv:vohich could result in, furrat of business, Ihe econther harm to all the above interests if applied to other
omy and advertising.
The regulatory, knee-jerk attitude towards industry exhibited by the proposW legislation could have a highly .negative effect oh advertising and indystry if extended
to other sectors of the American business community. Such extension could well involve unconstitutional infringement of the 1st and 14th Amendments/

It is very important for the welfare of the United States, both socially and eceb
nomically, that commercial speech and due process and fair and equal treat ent of
the laws be preserved and be applied even-handedly. With this kind of legislation
we run severe naly that these treasured .and.inalienable rights will be diluted or
emasculated.
When vgt tioes special legislation designed to have a negative effect on oftie indus-

try such ar the cigarette industry, which manufactures a lawful.product, nd is le-

es

36

s.
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gally advertised and distributed in our country, we open ourselves to the,pressures
of every parochial, special interest group in the United States. If the precedent
is
set for cigarettes then it can easily be extended to products containing dairy ingredients and diet foods, to name just a few of many. We cannot and shoald not allow
this to happen, for the good of the public as a whole.
At a time when a concerned effort is being made by both Democrats and Republicans to reduce the burden of government, reduce bureaucracy, deregulate industry,
create efficiency, reduce government costs and make American industry more productive and competitive on a worldwide basis, these proposed bills would have the
opposite effect without the necessary redeeming values or benefits. In net result, the
proposed legislation in its most favobed light, creates more harm than good for
America as a whole and creates a dangerous and uncalled for precedent.
But beyond that, we have the (Vowing additional objections to the proposed legislation:
1 There is no conclusive scientific evidence for the health-related Congressional
"Findings" upon which. the bill is predicated. Such "Findings" are essentially a
rehash of charges made against cigarette smoking by the anti-smoking lobby without qualification or presentation of balanced or contra-scientific evidence.
2 More bureaucracy and concomitant burdens would bocreated at a time when
we are trying to do the opposite.
3 The proposed rotating schedule of health warnings would add to the cost of
cigarettes and further fuel inflation without a reasonable or verified benefit to the
public There is no evidence that the present warning notice on cigarettes is inadequate or ineffective in conveying to the consumer the potential dangers of smoking.
4 Litigation is encouraged in the private sector which would appear to be redundant and which would further clog our court
calendars. This would also create
financial burden on the economy without any apparent or countervailing benefits.a
5 Advertiseinents are sales messages, not edticational vehicles and are inappropriate for carrYing anti,product messages.
6. The requirement that cigarettes to be exported carry a warning btatement creates a harmful precedent. It unduly penalizes American industry and makes it less
competitive overseas both immediately vis a vis the cigarette industry and potentially as such thinking is applied to other sectors of American industry.
7 The Senate bill requirement that
manufacturers provide the Federal
Trade Commission and the Depar4intcigarette
of Health
and Human Services with a full
list of each chemical additive and
quantity thereof in cigarettes violates the confidentiality and trade secret aspects of individual cigarette manufacturers-without
any compensating public benefit. We do not believe that once such information is
provided to the government agencies that there is any way the information can,
from b. practical pvint of view, be protected from public disclosure.

In conclusion, for the reasons stated, we believe the proposed legislation in the
Senate to be harmful to the general public
and to industry (not just the cigarette
-industry), creating burdens and precedents that cannot be justified today.
We respectivily urge that the proposed Senate bill not go forward.
Cordially,

JERRY BIANO,

Vac Chairman and Creative Director Worldwide.
MELDRUM & FEWSMITH, INC.,

Senator BOB PACKWOOD,

Cleveland, Ohio, May 11, 1982.

Dirksen Senate Office Building",
Washington, D.C.
DEAR &NATO PACKWOOD: I understand that the Senate Commerce Committee
hearings (mi.:S. 129, The federal Cigarette Labeling
and Advertising Act cornmenced on May 10 in Washifigton.

I am enclosing an article, hy-lined by this writer, which appeared on the OP-ED
page of The PlairtDealer, Saturday,. May 8, 198g. I'd like this 'Advertisers' rights
are on the line" added to the testimony of The Senate Commerce Committee hearings on this bill.
None of us wish to encournge any non-smoker to take up smoking. I ag 'convinced, however, that this current legislation is tilting,at windmills. There is no evidence from any direction that rotating labels or any other-restri&ion on advertising
will produce the desired result. On the contrary, there is lots of evidence that such
restrictions retard switching ter loW tar brands and then there is the hidden free.

.
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market threat of restrictions on advertising for other product categories. European
experiences certainly supports this poten
We simply etirinot let high emotion over ihis cigarette/health issue endanger the
right to advertise products that are legal to sell.
Sincerely,
ARTHUR E. EARLEY,

Chainnan/Chief Executive Officer.

'
Tha AMMUCAN COLLEGE or
OnerrrawaNs & GYNECOLOGISTS,

May 12, 1982
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Chainnan, Corizmittee on Commerce, Science, and Pimsportation,
Washington, D.0
Mks CHAIRMAN PACKWOOD'. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-

gists takes this opportunity to comment on your efforts to increase public. knowledge
of the potential and serious health hazards associated with cigarette smOking. Representing over 23,000 practidng obstetricians and gynecologists who care for a significant proportion of the smoking population, the ACOG is very doncerned abolit
the harmful effects of smoking on both women and their offvring.
A pregnant.woman who smokes 20 cigarettes a day will -Wiale tobacco smoke upwar& of 11,000 times durinkip ayerage gestation and may spend 10 percent of her
waking day smoking. ScientiM evidence indicatagi that smoking in pregnancy in-

creases the Ask 'of fetal death or damage in Mew and predispcees the mother to
increased risk of pregnancy-related comp 'cations. Inight of similar findings by the_
1982 Surgeon General's Report on Smoking a the FIV Staff report that mdicates
girls begin and continue to smoke
an increasing number or women and tee
without adequate knowledge of the risks they bring to themselves and their offthe -ACOG endorses the concept of rotational label warnhigs as proposed in

nia,
Prinied warning statements on ciarette packages and advertisements constitute

only one atipect of the public health campaign that must be waged if we are to successfully educate the public. Our efforts must also be specifically-, targeted at the

teenage population who are suseeptible to peer pressure and the attractive role

Models so often found' in cigarette advertising. In addition, more research and programs are needed to help those who chooee to stop smoking to do so before they
encounter a serious medical experience that mandates that they quit or face a lifethreatng debilitating illnees.

In short, concerned individuals and groupswhether in the public or private

sectorhave a resyonsibility to do all that is possible and necessary to successfully
reduce the nation s smoking habit and prevent young people from falling victim to
-the serious, preventable health hazards of smoking.'
Sincerely,

.

Dem E. Nimibts, M.D., FACOG,
.

Director, Practice Actiiiities.,

CONFERENCE OF STATE AND MEMORIAL-DIRECTOR;

bi Pinsuc HEALTH EDUCATION,

MaY47, 1982.
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Chairman, &nate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee,
Washington,. D.0
DEMI SENATOR PACKWOOO: On behalf of the Conference Of State and Territorial
Directors of Public Health Education and ,ith the enforsement of the Aseociation of
State and Territorial Health Officials, I write in rupport of S. 1929, the Comprehensive Smoking Preventibn Education Act.
Tobacco. smoking is a major public health problem in the United States. Signifi-

cant efforts are necessary to ensure that Americans are properly informed about
the health hazards of smoking to assist 'them in making their personal decisions
about smoking behavior. The CSTDPHE believes that rotating product warning
labels will contribute to this educational effortfor several reasons.

Warning labels on cigarette packages provide a mechanisin for communicating directly with consumers and their families and, therefore, contribute to the consumers' information base. Labels with varying health manages may provide a deterrent
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to children considering smoking cigarettes. It is also possible
label information in their efforts to influence their parents' that children will use
In light of the consequences, every channel available behavior.
to convey the hazer& of
smoking should be used. The proposed labeling will
convey a hazard warning that is,
repeated and reinforced in the face of continuous advertising
which presents smoking as glamorous and rewarding. Rotating label'meesages
and the format in which
they are displayed is a means of stimulating and reinforcing
consumer interest in
those messages. This is successfuLitechnique used in
product advertising which
should also be applied to aproduct
safety.
In reviewing the proposed messages it is felt that Message (E)
"Smokers: No
Matter How Long You Have Smoked,
Quitting Now Greatly Reduces
the Risks to
Your Health" is a powerfully positive message.
It does not rely on a "scare"
or "disease' approach to stimulate interest but provides instead
a message that positive
action will have positive results.
Message (A)."Cigarette Smoking Dangerous to Your Health
For Information on
the Specific Health Consequences is Smoking,
Write. Surgeon General,
U.S. Public
Health Service, Washington, D.C. of
20201"as
strong
too
since it provides the consumer with an easily accessible means for securing information.
However, given the
reading level of the population. as a whole, tbe phrase "Specific
quences of Smoking" might be rephrased "Hazards of Smoking" with Health Conseno real loss of
intent Message (Di might also betephrased to make
meaning of "Child Weight
Deficiencies" easier to understand, i.e. "babies born toothe
small."
In summary, the CSTDPHE,
the endorsement of the ASTHO, supports the
use of rotating warning labels onwith
igarettes for the purpose of promoting informed
decision making, and to meet,
me small way, the government s responsibility to
inform the public about aJc.nbwn health
hazard. The fact that the goyernment subsidizes the growth of the
cco used in cigarettes is in itself a compelling argument
for supporting every jlossible
iheans of providing information on the health consequences of smoking and education programs for smoking prevention
cessation.
and smoking
Sincerely yours,
ZORA SALISBURY, ED.D.,

President.

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATIoN,--

June 2, 1982.
Chairman. Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The National Newspaper
Association appreciates the opportunity, to submit a statement for the record concerning
S. 1929, the Comprehensive
Smoking Prevention Education Act of 1981. NNA is
a non-profit trade association
consisting of more than 5,000 weekly and daily community
throughout the United States. Our members are concerned newspapers located
tives which may have an impact on any aspect of the First with legislative initiaAmendment, including
commercial speech.
Mr, Chairman, NNA is concerned with the advertisinwrequirements
prescribed in
section 401) of this bill from several standpoints. Primarily,
we believe that mandating such a pervasive regulatory scheme raises some constitutionally
troubling 9uestions. We also believe that a statutorily imposed labellin$
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

system carries with it an
implicit statement of public policy that cigarette advertising
is deceptive per se, a
view with which weo not agree.
Finally, we question whether
the ealailable evidence demonstrates that new and additional warnings are
necessary as a matter of
practical effectiveness.
Section 4(a) would reouire five new specific warnings
to be placed on cigarette advertising and rotated equally during successive fifteen-month
periods. The clear
trend over the past decade in Supreme Court decisions
concerning commerical
speech has been to increasingly limit the powers of
government to intrude upon
commercial speech rights.' While not accorded all the protection
of non-commercial
speech, nonetheless the government is required to show
compelling need for its
intrusion as well as that that intrusion is minimal and not aoverly
broad.
' Bigelow v. Virginia. 421 1) S. 809 09751; Virginia State Board of
Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U S 748 (1976); Bates v State Bar of Arizona.
Central Hudson crnd Electric Corporation v Public Service Commission
433 U.S 350 (1979),
357 (1980) and In Re R.M.J., 50 U.S.L.W. 4185, -- U.S.
of New York, 477 U.S.

-- (1982).
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In Central Hudson and Electric Corporation, v. Public Service Commission ofNew

York, 447 US. 557, 566 (1980), the coqrt set out a four-part test for determining
when government may regulate commercial speech:
.

le commercial speech cases, then, a four-part analysis has developed. At the

outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that provision, it at least must concern
lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether the asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both-inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine whether the regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted and whether it is not more-extensive than is necessary to serve that interest"
Applying this analysis to S. 1929, it is apparent that the advertising of cigarettes
is lawful and that it is not misleading. Thus, it is protected by the First Amendment. NNA, of course, agrees that the government's interest in this situation, the
public's health, is substantial. With positive responses to the first two inquiries, the
focus shifts to the last two parts of the test, which we believe S. 1929 may have
trouble satisfying.
First, with respect to whether the five new rotated warnings will "directly advance the governmental interest asserted,"*e submit that this is open to considerable doubt and argument. There has been an explicit health warning required on
most cigarette advertising for approximately a decade. There has also been an extensive educational process about the dangers of smoking. To what extent has it
beeii proven that the new warnings would significantly improve the public's awareof smoking's hazards? Presumably, the current warning has already enhanced
y the government's public health interest In our opinion, then, evidence of a
most significant improvement upon the current warning's effectiveness must be
shown in order to establish that the new warnings would incremently directly advance the public health interest. If the effectiveness would be merely comParable,
then one method will merely have been substituted for another with no measurable
gain for the government's interest, and hence, no advance.
The question of effectiveness really spills over into the last part of the Supreme
Court's test which deals with overbreadth. If the effectiveness of the five new warnings is not significantly greater than 'the current warning, then Congress will have
impceed a regulatory scheme far broader than is necessary or justified. Absent evidence showing that enhancement of effectiveness, then, the system of five new
warnings would seem to be more extensive than is necessary to serve the interests
of public health.
Aside from the constitutional considerations, NNA is concerned with congressional subscription to the thesis that cigarette advertising is per se deceptive. The Federal Trade Commission staff in its report on cigarette advertising advocates a theory
of deception by omission.2 However, This appears to fly in the face of the fact that
there is a clear and conspicious health warning alrm,dy in most cigarette advertisings. Moreover, while there are some contrary trends in some specific categorical
areas of smokers, the overall percentage of the populace smoking declined from 42
to 33 percent between 1964 and 1978.3 This can hardly be the result of deception, by
omission or otherwise, as to health risks in smoking. It must raise questions as to
the wisdom of estab/jshing a public policy which effectively characterizes cigarette
smoking as per se deceptive.
NNA urges you and your committee, Mr. Chairman, to carefully loOk at the underlying statisitcal data as to whether the rotational system of five new warnings
truly is more effective than the current single warning. Moreover, we would urge
you to look carefully to see whether there even is room left for substantial improvement Perhaps further studies or surveys may be necessary to acquire this infOrmation.
In sum, Mr. Chairman, NNA is concerned that Congress is considering iniposing
commercial speech requirements upon a lawful activity when the record may not
necessarily be adequate to justify such intrusion. We urge you to move cautiously
and deliberately before you impose requirements that will have an adverse impact
upon the rights of advertisers of cigarettes.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Respectfully submitted.

W. Mum &UM

Execative Vice Presideni.
*FreStaff Report on Cigarette Advertising as 4-17, et seq.
kL at 1-2.
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"win= &ram Gamma. Amman= Orrics,
Washingtm DC, June 4, 1981

Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,

Chairman, Committee on Commetpe, eCielice, and Transportation,

U.S Senate

MAR Ms. CHADIMAN: As requested by

your office on April 14, 1982, I am submitting for the record the result of our review
of (1) an FTC-commissioned report entitled "Cigarette Warning Project," dated May 1981, prepared under contract
to FTC
by the advertising firm of Keenan and McLaughlin, Inc.; and (2) a letter addressed
to you from FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection dated April 7, 1982, that contains
their estimate of the 'annual compliance costs associated with a newly propoeed
health w
regulation for cigarette advertisements.
Both ite we developed in response to proposed legislation
(S. 1929) that would
require all
and advertisements to display one of five possible
warning
ermore, it would require that each brand rotate the
sages on
and advertisements within a 15-month period. Also,mesthe
Senate bill ould require FTC to establish regulations
that would ensure tlfe effective operation f the rotational health warning information
system.
The Keenan d McLaughlin report provided FTC
with estimates of the increase
in production
by media type and reproduction process, caused by replacing
only the health
ing memage in a continuing cigarette advertisement. Additionally
ted the hourly adiiinistrative costs imposed
on cigarette companies
advertising agencies arising from monitoring these changes in-health warning
messages. Although we did not conduct an audit of the lasic cost data contained in
theestimates, the detailed itemizing of costs, the variety of media formats considered, and the contractor's firsthand knowledge
of advertising indastry practices
strongly suggest that the 014 data are sufficiently reliable to form the basis for the
FTC's annual compliance coseestimate.

Using the cost data developed by Keenan

and McLaughlin, FTC prepared an estimate of the"annual compliance costs that a quarterly rotational health message
system would impose on advertising agencies and cigarette manufacturers. Table 1
summarizes
s estimate.
Estimated maximum arinual compliance costs (1980 dollar% a quaiterly rotating
warning message system
Magazines

$29,000
31,000
9,000

ilewspapers
Newspaper supplements
Outdoor advertising displays
Administrative costs (private)

16,000

218,000

Cost per quarterly change
303,000
Estimated maximum annual compliance costs, $1.2 million
Below we review FTC's assumptions and methodology, and other considerations.
ABSUMMONS

FPC made the following assumptions about the kind and frequency of health
warning messages:
That thelverning symbol remains unchanged
Both a warning symbol (such as a rectangular box drawn around a message) and
the warning message itself can change at the same time, tr only the message can
change. FTC estimated costs based on the unchanging symbol- option, concurring
with Keenan and McLaughlin that rotating both the symbol and the message would
greatly increase costs while not necessarily making the message more effective:
That each advertisement needs original artwork
Production costa were developed for each print process for both original artwork
and duplicate artwork. According to Keenan and McLaughlin, once the artwork 4s.
created for an advertisement, that same advertisement may appear in several
magazines and/or newspapers. Advertisers do not need to make up separate artwork
for
each magazine or DeWspaper. Instead, original work is duplicated for a small fraction og the original setup costs. However, to be conservative, FPC assumed each advertisement required an original materiall setup.
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That message rotation occurs every 3 months

A rotational health message system could include the option of having rotation
occur when the advertiser decided to place an entirely new advertisement If this
occurred, the extak production costs of a rotating message would be negligible. But
rras cast estiinaq asiaumed a fixed quarterly rotational schedule which would not
coincide with the length of a manufacturer's normal advertising run.
ETC'S METHODOLOGY

Using the assumptions described above, FTC estimated separately production
costa for magazines end newspapers, outdoor advertising, digplays, and administrative costs.

Magazines and neulpapers

FIC determined from advertising industry publications that 23 magazines accounted for almost 90 percent of all magazine cigarette advertisement billings in
1980. A "random sample' of 11 magazines was selected from these 23 magazines.
These 11 magazines had an average of 8 cigarette ads per magazine. 'Changing a
message in offset or letterpress artwork was estimated by Keenan and McLaughlin
to cost ;150 per change (assuming no duplicate artwork, which is less costly per
change). Therefore, the production costs for changing a message in the advertisements in a typical magazine would cost about $1,200.L_The cost of a one-time message

change for 24 magazines therefore would be about ;27,600 ($1,200 x 23). The ratio
of estimated production coots to annual billing in the 23 magazines was one onehundredth of one percent rrc reasoned that this percentage could be used to extrapolate an estimate to include the other JO percent of magazine billings not represented in the sample of 23. Thus, FTC caldilated that given 1980 magazine cigarette
advertising of ;287 million, maximum production costa for a one-time change in a
warning message for all magazines would be ;29,000.
The production cost estimates for newspapers and newspaper supplements were
estimated by applying the same ratio of production cods to total billings for cigarette advertisements, plus an adjustment for higher artwork costs in the rotogravure process used for newspaper supplements.
The ratio methodology used by FTC for magazines and newspapers is an acceptable procedure. The underlying assumption is that production costs of a sample of
publication bears a proportional relationship to the total advertising billings. The
ratio derived is then applfed to all publications which carry cigarette advertising
That production costa bear an approximate direct relationship to billings seems sensible.
Outdoor display advertising

Outdoor display advertising includes printed billboards, transit posters, and painted billboards. FIC combined printed billboards and roosters for cod estimating purposes because they both are typically changed monthly. This industry advertising
practice means that rotational health warning messages can be incorporated when
these monthly changes occur. FTC computed the applicable unit cost to be the negligible extra cost of duplicating original artwork.
With respect to painted billboards, FTC would modify the requirement of quarterly message rotation and require a message change only when the advertisement is
changed. This would not involve any extra costs. FTC believed reqiiiring repainting
billboards quarterly would involve a subetantial cost relative to the exposure importance of painted billboards in total outdoor display advertising.
"Other advertising media
Point-of-sale and promotional materials which have indefinite lives were also considered by FIC. It concluded that incorporating a rotational warning message on
these items was not feasible. Thus, no cost estimates were made.
Administrative costs
Finally, FTC estimated the administrative costs impoeed on the ci arette companies and the advertising agencies to be ;218,000 per message change. Fit arrived at

this estimate by relying on the Hourly administrative cost estimates of cigarette
manufacturers and their advertising agencies prepared by Keenan and McLaughlin.
We reviewed these estimates and have no reason to question their appropriateness.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS f

We conclude that FTC's $L2 million estimate for compliance with the rotating
message requirement in cigarette advertisements should be viewed as an upper
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bound on annual costs like0 tO be incurred. This is because FTC assumed
that a
required quarterly rotation of health messages would not synchronize with industryinitiated revisions of magazine and
newspaper advertisements and that all these advertisements use original artwork. Incremental
cost estimates for other types of advertising and administrative costs associated with
the rotational
system
seem reasonably derived. We note, however, that the FTC estimate warning
did not include
compliance costs for rotating

messages on cigarette packages. We have no information on the possible magnitude of these costs.
It is important to note that our review was limited to FTC's estimate of
compliance costs of the proposed rotational health
warning system. A full analysis of all
ccets and benefits would include indirect costs
benefits that arepotentially
more significant than the direct compliance costsand
in any decision regarding thp appropriateness of the proposed legislation. Some
'indirect costs might result if cigarette manufacturers decide to recast their media advertising
in terms of new strategies and designs. We have no information assessing whether
this would occur or
what the costs of the -reformulation would be. But it is conceivable
that such costs
could be significant.
.

Also, to the extent that cigarette smokers curb their purchases of
in
response to the more cautionary rotating
health warnings, the sales,'cigarettes
profits, and
purchases of the tobacco manufacturers and suppliers
could decline and the return
to capital investment could be adversely affected. On the other hand,
sumed health benefits associated with reduced cigarette smoking, there are preincluding the
direct benefits to individuals or improved well-being and decreased
mortality. Other
benefits to be considered are possible reductions in health care costa
and fewer lost
work days.
Sincerely,MORTON A. MYERS, Director.
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